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in •Ouf 98th Year--, 
Miss Teri Morris. .
Miss.Spring -Of, .1 977
In a special 24-page section in today's edition of The Miirray Ledger &
Times, Miss Teri Morris, Miss Spring of 1977, will take you on a tour of
local businesses.
Teri is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Teddy Morris of Rt. 3, Murray and is
a senior at Calloway High where she is very active.
She is a member of the Friendship Church of Christ and among her
hobbies are horseback riding softball, swimming and water skiing Her
--softball team, the Banditos, is always one of the top softball teams in the-
:t(Ai:Her favorite foods are pizza and 7-Up and her favorite color is
baby blue, whiai is the cOrcir-altei---
- Ted ptans-tu-attend -Mtirdk-State and major-in-physical education.
Among her activities in high school have been four years of varsity track-- -
freshman class reporter, sophomore class secretary-treasurer, junior
class vice president, FFA Sweetheart, student council reporter.
She's served as president and treasurer of the SAE Club and has been a
member of the Beta Club, FHA and the Pep Club. She also participated
in the senior school play. She has been listed in Who's Who Among
American High School Students and in Who's Who Among American
High School Cheerleaders.
This year, she was voted as the Best looking Senior Girl and in October
was selected along with Tommy Futrell, as a Citizen of the Month at
Calloway County High School.
-Besides havintbeauty and athletic talerrv--ferfiralsoitsst as sharp in




Fifteen contestants and five advisors
from the Murray Area Vocational
Center VICA club competed in the
Regional Skill Olympics at Paducah
Tilghman Area Vocational Center. The
students competed in both technical "
skill contests and in leadership skill
contests.
First place honors were awarded to
Ricky Starks, post-secondary, auto
body; Dwayne Barrow, carpentry;
Eddie Dillon, appliance repair; and
Chuck Betts, auto mechanics. Drew
Holzschuh won first place in the
Prepared Speech contest.
Second place honors went to Rodney
Black, appliance repair.
inside today
Third place honors went to Daniel
Dillon, appliance repair; Ricky Cherry,
auto mechanics; Clayton Hendricks,
job interview, and Earl Hicks, car-
pentry.
Others competing were Mike Dun-
can, auto body; Jimmy Potts, aUto
body; Bryan Scott, auto mechanics;
Hugh Alton, job interview: and Joe
Todd, job interview. ,
Five advisors accompanied the fif-
teen contestants. They were: Jim
Lawson, coordinator; Jerry Falwell,
appliance repair teacher; Harold
Grogan, carpentry teacher; Dan
Harrell, auto body teacher; and Dwain
Baldridge, student teacher in auto
mechanics.
Being an assistant coach at Murray State University is
a little different than having the same job at Marquette,
Kentucky, or UCLA. See the second of a two-part feature
on MSU Assistant Basketball Coach Jim Calvin on Page
Six of today's sports section.
Women seeking advancement in corporate
management are being ripped off by peddlers of "positive
assertiveness" and related success formulas, says a noted
management authority. Get the details on Page Four, the
Opinion Page.
clear
Clear and coollonight. Mostly
sunny and warmer on Saturday.
Lows tonight in the low to mid
40s. Highs Saturday in the low to
mid 70s. Winds southeasterly to
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Chosen As Honor Program Of Kentucky
The Calloway County School Health
Program was chosen as the Honor
School Health Program of Kentucky
this year by the Kentucky State Health -
Association at its annual meeting held
recently,. at Cumberland Falls State
Park.
Dr. Merita Thompson, when
presenting the award, praised the ef-
forts of Mrs. Lucille Ross, Health
Coordinator for Calloway County
Schools, in developing and promoting a
comprehensive health program. ,
Utilizing health resources in- the
community has taken coordination and
-folaatimg. Dr. Thompson cited as
examples thrservices of Murray State
studenth-in departments of Health
Education, Nutrition, Pre-Dental and
Nursing who have4tsisted Mrs. Ross in
meeting health needs of the children.
Other sources used are the Public
Health Departthent, the various
resources, of the Special Education
Jog-Bike-A-Thion
To Be Held At Milt,
The Cystic Fibrosis Jog-Bike-A-Then
will be held at 9 a. in. April 16 at Murray
High.
Participants are asked to have their
sponsor sheets with them. The same
course will be used as was used last
year.
The course, which is two miles long,
begins at Murray High and goes down
Diran Road to Gatesboro and around
Gatesboro Circle and back to Murray
•
The course may-he repeated as many
times as a participant wishes.
Last yea, Darrell Overbey won the
grand prize of a 10-speed bicycle from
Spoke di Pedal. Also last year, Father
Martin Mattingly won honors for
jogging the most, 20 miles.
The prizes this year will be furnished
by the following merchants: Roses,
Dennison & Hunt, Mr. L's, J&B Music
Center, The Gallery, Big K, Uncle
Jeff's, Sager Glove Company, Chuck's
Mimic Center, T. V. Service Center,
Rudy's, DeVanti.s, The Little Toy Box,
The Murray Theatres, Sunset
Boulevard, Fancy Plants, George
_Hake and, Son, Anderson Electric,
Osborne's Printing Service, Storey's
Food Giant, Kentucky Lake Oil Corn-
pahy Bank, the Bank of
Murray and attorney Donald A. Jones.
Participants should be working _next
week and searching for people to
'sponsor them for a certain amount for
each mile they jog or ride.
Last year, the local event raised $961
for the Bluegrass Chapter of the Cystic
Fibrosis Foundation.
For more information, call
Manninger Mike Brandon.
MHS Band To Be In
National Contest
The Murray High School marching
band will participate in the Marching
Bands of America second annual
- national high school marching band
championship  competition June 1-6 at
the Oniversity of Wisconsin-
Whitewater. •
"This is the Nek -1 high school -mar-
ching band event in the country, and
we're very excited about being invited
to compete," said Joe R. Sills, director-
of the Murray High 'School Tigers
marching band.
"Approximately 40 of the premier
high school bands in the country will be
vying not only for trophies and cash
prizes, but also for the national
recognition that comes with being
acclaimed the best in the land."
Last yvatunational c
Live Oak -"Emerald Regime", from
Morgan Hill, Calif., also received an
invitation to march in the Rose Bowl
parade, and took part in that nationally
televised event on New Year's Day.
The national championship event is
sponsored by Meadow Gold Dairies..
Division of Beatrice Foods Co.
According to--ifehn L. Huber, manager
of the local Meadow Gold Dairy,
'Beatrice plants throughout the
country are helping encourage par-
ticipation by their communities' high
school bands. As part of its effort,
Meadow Gold will spotlight the M. B A.
program on one panel of all of its
homogenized and Viva 2 per cent milk
cartons prior to the June event, and
then will salute the winning band in the
same way after the competition is
completed."
"Although the Marching Bands of
America program is only little more
than a year old, it already has been
recognized as one of the most
significant high school musical.
education programs ever developed,'." •
said Sills.
"In addition to the band competition,
there are four days of classes for both
students and instructors covering all
facets of Marching bands and band
performance. Some of the top
university band directors and other
leading musicians and specialists from
throughout the country act as in-
Grant Is
Brent
structors at these_ sessions. Last year
nearly 5,000 high school musicians
participated in these classes, and the
M. B.' -staff is prepared to -a* 
_commodate nearly twice that niAnyl_his
Jut!.
"We think the Murray High-School
marching band has a good chance to
,win in this competition, but even if we
• don't the' learning experience for all
involved will be worth the trip,': the





Carroll has awarded a grant of $9,000 to
Calloway County for the use in its
juvenile delinquency programs.
The March session of the Kentucky
Crime Commission (KCC) gave
favorable recommendations to the
project which would provide for a
juvenile court offender.
The officer would work with the
youths in danger of becoming
delinquents at an early-stage, help to
relieve the case load from juvenile
courts and make referraLs to the
Department for Human Resources
y-
•
Department at Murray State, the
Comprehensive Care Center and the P.
T. C. organizations of each school.
Dr. Thompson is a Health Educator
at Eastern University and served on the
Honors Committee for the past year.
She stated that there were several
School Health Programs nominated
and the one of Calloway County was
chosen because of the wide variety of
services rendered during the past year.
Mrs. Ross states her goals as School'
perianneeabb-agerwies and ether
persons and agencies seeking to tin-
prove the physical and emotional
health of children. She would like to
thank all those per'Sons who have had a
part iii helping Calloway County-win
this Honor.
"We think we' have one of the most
comprehensive School Health
Programs In Kentucky! It is' most
gratifying that .our program -Was-
identified and recognized.lis
Health Coordinator are to promote a standing School Health_Program in the
comprehensive and constructiveschool -state. Mrs. ROSS has worked, diligently
health program, -and to create and to provide as many seilvices as possible
develop a program of mutual for our children," stated by Dr. Jack
-rOoperitioli ''tivisen school personner--Itose, Calloway- Cot...ty ---Seheol----edUelitIonat agencies, public health --Superintendent. _ _
^
STATE AWARD—Chosen aslfotior School Health Program of Kentucky
this year by the Kentucky State Health Association was the Calloway Coun-
ty School Health Program. loolting at the award are Lucille Ross, Health
Coordinator, and Pr. jack Rost, Superintendent, -bOth of the Caltb*ay_ .




CHECKING OUT THE EASTER BUNNY—Youngsters were too busy checking out the Easter Bunny at the Calloway Coun-
ty Public library to notice anything else. The children are Wk. Waldrop, Kann Fandrich, and limm}. Chan. *. .
Staff /bolo by David Hill
DEAR LONG: Your feelings of resentment are under-
, standable. However, if you want no part of a prospective
large inheritance" for yourself, you might consider it for
•your wife and children. And for them, if not for your
parents, letting bygones be bygones would seem to be a
timely compromise.
DEAR ABBY: I have seen plenty,. of those so-called
sportsmen arte stoie-Fuying bulle e and beer .-(A great
com- 1 ination-aImost as good as drinking ar-i-d 1-ViT-7iffe".)
Everr deer beaavit we wait for-the news: how many hun-
ters will kill other hunters by mistake: how many will have
'heart attacks from overexertion and bay.e to be floWn out of- - • the mountains at the taxpayers expense.- --
Anybody who wants to buy a hunting license can get one,
you know, regardless of how lousy a- shot lieris. Farmers
have had-their livestock accidentally killed by some•of these
"marksmen" who shoot everything that moves. (One
farmer even considered putting signs on his animals read-
ing, "THIS IS A COW!")
I've never been hunting, and I 'don't care to go. The only
. kind _of _shooting I do is with a camera. That way I'll have
something beautiful' to remember-not the bloody, lifeless
remains of a once beautiful animal.
HATES HUNTING
DEAR HATES: Well said.
Everyone has a problem. What's yours? For a personal
reply, write to ABBY: Box No. 69700, L.A., Calif. 90069.
Enclose stamped, self-addressed envelope, please.
Free for the Asking!
write
BIBLE CORRESPONDENCE COURSE







*Southeast Cornet of the
Court Square









By Abigail Van Buren
,
DEAR ABBY: My sister, who is a...very attractive 47-
,year-old single woman, has been going -with the same 50-
year-old man for 15 years!,He openly dates others, and my
sister putsup with it. •
He is a divorced man Who plays the field, and he's con-
vinced iny sister that marriage at his age is a buinmer arid
that ail men need variety. •
Our yaole family has trie to mike 'her see tioNv foolish
she is to waste her time on hirti, but se iPsists she "loves"
Nm'and is satisfied with things as they-are. She conic! easily
, get_someone else but she wpn't look at another man.
What is wrong wit-Elifs tfunime.riniow c-airt convince
her to break off with this heel?
PROILEM SISTER
DEAR SISTER: The man is apparently playing At
straight with your sister so why is he a "heel"? And it your
sister is satisfied to gnalong with things as they are, why is
she a "dummy"?
As I see it, even though you and your family mean well,
you'd like your sister to live according to your values-not
hers. It's her life, and she has a right to live it as she sees
fit. Get off her back.
DEAR ABBY: My father wass very successful-business-
- man, and my mother came into a large inheritance soon
after her marriage. They were regarded as "high society,"
• yet. I-was constantly beaten,ikicked and brutally Mistreated
all through my childhood. Ttlthis day I have a semi-crippled
hand as a result of the batteringstreceiyed aihild
Today I am 30, happily married with ywo children of my
own,longago ',broke off_altrelatinns witlf my pgrents, as




Anti Net& Lyon and Troy
Garland, §r., exchanged
wedding vows during a lovely
candlelight winter ceremony
at' the Sinking Spring Baptist
Church. The Rev. Lawson
Williamson officiated at the
ceremony read at seven p. m.
The church was decorated
with fifteen white candles in a
brass arched eandelabrum
and two seven branched brass
candelabra forming a can-
dlelight background. The altar
was enhanced with red and
white carnations and red satin
bows.- 
Bride's Dress_
The bride, daughter of 'Mr.
and Mrs. Ray-Lyoludidurray,
was lovely in her formal
- length gown of white dacron
?organza. The fitted bodice
featured a ' square-neckline
• and puffed sleeves accented
with red flower embroidery
trim and a red velvet ribbon
,.and bow at the, waist,
The full:flowing skirt ended,
with a „deep flounce And
matching trim at the hemline.
Completing the bridal attire,
the bride wore a camelot style
headpiece with elbow length
illusion.
The bride carried-a colonist
style bouquet of porn poms
and daisies with white lace
and white Satin ribbons. Her
• jewelry included a pair of
borrowed pearl earrings, and•
- a lovely yellow gold diamond
pendant presented to her as a
. wedding present from the
My wife is Urging me to make friends with my parents grOem,
who are-rioW 411- their-806i have begged-to-sea-theig•-gr-aad-- --The-mu 1 on of ri 1 ,
children and repeatedly asked us to visit them. Margie Garland, sister:in-law
- I 'Want nothing todo with them. Most recently they have of the grobm wore a -white
dangled a large inheritance in front_ofas.,My wife thinks - • u'-.
I'm crazy to pass up this fortune. She wants me to forgiie -,---dress with red
, 
pin stripes. Her
and forget. l_can't seem to_ convince her that I can't' forget •-.'colonial style bouquet was
what they put me through and want none of their handouts - made of pom proms and
now. Am I wrong? - - . - ' - daisies.
 _ 1,1):14_ G-SUFFEHI-14 - -The geooni, torTot Mrs. 'E ula.
MaeGarland and the late Toy
Garland of Murray, was at-
tired in a light tan leisure suit
and matching navy blue and
tan leisure shirt.
_ The _,best man, Paul
Garland, brother of the
groom, wore a navy -blue suit
trininied iii red a -niat-
ching re-d . -
Troy Garland:Jr., son of the
grdorioxwaS the usijer arida*?
lighted-The candles; assisted'
by Cindy Hudson.
- Sherri Robertson kept the
register's table which.-quas
decorated with an
arrangement of red and white
carnations.
The ceremony was a double-
ring ceremony with the unity
candle being lighted by the
-bride and groom symbolizing
the union of themselves as one 
In marriage.
Music for the ceremony was
beautifully presented by Mrs.
Oneida White, organist, who
•
played the wedding march,
and accompanied Tom
Whoderby who sang
"Always"... and '-'The Lord's
Prityk."- '-
Reception
Following the ceremony a
reception was held downstairs
at the church.
The bride and groom
greeted .the guests in a
receiving line, and punch and
cake were served. The wed-
ding cake was a two tier white
cake decorated with the
kissing couple under a brandy
glass as the centerpiece.
Serving at the reception
were Mrs. 3ean Humphreys,
Mrs. Elaine Etherton and
Mrs. Hazel Whoderby, sisters
of the groorg.
Leaving the reception the
bride chose to wear a light
blue street length dress with
matching jacket.
The wedding party also
hosted a dinner -at DeVanti's
,Steak House; and the wedding
party was presented gifts
from the bride and groom. The ,
couple then left on their
wedding trip.
Mr. and Mrs. Troy Garland
Sr. now reside in Murray.
New Shipment Plants






Pottertown Homemakers Club Meet's
At,Coloniat,House For...Two Lessons
Jo Roberts presented the .'will be announced later.
major lesson on "Under- Dorothy Simon was in
standing Ourselves" at the citarRe of the recreational
-March luncheon meeting of period, and leouise Short,
the Pottertown Homemakers Pianist, led in gPuP
Club held at the Colonial Fifteen members AosvMred
House Smorgasbord. She the roll call with their favorite
opened with "what layout ego spring flowers. P_atye
as a parent, adult, or child?" cast read the thought for the
Another discussion on as day on "The Art of Con-
spring fashions as to style 0--tentmentr"andletiptsre from
•clolMing, shoes. scarves, and
fabrics and the popular colors
to be wogn this summer was
given by Shirley Werts.
Blanche Larson read a
poem entitled "Perspective"
by Bob Benson who told how
he and God raised a flower
bed, The flower for the mouth
is the violet and the gem is the
bloodstone or the aquamarine.
Ola Outland podded in the
absence of the president,
-----72,-„,--Bobbie Cook, and read a letter
Lighting the t nitv Candle
• 4ii the bridal- cottple
Mr: and—M r.s. 7öfGàdanr. ,
— decornt:e1 with candles and
concerning the Aprll V talttlig
luncheon from eleven a.m. to
1:30 p.m. at the social hall' of
the- First mated Methodist
Church. Tickets are $1.50 for
those not bringing a dish and
75 cents for helpers and those
bringing a dish that will serve
twelve people. Thoie bringing
a dish should write their name
and recipe of their dish. Two
volunteer workers are needed
from each club and are to be
at the _church by ten a.m. on
April 22.
Announcement was made of
the one day tour to Nashville,
_ Th., an overnight trip to
Gatlinburg, 'hi., and another
_ overnight trip to Astifivillts,
N.C., for the Biltmore Estates
tour. These dates and times
Mrs. Garland is a librarian
and special reading teacher at
North-Stewart Elementary in
Stewart. County, Tn. Mr.
Garland is employed by
Paschall Truck Lines, Inc., in
Murray.
Postnuptial Events
Following the wedding the
couple- v-ia--W&ed--ti -by a
shower given by Mrs. Henry
Hargis, Mrs. Buddy Hum-
phreys, Mrs. James Brandon,
Mrs. Billy Tidwell,Mrs. Ralph
Ray, and Mrs. Buddy An-
derson in the home of_Mrs.
James Brandon. -
The table- was decorated
with a pink tablecloth and a
lovely arrangement of mixed
flowers, and a bride cen-
terpiece. The cake was
decorated with wedding bells,
and a corsage of pink car-
nations was. presented to the
Nine- -
Another -shower was also
given by. Mrs. Kennedy
Mathis, Mrs. Tom Lyles and
Mrs. Flenoy Barrow in the
home of Mrs. Kennedy
Mathis:
The table was beautifully
serving 'dishes of carnival
glass. The gifts were uniquely
arranged under a light blue
umbrella accented with white





' 'Modena Butterworth opened
her home on Meadowlane,
Murray, for the March 21st
meeting of tie Penny
Homemakers Club. Murrell
•
Madrey, president, presided. 
The lesson on "Under-
standing and Accepting
Ourselves" was given by Mrs
Madrey.
Kathryn Walker read the
miqutes and called the roll
with members answering with
a spring flower.
Announcement was made
of the tasting luncheort.to :be
held on April 22 at the social





The next meeting will b.
held Monday, April 18, at on,





The -.Eva Wall Mission
Gro4 of the Mena_orial  Baptist
Church met at the church'
library on Tuesday afternoon,
March 22, with Margaret
Taylor presiding In the ab-
sence of. Verna Mae Stub-
blefield. -
Lorene Foster gave the
devotion and the cam Omer
for OpgT
Reeves gave _IULArikaktin
Action report. The group voted
to make' donations to the
church's new hymn books-and
to the Annie _Armstrong
Easter offering.
LaUra Jennings was in
charge of the program 'on
"Literacy Missions." She was
assisted by Willie Garland,
Lottie Bowden, Margaret
Taylor, Opal Reeves, al-id
Thyra Crawford.
FhilipPltuis 6:II.
The next meeting will be
April 13 at ten a.m. at the
Colonial House.
' VERO HEIIE
Mrs. Harold (Hairy) Tolley
of Bel Air Md., has been the
guest :of her mothers, Mrs,
Lena Cummins of "Arlington
and of her parents-in-law, Mr.
and Mrs. Bryan Tolley of
Murray.
• ..
▪ SWEETEN SOUR DISH
Apples or pears make a fine
-addition to-snap- beans. The
combination is good with
irweet-sour flavor achieved by










A LIMITED TIME ONLY
Our Specially-Trained Service Experts wilt
-(1) Meek thermostat
an






No.1 air conditioning maker
swim savia OMR term star 1, ifirr
Quality Service Co.
Larry Wisehart, Pres. 753-9290
4th & Elm
Whose remains are in the tomb of Buddha? Buddha's. Yet
SOME PEOPLE SERVE A DEAD GOD!
Whose remains ore in the tomb of Mohammed? Moham-
med's Yet SOME PEOPLE SERVE A DEAD GOD!
- There ore rnanytafter cheacreadifilBriSik3pliti 'serve W14YSERVE A DEACI-130D-WHErOTREWE-irOickirOgr tHAT IS ALIVE? •
•
Whose remains are in the tomb of JESUS CHRIST? THERE
ARE NO fERAINSI HE HAS RISEN AyfittAlLVE 
morter ,
Cam. one*ts‘rshill a U-VE.C.od at oLIVE church 014 Easter
Suipciayi
First Assembly of God, S. 16th and Glen-














Matinee Sat. & Sun.












„Late Show Fri. & Sat. 1140
"Celestine" (X)
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Potomac, Md., visited her
mother, Mrs. C. G. Warner,
Sr., and brother, Dr. Warner,
and family last week. Mr.
- Schrader joined her here
FridaY. They,, along with Mrs.
Warner and Dr. Warner's
gamily, Bryan, Brett, and.
Alan, Kevio and Laurie
- lifelntosh; attended the
wedding of Judith Elltn
Burns, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Joesph E. Burns, Jr., to
John, A. Warner, Jr., son at
Mr. and Mrs. John A. Warner,
at Elizabethtown on Saturday.
PADUCAH PATIENT






murray Balite Six has been.a
patient at Lourdes Hospital,
Padura h.
PATIENT AT PADUCAH_
Michael Schroader of Almo-





The mute swan is so-called
because it is said never to use






• 1/4-- .10 
Vows Planned
Miss Paniela—Marie Todd:-
and Keith Ray If ilkerson
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Lee Todd of Kirksey Route One an-
nounce the engagement and forthcomingmarriage of their
daughter, Pamela Marie, to Keith Ray Wilkerson, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Ted Wilkerson of Mayfield Route Seven.
The bricle-elect is a senior at Calloway County High School




Easter Egg Hunt for
preschool through third grade
members and their out of town
guests will be at Murray
Country Club from ten- to
eleven a. ur. Each-one bring
six hard boiled Easter eilils•
Special guest will be the
Easter Bunny. -
• -Easter Eggliunt, sponsored
by Ruth Warren Group, will be
at Sinking Spring Baptist
Church at two p. m.
Hazel Alumni -Dinner with
Dr. Bogard Dunn as speaker
will be at the Hazel Com-
munity Center at s 'even p. m.
Work day by Special
Olyntpics Basketball team to
eam money to go to the
tournament will be held. Call
753-8265 or 753-7302 after four
p. m: if you five JObs for the
team members.
Salarday. April 9
  Egg klunt for
preschOol throtigh third grade
will be itt the Oaks COuntry
Club at' ten a. m. In ease- of
-rain, the event will be can-
celled. •  . meet_itt the_ home of Lois
Sparks at one pin.
Saturday, April 9 •
Chestnut Grove AME
Missionary Society will have a
bake sale at Singer's in the Bel'
Air Shopping Center starting
Monday, April 11
Murray State M11 Play
Arkansas State at one p.m. at
the Reagan baseball field.
Ladies day luncheon




Jerry Rothman from Los
Angeles, Cal., will lecture on
ceramics at 7:30 p.m. in Room
423, Pfice Doyle Fine Arts




will present "Up With People"
in the MSU Field House at
eight p.m.
Dick Cat_111i, AP. _
--Correspondent of U.S.
Supreme Court, will speak at
-stx p.m.-M Sigma Delta Chi,
Society of .Professinnal
Journalists in Room 111,
Wilson Hall,t MISC. His topic




Church Women will meet at
seven p.m. at the church.
Russell's' Chapel United
Methodist Church Women will
Stars and Stripes
Homemakers Club will meet
at the 'Extension' Office at
seven p.m.
at ten a. m.
• RecoVery, Inc., will meet at
Wilkerson, a graduate_of Calloway-County-High-Scheal-,-.. - Saturday, April 9 . -Firsc-Prestorterian Church,
is presently employed at General Tire and Rubber Company,•Mayfield. - - Easter Egg Hunt for Poplar hi.ain.,m and 16th Streets, at 7:30
The wedding vows will be solemnized onFriday, June 17, it 
Spring Baptist Church P• • •
seven p. m. at the Kirksey Baptist Church, Kirksey. _ All 
children will be at home of Mr.
_ Tat Fannin, •Cordelia Erwin Circle of
relatives and friends of the couple are invited to attend. - Panorama'shores at onc,p_an..„rfouth-Pleasant--Grove United-,
• 
Two buses will run. • Methodist Church Women will
Paris Road Homemakers
Club will meet with Mrs.
Blaine White at one mn.
Suburban Homemakers
Club will meet with Mrs.
Holmes Dunn at seven p.m.
Group I of First Christian
Church CWF will meet at th2
home of Mrs. Henry Fulton at




Concert by Stan Kenton and Murray TOPS Chi). .wil
his orchestra will be at Lovet1 med at Health Ng,*
Auditorium at eight p.m seven p.m.
IS this NW craziest thing you've ever seen?
W. are asking you ttagive us a house. Yes, that
-is right We want yOu to give us a house.
People give houses away all the time to
orgenizadons Ire fraternities. There are many
places young peopki can go to and be led so
very for away from God. W. went a house
wham young— can corns end find help
through Jesus Christ. Would you kke to he the
one that would be an kiwi:ninon( used of God
for a work such es this? Many souls may COM6
to the Lord Jesus Christ through. this house.
Do something at for Jesus while you are
Nvkig. Please ixey about this! I'm con-




Ladies Luncheon To Be Ilea
The women. of the Murray








"We Specialize Only In Men's Tuxedoes"
312 Broadway






meet at seven p.m. at the
Calloway County High -church.-
Satool Chorus will have a Car .• -Meals program for senior -. wash- at Wood's Standard
c
Station, Highway_ 121 and 
itizens will be at Northsewmistretteenter_att‘eve
noon followed by activities.
Cai.1753-8938
North .18th Street, and a yard
sale it-Parking lot of Colonial
for reservations.House -Smorgasbord-to earn
money to go tr2 the American
Music Festival at Nashville,
Tn., April 21-23. ,
Saturday, April 9
•-•• Three-tcaxii outdoor treat'
Murray State University
ttombone choir, directed by
Prof. Raymond Conklin, will
perforrn at 8: 15'pan. in the Old
-RecitaLHall, Price-poyie-Fine
Arts Center MSII. _ •meet wili-be nt-erie p. m. . -
MSU. - '—,Donald -Burchfield, Anthony Stewart Stadium,  
Hamby, Larry Contri. E. 
Howe; Jr., James D. Ckipton, Open dancer:1Y Delta Sigma
• James N. Green, and bfar•y Theta will begin at eight p. m.
Holcomb. • -Beshear Gymn of the
Bridge will be at 9:30 a.m.
with Mrs. Darold Keller and
Mrs._ •4wrence 
hostesses,_
Reservations_ for the noon
luncheon should be 'made by
• Monday evening With Mrs.
Thomas Muehleman, lun-
cheon chairman. Others
serving with her are
Mesdames James-. Moore,
Alike Baker, Elwood Brown,
Wek-larer, 
rgAN4..c
The longest cave in the world
is in Kentucky. It is the Flint-










2 - 8 X 10
2 .; 5 X 7
10 WALLETS
Portraits will be delivered with-
in three weeks










Erwe use Kodak popecFor good look.
Student Center. Call 153-9198
for information.
Sunday, April 10'
Mr. and Mrs. J. C
Gallimore will be honored
with a reception at the Dees
Bank of Hazel from two to four
p. m. in celebration of golden
wedding anniversary.
Sunday, April 10
Mr. and Mrs. Bernice F
Bishop will have open house at
their home at New Concord
from two to five p. m. in
celebration of their 50th
wedding anniversary.
Sunday, April 10
Easter Egg Hunt for
children of members will be at
two p.m. at the Moose lodge.
This is for children, twelve
years old and under.
Monday, April 11
Bake sales will be held in
front of Roses and Singer's
from nine a.m. to six p.m.,
sponsored by the Senior High




Church Women will meet at
the home of Emma Dean
Lawson at seven p:m.
Hardin Senior Citizens will
have a work day from 9:30




Per Pose In living
Color






118 S. 126 753-003S
Free Parking In Rear
You Buy the Chicken,
The Fixin's are Free!
MAK e YOUR OWN
meAL!
Saturdays and Sundays Only 'dr.-Iredte
Two Free Fixin's with a Bucket!
Three Free Fixin's with a Barrel!
Cole Slaw Mashed Potatoes





Offer Expires May 1. 1977
a




1027 Mineral Wells Paris, Tn. 38242
YOUR COMPLETE LEVI HEADQUARTERS
THIS AREAS ONLY LEVIS STORE
Pit a pair of Levi's' on your feet.
Sink sour feet into Lesn's leathers and get more
wear per loot Comlorr. -,your soles with ours
Step oss_a pplr. We've sot shoes to hoops arid





























IF YOU FEEL THE URGE "FOR LEVIS" VISIT THE OUTHOUSE
•  •-••••
-4.
The 41. .une:.6y. Le. er & Time. Published B.
Walter L. Atipierson, publisher MURRAY NEWSPAPERS, Inc R. Gene McCutcheon, editor
}diturials and opinionated articles on this page are presented for
the purpose of pros 11111114 J forum for the free tat-nano of differing.
..p4ions Letters fir the editor in tegieniKAirtetatials and
•imnion.Ateslaruek*are encouraged 
'Mr editors of INS newspaper sarungis behese that to iunit
opinionated, &Mille, to only those which parratlei the editorial
otiose" "of this Kew splper siutild be a dis.s.eniie to WI' trailers,
therefore argjitilly •hu do not agree Ili an editorial stand or
ttenlear peewit art individual writer in • column to respond
air% their ferlingsiin the parto War Ing silos ussed
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hEARTIIN
: HEARTLINE is a service for senior
citizens of all ages. Its purpose is to
answer questionsind solve problems -
fast. If you have a question or problem
not answered in these columns, write
HEARTLINE, 114 E. Dayton St., West
Alexandria, Ohio 45381. Senior citizens
will receivt prompt replies, but you
must include a stamped, self-addressed
envelope. The most useful replies will
be printed in this column.
HEARTLINE: Will the Veterans
Administration pay transportation
charges in addition to the $800 burial
allowance for a service-connected
death of a veteran in a Veterans
Adrhinistration facility? P. C.
ANSWER: Yes. In addition to the
amount payable for the funeral,
transportation costs may be paid when
death occurs in a Veterans
Administration hospital.
HEARTLINE: My service-connected
disability was increased from 10 per
cent to 30 per cent. How much will the
Veterans Administration allow for my
dependents? B. B.
ANSWER: Only those veterans
whose service-connected disabilities
are evaluated at 50 per cent or more are
entitled to allowances for dependents.
_HEARTLINE: I am a widow eligible
for Civilian Health and Medical
Program of the Veterans
Administration ( CHAMPVA). If I
remarry, how would this affect me and
my children's entitlement? K. C.
ANSWER: Your remarriage would
not affect your children's -CHAMPVA
entitlement, but yours would be ter-
minated.
HEARTLINE: I have been receiving
disability benefits for the last five years
beCause of a heart condltlOri:- For the
three years I've been taking
kkeeping courses on -My own
through a correspondence school. WW
my disability benefits be affected if I
start a small bookkeeping business
now, working out of my home? S. T.
ANSWER: You should let the Social
Security Administration know when
you start the business regardless of how
many hours you work or how much
you earn.
Assuming your condition is still
disabling, your benefits will continue
for a trial work period of up to nine
months to give you a chance to test your
ability to work. If, after the nine
months, it is determined that you are
able to do substantial gainful work,
your benefits will be paid for an ad-
justment period of an additional three
months. If on the other hand, the work
is not considered substantial, your
benefits will continue.
HEARTLINE: My father retired last
year and he is living with my husband
and me. All he does is sit around the
house moping with boredom. I feel he
needs a hobby but he thinks of hobbies
as kid stuff. Can you give me some
ammunition in the way of facts or hints
to stop him from laying down and dying
of boredom? S. W.
ANSWER: In a recent survey of
several hundred retired persons, seven
out of 10 gave credit to a hobby as chief
life saver during their retirement
years. Your father might be surprised
to learn how many highly esteemed
skills and artistic achievements have
resulted from hobbies. Some hobbyists
have achieved greater renown in their
retirement than they had in their
business or professional careers. Even
if your father does not win fame and
fortune, the pleasure and satisfaction
that the right hobby will bring him will
add a glow to his retirement years.
We have prepared lists of hobbies and
books on the subject. To receive them,
write to 31 eartline - Hobbies, 114 E.
Dayton St., West Alexandria; Ohio'







NEW YORK ( API - Women seeking
advancement in - -corporate
management are being ripped off by
peddlers of "positive assertiveness"
and related success formulas, says a
noted management authority,
The power of positive assertiveness
Is the current prescribed cure-all for
the aspiring woman manager" ._said
Prof. Eugene Jennings, who branded it
a deception by modern medicine men,
shamans and barkers.
Thousands of women each day attend
conferences, seminars and meetings
.sponsored by government, universities,
.women's groups and consulting firms
that, he claims, result in little but
Irustration and wasted money. -
And yet, says Jennings, an informal
survey of meetings in big city hotels
shows titese programs draw larger
audiences than do sales and
manageinent meetings of the more
traditional type.
The barker, who Jennings says might
be a professor, an author or maybe
even a government official, "com-
mands women to step forth to grab for
the brass ring, telling them You can do
anything you want to do."
Nonsense, says Jennings, a
management professor at Michigan
State University, a psychologist, author
and confidential adviser to many top
corporation executives.
The grabhander of today, he
suggests, might suffer the same ignoble
fate as the gladhander of the 1950s, a
reference to the native concept then
taught that a smile and a handshake
were the route to management success.
The teaching of assertiveness as the
elixir of success might make women
feel better inside, Jennings maintains,
: but it doesn't make them better
students of management or help them
:,.perform in the real, world of
aa " management.
".) • -Assertiveness is immaterial to the
management process," he said, an
observation based on a life's study of
, personnel mobility in corporate life and
. as a C4iimselor in management for
many years.
An assertive 'veneer without an un-
derstanding of management is a
disaster, he contirued. ''Women need
help in understanding planning,
organization, controlling and coor-
dinating the egivilies ot others." , s
A lot is known about managements,
he observed, but very little is known
aliout womeit managers, leading him to
ihonclusion that "these sideshows
presidne knowledge that doesn't exist."
; He offers these caveats to women
who seek knowledge that might assist
• them in climbing the management
". ladder:
-Beware of prescriptionists. "The
more knowledgeable teacher will be a
descriptionist who will diagnose and
describe the process of management,
leaving it up to individuals to prescribe
the solutions."
-Watch out for women - or men -
who use women stereotypes. There is
an assumption, for example, that
women are not as assertive as men.
"It's a fallacy; it's_not research
based," he said.
There is the stereotype also that men
focus on the long term and on the career
as a hole, while women focus on the
Kesent job. Fallacy, says Jennings.
Many men don't want mobility either.
"Even if women are according to
these stereotypes," he continued, "who
is to say that men have the only key to
success and should be emulated? There
is no research showing a man's way is
the better way."-
-Self-insight- and consciousness
raising isn't a magic formula. Its
even debatable as to whether it is useful
let alone developmental. Knowing
yourself in no way will prepare you to
be an effective manager."
It might, he snapped, "make you into
a centipede who doesn't know which
foot to use first. But what a person
needs is substantive information about
managing people today." -
-Be wary of these credentials:
1. I am a woman, therefore I un-
derstand women.
2. I am a man, therefore I understand
management.
3. I have been a manager, therefore I
know about management.
Women can put an end to this
"mumbo jumbo" about asserting
oneself, Jennings concluded, simply by
saying no and instead insisting on in-
formation that is relevant to how to
manage.
"Women deserve more than
medicine shows dispensing the snake
oil of instant success," he said.
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By Dr:FL C. CHI LES
Based on cops righted outlines produced td the Cominittee on
tin Cniforni Serie, and used his permission
JFe.SUS LIVES!
It is enriching and strengthening to
know that the Christ who-died on the
cross thereby making an atonement for
our sins arose from the tomb and is now
living, and is giving us the wonderful
privilege of having daily and intimate
fellowship with Him.
The Burial of Christ
Mark 14:42.47
After Christ's atoning work was
finished, respect and honor were paid to
His body. Joseph of Arimathea, a
believer, acted quickly by going to
Pilate and obtaining permission to
.cemdve from the cross the body of our
Lord and to prepare it for burial. It
frequently happened that the bodies of
criminals were never buried, but were
simply taken down from the crosses
and left for the vultures and scavenging
dogs to consume. Joseph was anxious to
prevent that sort of thing from hap-
pening in the case of Christ.
Joseph was a man of wealth and
position, and a member of the
Sanhedrin. However, like Nicodemus,
he had not made a public confession of
hi.s faith in Christ because he was afraid
of the Jews. His love had been sub-
jected to his fear, but now, fn this hour
of crisis his love became triumphant
over his fear. Casting caution to the
winds, Joseph courageously ap-
proached Pilate and requested the body
of the crucified Christ, which act was
an acknowledgement of friendship with
the deceased. Upon receiving per-
mission to take the body of Christ,
Joseph and Nicodemus prepared His
body for burial, the former providing
the fine linen in which His body was
wrapped and the later supplied the
spices. Together they tenderly and
lovingly laid the body of their Lord in a
new sepulcher which was hewn out of a
rock in the garden and had been
prepared for Joseph's own en-
tombment. With loving reverence they
placed His body therein, and then rolled
a huge stone in front of the door or
entrance. The next day Pilate
authorized the chief priests and
Pharisees to seal the entrance to the
tomb, and to station a strong guard of
soldiers on duty there to prevent the
tomb from being robbed.
Mary of. Magdala and Mary the
mother of James, who had followed the
Lord Jesus and His disciples all the way
from Galilee, observed where the body
of Christ had been entombed and then
returned to their homes and rested on
the Sabbath.
The Resurrection of Christ
Mart 16:1-8
At sunrise on the morning after the
Sabbath these women and Salome went_
to the tomb to anoint the batty of the
Today
in History
By The Associated Press
Today is Friday, April 8, the 98th day
of 1977. There are 287 days left in the
-Year-
Today's highlight in history:
On this. date in 1513, the Spanish
explorer, Ponce de Leon, landed in
Florida in his search for the fountain of
youth. • - _
On this date: •
-In 1500, a French army, aided by
Swiss mercenaries, conquered Milan.
-In 1826, Secretary of State Henry
Clay fought a duel with Sen. John
Randolph of Virginia, without either
being injured.
-In 1939, King Zog of Albania fled as
Italian troops invaded his country.
-In 1961, the French voted in a
referendum to approve a peace set-
tlement with nationalist rebels in
Algeria.
-In 1968, the U.S. Supreme Court
removed the death penalty provision
from the Lindbergh kidnaping law.
-In 1970, the U.S. Senate rejected
President Nixon's Supreme Court
nominee, Judge G. Harold Carswell.
Ten years ago: There was rioting by
blacks in Nashville, Tenn., and 17
people were injured and scores
arrested.
Five years ago: The ruler of Zan-
zibar, Sheik Abeid Amani Karume, was
assassinated.
One year ago: Anthony Croslanif was
named British Foreign Secretary.
Today's birthdays: Prime Minister
Ian Smith of Rhodesia is 58. Opera
tenor Franco C,orelli is 54.
Thought for today: "Rotten wood
cannot be carved." - a Chinese
proverb.
Bible Thought
. . . ought ye not to walk in the
fear of our God? Nehemiah 5:9.
One of the foremost teachings of
the Bible is that reverential awe of
God is always the beginning of
Lord Jesus as a token of their love for
and devotion to Him. Usually the bodies
of loved ones were anointed at the time
of death, but these friends had not been
given the opportunity of honoring thus
their Master. In one respect they are to
be Commended above the eleven
disciples, in that they were brave and
devout enough to go to the sepulcher.
However, had they really believed His
promise that Ile would rise again the'
third day, they would not have gone
near the tomb, but would have known
that it was empty.
After wondering, worrying, and
talking about how they might remove
the stone from the entrance, upon their
arrival the women were amazed to find
that their concern had been entirely
unnecessary because the stone had
been rolled away, and the body of Him
Whom they sought was not there.
Upon entering the tomb to perform
their ritual, possessed with mingled
fear and astonishment, the women saw
the white-robed young man sitting
within the sepulcher. He appeared to be
in perfect contentment as though he
were celebrating the triumph of Christ.
Seeing that they were too frightened for
words, he sought to quiet them by
urging them not to be afraid. He
assured the women that they were no
longer to be looking backward to One
Who had died, but that they were to be
looking forward to One Who was alive.
Instead of lingering about the tomb in
wonder about what had happened, the
women went immediately, as they had
been commanded to do, and told the
disciples and Peter about the glorious
victory of Christ over the grave. The
fact that a special message was sent to
Peter reveals the compassionate and
loving heart of our Saviour toward His
erring disciples. While Peter was
grieved deeply because of his denial of
Christ, the heart of Christ was lonely as
long as Peter remained out of
fellowship with Him. In spite of his
terrible failure, Peter was assured, by
the special message, of Christ's con-
tinuing love for and concern about h1tn-
10 Years Ago
•
- Army Capt. Dan R. Pugh, son of Mrs.
_L. D. Carr, has been assigned to the
First Logistical Command in Vietnam.
Michael B. Jeffress of Murray has
been chosen by the Department of the
Army to receive a four year ROTC
scholarship.
The team of Johnson's Grocery won
-first place in the Magic Tri Bowling
League at Corvette Lanes. Members
are Isabel Parks, Jenny Humphreys,
-Betty Powell, BobbieGarrison, and Lee
Obert.
Elected as varsity cheerleaders of
Calloway County High School for 1967-
68 were Yvette Watson, Cathy Harris,
Judy Kelso, Gail Furches, Cathy
Johnston, and Pam Cooper. .......
Births reported include a_ boy,
Thomas Jason, to Mr. and Mrs.
Malcolm Sublett on March 24.
20 1' ears:Ago
David C. Jones has been appointed
squad leader of his recruit company at
the Great Lakes Naval Training
Center, Ill.
Bill Cragdand James Dublin, Murray
State College students from Calloway
County, received a high rating in the
Southern Speech Association meeting
in Athens, Ga., April I, 2, and 3, ac-
cording to Prof. Albert Tracy, speech
coach at Murray State.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Elias
Robertson, age 68.
The Singing Speer Family of WLAC-
TV, Nashville, Tn., presented a
program at the Murray State College




Murray Ledger & Times Editor
An Associated Press report tells
about a suit filed by a man who claims
he has been discriminated against by
Sears, Roebuck and Co.
The man, Raymond Turner,. 30,
claims he was denied promotion and
training by Sears because he is not
black or female.
"Every time I asked for a promotion,
I was told that Sears had an 'af----
firmative action program' and that
blacks • and women would be promoted-
and transferred ahead of men," Turner
said. .
The suit alleging racial and sexual
discrimination was filed Thursday in-
federal court in Miami. Turner said he.
worked for Sears for nine years but was
fired after he told the company he
planned to file the suit.
Sears officials refused to comment on
the alleged firing or the suit. Frank
Malone, assistont personnel manager
for Sears in the Southeast, said only
that the chain strives for racial and
sexual balance .-• -• • -
We thinii that is fine. And we don't
fault Sears for striving to comply with
federal regulations on equal op-
portunity.
But we do find fault with the federal ,..
regulations which proport to provide
for equal opportunity for all but in--
reality deny white males that very -
thing.
Don't get us wrong. We definitely
support equal opportunity for blacks
and for women. And we strongly sup-
Letter To The Editor
When They Closed
Down The Big Apple
port equal pay for equal work which,
historically, has not been the case,
especially as far as women are con-
cerned.
But we do not think promotions
should be based on some sort of quota
requiring a eertain number of whites,
blacks, males, females, etc.
A promotion should be based - if
equal opportunity is .to--be available to
everyone - on the qualifications of
those individuals applying for the job.
'Anil nothing else.
0+0
Navaho- Indians who work as coal
miners in Arizona have petitioned their
anion to extend their health insurance
to cover fees they pay to medicine men.
We're not sure how the American
Medical Association will react, but
students of Indian culture have always
been impressed by the way that cure
ceremonies, which are primitive by
most standards, seem to work.
The Mine Workers union will have a
hard time arguing with Navahos who
insist that the medicine man cures a
backache as well as a licensed M. D.
Whether the health insurance in-
dustry is ready for this breakthrough is
only one question. How about the
medicine men?
Their ceremonies hereafter would_ _
have to be -documented in trIplicate,
creating enough paperwork to require a
medicine-secretary in the entourage.
Unless there's an ancient ritual that
can cure that baffling disease known as
red tape;-
management of the Apple into defacto
arrest and make them wait until 2:30 in
the morning to be hauled away to Paris
in school buses under armed guard and
you have a picture of the way Hitler
treated the Jews in Nazi Germany.
But this debacle was called "frolic"
by university officials when, in reality,
the only people who did any frolicing at
all were the cops for want of a stronger
euphemism.
Why would a force of Tennessee's
finest turn away emissary after
emissary trying to make peace
between the two camps while they
waited for more cops? These people
were not  dangerous Viet Cong or Red
Army fanatics bent on killing innocent
nessee's finest law enforcement of- Jews. They were merely our kids,
ficials and wine, women and kng friends, brothers, husbands and wives
quickly turns into a nightmare more
than once lived by the Jews in the.:
Germany of Adolph Hitler in the 30's. 
Picture, if you will, a young man
arr?sted at what we think was the whim
of one of the law enforcement officials -
the term "official" is used here only
because some of our best friends are
"good" cops -„after the management of
The Apple had cooperated in trying to
remove illegally parked automobiles
and trucks from the right-of-way on 641.
Further picture, a young girl, who
had accompanied the aforementioned
young man, and knowing what could
happen to him if he taken to Paris,
Tennessee, following the police into the
parking lot demanding to know what
her man was being arrested for, and
summarily being arrested herself for
attacking the cop in utter frustration
when they picked her man out of the
hundreds present.
Add fuel to the fire as the mellow
crowd turns mean in frustration,
pelting the police car with everything
that can be thrown through the air. Call
families of the Murray Manufacturing this scene a riot - which ever way you
Company. - 'want to take that and Dr. Curris did call-
Mrs. Hugh McElrath of Murray is it a "frolic" complete with Tennessee
attending the Child Care Auxiliary State Highway Patrolmen in full riot
Board meeting of the Children of • gear - call up more cops in company --
Kentucky at Glen Dale this week. strength, force everyone including the
Dear Editor: -
On ,March the 31st tke music was
coming from the little block ..building
beside highway 641 just south of the
Chief's Place. A crowd, mostly students
from Murray State University, had-
gathered•to take in the free; live disco-
entertainment that The Apple had
provided for the evening. There was
good boogie, beer, beacoups of young
ladies dancin', dancin', dancin', and a
good time was being had by all. (Yes.
Virginia, it is possible to mix all the
above ingredients without having the
devil take over!)
However, to the above idyllic scene,
add the involvement, overzealous at the
very least, of at least two of Ten-
taking delight in watching some great
young ladies do their best to make
several wet T-shirts come to life.
Smile Tputessee the world- is wat-
ching the way yell handle this hot
potato that ya'll cooked in that parking
lot last Thursday night when "they"
closed the Apple down! Peace. _
By Bob Galbreath





Chalons - Sur-Marne, Frnace -
Volunteer fireman Jean-Paul
Courtonne, 21, says he can't resist fires
- starting them, that is. "When I see a
pile of straw, I can't stop myself from
setting it alight," he told police who
arrested him. He was charged with
-starting la,fices that caused more than
;213,000 damage since May in this area
of northern France, some 25 miles
southeast of Rheims r Le Figaro)
'Vandals set fire to drums of anti-
-vandal chemicals in a storage shed at
Bilsland Drive yesterday. (Scottish
Express) •
Let's Stay Well
Q. Mr FR wants some sug-
gestions on improving his night
vision so hell be able to drive
better at night He asks whether
large &nes of vitamin A would
be beneficial
A. Be are that your vtsion is
normal_ Have it checked if you
are uncertain or if you have
noticed that you cannot we as
well as you used to we
Depend on a well-balanced
diet rather than on special doses
of vitamin A strictly for your vi-
sion fternember that large ckeetS
Improving Night -
Vision When Driving
By F J I, Blasingame Ml)
of this vitamin can be toxic
Here are a few suggestions to
help you improve your ability to
we better when driving at night
- Keep your windshield clean
-- both inside and out A dust film
on the glass dims your vision and
increases glare from oncoming
headlights
- Drive with your headlights
on Jow-heam -- not with your
parking lights
- Clean your headlights
regularly When the weather is
bad, clean them as often as
necessary -- at least with every
refill of gasoline
- Avoid looking directly at
oncoming headlights Watch the
right .side of the road in your
lane
- Atntain from drinking
alcohol before driving_ Alcohol
has been found to reduce the
ability to identify moving oh-
rcts It takes longer than nor-.
mal for the dnrilter's eyes to
rieover after exposure to bright
lights and glare. Mariivana has
similar but less severe effects
- During highway driving,
look as far ahead as the beam of
your headlights reach so as to
spot obiects at some distance
ahead.
- Wear gla.sses if you need
theiR Sun glawes should be
rerhosied is darkness comes on
- Keep your enind on your
driving as you keep your eyes on
the road
- Dont overdrive your clear
vision ahead. Excessive speed is
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Sunday School 10:00a. m.
Worship Services 11:00 a.m., 7:00 p.m.
CALVARY MAPLE
Sunday School, ,19i9Griana. - - -




Sunday School 10:00a. m.
Morning Worship 11 :Oh. in.
Sunday Evening Leep. en.
Thurs. me
UNITED, 310 IRYAN AVE.
Sunday School 10:00a. m.
Evening Worship 7:00p.m.
()SWARDS CHAPEL
Sunday School 10:04a. m.'
Worship Service - 11:00A m.
EveruriOyorstup • .. 2:30.411.- - --
FIRST UNITED • - -
Sunday Worship , 10 : 00 a.m. & 7:00p.m. -
Tues. & Thurs.
- - - - •
Christian
FIRST CHRISTIAN
Worship Services 10.45 a.m .7:00pin
MURRAY CHRISTIAN HUOWSHIP
Worship 10: 30a. m
Bible School 9'30a. m.
Evening Service 600 p. m.
0110001 Of JESUS CHRIST
OS LATTER DAY SAINTS
Sunday School 10:45 a.m.
ST. LEO CATHOLIC
CHURCH
Ssuiday _Mass ail-M. 11 a_ in.. 4.30 p. in.
• Saturday Mass 6 : 30 p. in.
CHRISTIAN SCMICE
SERVICES
Partner-Ave. anditer9t7Murrar Ey Sun-
days 11:00 a. in. Testimony meeting second
Wednesday tp. in.
111101MI'S WITNESSES
Watchtower 10: 30 a m.
Bible .Lecture 9: 30a. in,
WYMAN'S CHAPEL A.M.E.
WorshipServices 11:00a.m .7 CIO p m.
ST. JONWS-IftSCOPAL
Worship Hour 9:45 a.m.




Writing Worship 10- 30 a. m.
- SWUM, DAY ADVENTIST -
Sabbath School Sat 10.30a. tn.
Worship Service Sat. 9 15 a.m.
..atta W. lam wiih you
to the close of the age."
Alter His resurrection, Jesus reappeared to His stamen
dscoies on a mountain in Galilee When the disciples
saw Him, they worshipped Hum, but some doubted
that Ms use Jesus. After aN, they had soon Him cruci-
fied only a fete days before, but Jesus reassured them
with these words. "AN power is given into me in
heaven and earth '' And Jesus gave them this charge-
-Goa yethentfore, and teach all nations, baptizing them
in the name of the Father, and of the Son, and of the
H04), Ghost."
His parting words to His disciples are also a prom
Ise to all mankind. "And to. I am with you always.
even unto the end of the world." This is the mes-
sage of Earner. Mind the chiirch M your choice
and calibrate Christ,* victory over death.



























































6 30 p. m
1030s m
6 00 p in
10-k5 a m
7 00 p in
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Worship Services 11 a. m., 7 p. in.
MOUSIT PUISSANT












Worship Service 11 s m. lit Sunday 10 00 a







10 30 a n1
6000 SINPINIRD UNITED
Worship Service ▪ - 11.00a m
Sunday School 10 00 a m
SIDEPINDE ma UNTIED
Sunasy School 10.00a m
Morning Worship 11 00 a m
WORSE, IMMO
Sunday School 10.00a m
Morning Worship 11 00 a m
Evening Worship 7.00 p 171
COLDWATUI UNITED
Worship Serorkv 11 00 am, lit A Did Sun-
day. 10.00 am lid & 4th, Sunday School











Sunday School • 10 005 in
Monaing Worsrup 11 00• in
TIM GROVE
Monung Worship Service 11 00 a m
Sunday School 10 00 a in
, GOSSIEW MIDICIODT
Morning worship Services 9 30s 111
Sunday School 10 40a in
Evening services 1st, 3rd & 5th Sundays
Preaching Service 6.30 p. in
oars CAMPGROUND
Worship Service 10 00. in
DIXTER-NARDIN UNITED
Worship Service 10: 00a. in
Lst & 2nd Sundays -- 11:00 a. m
Lit & 3rd & Mb Sunday
MT. NEM*
Worship Service 10 00 a m. lit Sunday &
11 :00 a m 3rd Sunday Sunday School 11 CO
a. m. lat Sundily 10.00 a in. 2nd, 3rd, & 4th
Sunday
_ MT. CARMEL
Worship Service 10 00 a m bid Sunday
11 00 a m 4th Sunday Sunday School 10 00




Morning sermon 10:45a. m
RBOOEES 0111P11 110911111 -
1st & lid Sunday 9:30a. m
Evening 7:110p. m
2rid k 4th SundaY
No Evening Worship
tenni UNITED
1st & 3rd Sundaa 11:001 m
2nd & 4th Sunday 9 30. in
Evening 6 lop m
SOUTII PLEASANT GROVE
Sunday School 10 00 s m




Sunday School 10:45 a. m
This Page Made Possible By The Following Supporting Firms.
Purchase Tire Mart
Your Complete Tire Service Center
"We Service Them All -Large or Small"
Max Keel
t. Mew a Induettiml Rd. 753-7111
Bags & •
Beads Ja Z ' ons "(WYSolon






Mterrey's Most Complete Department Store
rei 
If God is your partner,
mike your plans large
Trenholrn's Drive-In
J.C. C.O.
attain - Pizza -Spaghetti
Lunches -Steaks -Sandwiches
"teens Saves




- - --Feast ind Aiganiant - 
-Casimiete Tu..-Up Itimar Service-
209 S 7tk




Try Ow Widens IMO and Nam Sandwiduss















Top aneity Used Cars







Peoples Bonk of Murray, Ky.
Member FDIC





"Bowling.A t its Best-
1415 Main St. ci Ph. 753-2202
A.B.C. play school
Niers 6:45 sm. to S p.m. - 5 Days
Worship With Your Children
*Children Are Gods Gift
1606 Ryan Ave., Murray 753-U07
Carroll Tire Service
Your Uni-Royal Tire Dealer




A COMPLETE PARTS DEPARTMENT
605 Maple St. 753-4424
Stokes Tractor &
Implement Co.
MASSEY-FERGUSON SALES AND SERVICE
Industrial Road Phone 753-1319
Dunn Furniture
<Ago. T.V. & Appliance
Whirlpool sales g service
Uncle Jetts Sbapping Cantor 753-3037
Fancy Plants
Your Plant & Wicker
Headmdarters
Diviehlad Center 753- MU
Freed Cotham Co., Inc.
Heating, Air Conditioning, Skeet Metal




















401 Olive - 753-5312
Tabers Body
Shop, Inc.
"Go To Church Sunday-
DeVanti's Steak
& Pizza House





100 So. 13% St.





Murray Memorial Gardens -
Jerry D. Lents, Dena A. Maw end Lorry Sully, MOWS
Mausoleum-Cemetery Lots
Complete Counseling Service
641 North - 753-2654
Randy Thornton Service Co.
4Ir Catitieenwi-Ne4tine-Camenercial Nefrigeretion
SERVICE THROUGH KNOWLEDGE




403 Maple Phone 753-1713
Ewing Tire Service
Your Complete Tye Service Center
For Passenger-Track & Farm Tires
SOB CoWwater Rd. 753-3164
Shirley's Florist &
Garden Center
Flowers for All Occasions
Noise Plants Lasidscapisig
500 N. 44h 753-3251 - 753-5944
Grecian Steak House
Tom Andrews - Year Most
We we nowki smock& May, mem. tbei lbws.
Ed., Set., km. - T-erina Steak Special
Nii. 1216 EM. 641 -Calm Orden 5. 753-4419
Murray. Warehouse Corp., Inc.
GRAIN DIVISION
Highest Cash Prices for Corn,
Wheat & Soybeans
*awn Nis, Mgr. I. W. Outland, %pc.
Plum* 7534210




West Ky. Rural Telephone
Glen B. Sears, 4.. manager.






Vaughn & Humphrey, Inc.




"Hama el Gwafity, loommy
& Selections"
Open 7 Days











J.W. WILHAM - MGR.
and HOUSE BOAT RENTALS -
Ky. Lake State Park Ph. 474-2245
S.
Hutson Chemical Co. Inc.
"For AN Your Fertilizer Need!"
103 Maple - 7531933
a.
641. Super Shell •
Free Pickup & Delivery
Open 6:30 a.m. Owe 11:06
Sniatiw; Own I:00 am. Owe 10:00 p
Seek 1716 Pianos 7S3.9131
Kentucky lake
Oil Company
JOBBERS OF SHELL OIL PRODUCTS
1119"92 „. Serving Gsieway, Graves




No. 4th sheet Kim 753-1921
Sam Calhoun Plumbing-Electric
Sales and Service
Piton, 753-5802 205 N. 4th St.
S
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t
PACommunity Friendliness Best Recruiting Tool
By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger & Times Sports Editor
Being an assistant coach at Marquette, Kentucky or UCLA
is-like being the only grocery store in town: everybody comes
to you.
But be4ng an assistant coachat Murray State University, is
a little different than that. Jim Calvin goes to them, he goes
after them. He uses a straight-and very honest approach.
,,The recruiting budget at Murray State isn't anything like
UK's,_Niarquette's or any of the big name schools. So how do
you go about getting top-notch players'', . "*. "o•-.' •
You really don't, unless you have a Jim Calvin on the staff.
First of all. Calvin sees and rubs elbows with the best in the
busineSs. A few years ago, Calvin organized a coaches' clinic
in Fort Wayne.
• • .
agreement for a game with Michigan for the near future.
That's one way, an inexpensive one we might add, of
getting players to come to Murray State. The others?
"We're strong in Indiana. Mike Muff, John Randall and
Bobo Jackson were among the best players in the state when
they were in high school.
"We feel We'll be able to continue getting super players
_ from that area. But nothing would make me more happy than
to win the OVC with local and Regional players. •
"But take Jeff Lamp for instance. (Lamp is from
• Louisville Ballard and A dish for Mr. 13asketball in Ken-
tucky this year). '
ct't even get h to visit our campus; if im .- The super
players are going to go to Louisville or Kentucky but they
prtfer Kentucky because the Louisville players can't even
- Now, - sponsored. by Scholastic Coach Magazine, Calvin --
conducts four clinics. The cost to Murray State: not one
single penny ;The magazine pays it all.
This year, Calvin will be conducting-four clinics. They will
•
Sutton In Form, Beats
be' held at Fort Wayne, Chicago, Tulsa and Grand Rapids, Dodgers Cardinals Win.:„.
To be on the staff at Grand Rapids, a coach must have won
the -State tournament. Calvin's---presence simply places
. ,
Murray State's name before from as many as 400 to 500
i-oaches at each site.
. It really promotes Murray. If I went as a spectator, it
would rea II be expensive but since I conduct the clinics and
the magazinelaays for it; it's one of thebest'recruiting tools
.seltave;r: (Alvin said, , _
-.Pins all of the eliriics occur before basketball season: I
spoke at a clinic in Chicago last year and as a direct result of
personal t..ntacts at that clinic, we're in the running on a 6-10
kid from Chicago,
• And 1 ain able to provide a lot of help to the coaches, If a
kid can't play in our league, then I'll try and help the coach
Murcer ran together on his fly
ball. -
Tom Seaver got the victory
with late help from reliever
Skip Lockwood.
. Cardinals _12.,Piraten4
Keith Hernandez drove in
four runrWfth a doublealid a
*homer, pacing St. Louis past
Pittsburgh. ..
The Cardinals scored four
runs in the first inning
capitalizing on Pirate errors
place 'tlic kid ID a smaller school or a junior college," Calvin Sutton's first pitch of 1977 by Ramie Stennett, Jerry
said landed over the right field Reuss and Willie Stargell
fence for a leadoff homer By two" of them on a double byThis September, Calvin is the rlinic director. at Fort
Wayne, Among the. speakers are Lee Rose of NorttiCarolina- Gary Th-omasson of the Keith Reitz.
•Charlotte. Dick Vitale of Detroit, Hubie Brown of the Atlanta Giants. With that out of the
,.Hawks, Steve Yoder of Balfttate, Ron Greene of New way, the Dodger ace per-
Orleans and Dave Bliss of Oklahoma. mitted just three more hits
Later in September, at the Tulsa clinic conducted by and finished with a 5-1
Calvin, Jerry Tarkanian of Nevada-I,as Vegas, Johnny Drr of opening-day victory Thur-
Michigan, and Eddie Sutton of Arkansas-will join the field in sday.
addition to those at Fort Wayne. In other National League
Another advantage' By meeting so many coac,hes and by openers, New York topped
organizing the 'whole thing, Calvin is in a position to bolster Chicago 5-3 and St. Louis
dthe Murray State schedule. In fact, he's near - reaching • battere Pittsburgh 12-6. The
 other teams had the day off,
 - - _ Sutton might have thought
-,this -would be an off-day for
, • •
• him alter tilt first pitch to
Thomasson.
'' It was a hanging fist ball,
belt high and down the mid-
dle,"- said Sutton, "It was
obvious I- wasn't, • going to
We* a shutout.- -
The Giants couldn't have ,




Other Size Solitaires Also On Sale
Charge It 4 Ways To Pay
Illustration Enlarged To Shaw Details
MICHELSON'g'
Delicious food served in a
beautiful diningzoom with a
beautiful vir4v overlooking
the lake and soft organ
mosic...that's a perfect-dining
By HAL BOCK '
AP Sports Writer
It took Don Sutton one pitch
to find his groove. And after he
grooved that one pitch; the Los
Angeles_ right.hazuler- settled
down to hurl the Dodgers past -
the San Francisco Giants with
a four-hitter.
It was easy since he didn't
have the pressufe of a no-
hitter or shutout bearing down
on him:
Thomasson's. clout turned out
to be almost all Of their of-
fense. Sutton surrendered
next to nothing after that. •
"I was confident we'd score
some runs ,2 said  Sutton,
thinking about the Dodgers'
line-up. "It's like fighting a
boxer who can beat you with
-his right hand and break your
face with his left. I *as sure
we'd get some runs."
The Dodgers tied the game
at 1-1 in the bottom of the first
when Ron Cey doubled li-oThe
Reggie Smith, who had
singled. Then, in the fifth,
Russell's sacrifice fly gave the
Dodgers the lead. And after
LA added an unearned run in
the sixth, Steve Garvey
singled home two more runs in
the seventh.
Sutton, meanwhile, did not
allow a hit after the fourth
inning and retired the final 11
Giants in order. Only one
Giant reached second base
after the first inning.
. Meta 5, Cubs 3
John Stearns drilled a two-
run single, capping a four-run
New -.York rally in the sixth
inning that rallied the Mets
past Chicago. The key hit of
the inning was a double
credited to John Milner when
Jerry Morales and Bobby
-
experience when you visit
the dining rooms of Kenlake
State Resort Park A regular
menu is served during the
week.
BUFFET: 5:30-8 PM, SATURDAY•12-3 and 5-8 PM SUNDAY





Don' Pooley took the first-
round lead with six-under-
par 64 in the $35,000 Magnolia
Classic Tournament,.
LINKOU, Japan -
Kesahiko Uchida shot a six-
under-par 66 for a one-stroke
lead over Ktio Chi-Hsiung and
Lu Liang-Huang, both of
TaiWan, -after the first round




The Calloway County track
teams posted a pair of wins
%Thursday afternoon at the
Murray High track.
The Laker. boys crushed
Crittendon County 97-39 in a
dual meet -while the Laker
girls also had an easy time in
-.winning 96-23 over the Lady
Rockets. -
Felicia Pinner again stole
the show as she recorded four
wins, capturing first in the
long jump, the 100-yard dash,
the 220-yard dash and the .440-
yard dash.
The Lakers will be off all
next week on spring break.
The next match for the Laker
boys and girls' teams will be
April 19th at Murray High
against the host Tigers- and
Marshall County.
Here are the results of the
meet: -
%ye emits
shot put 1. Edwards f CC). 2. Price
( Cr). 3. tie, Chadwick and Wyatt both of
Calloway. 40-44
discus: I. Clark )Ca). 2. Cluldress Ca ).
.3.E4zfrds (Cr). 115-3.
long jumpr I.-Adams I Ca Emerson
(Ca ). 3. Garland ICE. 19-3ka.




high jump: I. Roberts (Cr. ). 2. Todd
( Ca). 3. Cozajt (Cr 1.5-2.
pole vault: 1. Scruggs Ca).( 2. Todd
(Ca). 3. *inn (Ca r. 9-0.
120-hi birdies: 1. Cunningham Ca(,
  2. Moore (Cr). 3. Garland I Ca ). 19.01.
180-low hurdles: I. Adams (Car 2.
Moore Cr).( 3. Emerson (Ca). 23.4.
100-yard dash: 1. Olive ( Ca ). 2. Haunby
(Cr). 3. Roberts (Cr). 10.9.
220-ystrd dash: 1. Olive Ca I.-2. Hamby
( Cr). 3. Connors Cr).( 24.5.
440-yard dash: 1. Garland ( Ca ). 2.
Cunningham (Ca ). 3. Rogers (Cc). 59.1.
1110-yard run: I. Futrell (Ca). 2. Mc-
Cabon (Ca). 3. Tinsley (Cr). 2:18.9.
mile-run: 1. Futrell (Ca). 2. McCallon
( Ca). 3. Berry ( Cr). 5:02.7.
two-mile run: 1. Roberts (Cr). 2. Mc-
Callon (Ca). 3. Berry (Cr). 11-.19.5.
010yard relay: I. Calloway County.
(Wallace, Olive, Emerson and Adams,.
1:40.1.
mile-relay: I. Calloway County! MC-
Clure, Cunningham,. Garland and
Wallace). 4:15.8.
1/4•411's
high jump: 1. Mina Todd (Ca. ). 2.
Vickie Carrawiy (Ca). McConnell
t Cr ). 4-9.
discus: 1. Marilyn McKenzie 6. 2
Melissa Thorn ( Ca). 3. Stephanie Wyatt
( Ca ). f6-0.
shot put: I. Tammy Frankhouser
(Ca). 2. Stephanie Wyatt (Ca). 3- Mary
Wagoner (Ca). 26-10.
long jump: I. Felicia Pinner ( Ca I. 2.
Fos (CY). 3. Susan Snyder (Ca ). 15-8.
- 440-relay- ',Crittenden County. 46 1.
60-yard hurdles: I. Rose Ross (Ca ). 2.
Melissa Miller ( Ca ). 3. Linda McCuiSton
( Ca ). 9.5.
106-yard dash: 1. Felicia Pinner ( Ca).
2. MeConnell (Cr). 3. Fos (Cr). 11:5.
mile-n: I. Renee Overbey Ca). 2.
Stone (Cr). 3. Penny Overbey ( Ca ).
6:25.4. ,
11116-yard relay: 1. Calloway County.
(Vickie Carraway, Mina Todd, Ellen
Mahan and Rose Ross. I:56-3.
440-yard dash: 1. Felicia Pinner (Ca)
2. Use McBride (Ca). 3. Bunton ( Cr),
62.6.
110-yard hurdles: 1. Rose Ross (Ca ). 2.
Melissa Miller (Ca). 3. Shewerast (Cr).
17.5.
- 880-medley way: 1. autoway C011414y.
I Mina Todd, Susie lines, Renee Overbey
and Ellen Mahan). 2:01.5.
11110-yard rin: 1. Melissa Miller (Ca I. 2.
Vigide Callaway (Ca). 3. McConnell
(Cr). 2:49.6.
250-yard dash: I. Pinner (Cs). 2.
Taylor (Cr). 3. Hinchee (Cr). 26.4.
mile-relay: 1. Calloway County
(VicIde Carraway, Role Ross, Ellen
























El - 0 . - c'd. ...), ' 4 I
read about themselves in the•Courier-Journal. • , and they have been cooperating in.writint letters to players -
"The next step is Western Kenfuaty, simply because the we are trying to rebruit. If we just 'had-50 people writing
word 'Kentucky' is in the name. Then it's Murray - or letters to 10 or 15 guys, it would be something. I'd be more
Morehead next." . * than happy tosgive some more details if people will call me.
Calvin came within a fraction of winning a battle against -"Really, when you get right down to it, the community .
Kentucky two yeariago. He came so close that Joe Hall and recruits. My job is to get them to come to the campus,"
everyone at UK knew where Murray was at. Calvin added. . ...4,....--44
Kentucky perhaps may have used more than alumni The future? .
pressure to lure Dwaine Casey to Lexington. Otherwise, the Last season, Street & Smith Basketball Magazine- ranked
All-State guard from Union-County was definitely coming to Murray State 28th in the nation in recruiting. That shows the
Murray. And, to boot, Casey is playing two or three minutes a kind of job Jim Calvin has done.
game at Kentucky and wants to come to Murray now. He did it off a previous year of 9-17-. This year, the Racers
That is one tool Calvin uses in luring prospective players. were 17-10 and the recruiting ialooking good,.
"Just look in the Courier-Journal at the box scores and see Fred Overton was named as the Coachof the Year in the
how many minutes everyone plays. Darrell Griffith was Ohio Valley Conference this past season. And with his superb
supposed to be the hest high school player in the country last knowledge of the game and his positive attitude-and tireless
year. He's playing 15 Minutes a game at Louisville. It boils work, you just have to get a good feeling about the future.
down to whether a kid wants to go to a big-name school and Basketball programs aren't chafigM overnight. UCLA
ride the bench or come here and play basketball. - didn't become a national championship winner overnight.
"Another thing is we have a better chance each year of It's the work that goes on inside, the work nobody ever reads
going to the NCAA Tournament than most schools in the SEC about. The nights sitting in a motel room, away fro_n the_l
do. We have to compete quite a bit against Vanderbilt in our family. That's what basketball recruiting is about.
recruiting. In a few more days, we'll read about the success of Jim
"Let's face it, you got a lot better chance at Murray than Calvin's efforts. And over the coming years, we'll watch
you have at Vanderbilt. Kentucky, Tennessee and Alabama them and judge for ourselves. .
are going to dominate the SEC every year. But in basketball circles around the nation, the names of
"But in the OVC, it boils &write whose the best in two Jim Calvin and Fred Overton'are" well-known. They are on
garnes-atthe conference.tournantent•Sel- think-that-helps us the-move- and so too is the basketball Program al Murray
in our recruiting. _ , State University.
"I think Our schedule also helps. We play lour super teams
every year ,and our schedule in the future is even more at-
tractive. Our biggest thing is getting kids to visit here.
There's just something about Murray, it seems that once a
kid visits, he wants to come back and go to school here.
•'We were really strong on a 7-0 transfer from Drake but we
couldn:t get him here for a visit. He wound up visiting
Western Kentucky and he really liked Diddle Arena and
thought the place had a lot of class so now Western has a
center."
Calvin said that of 14 players who visited Murray State last
year, 10 signed.
One of those that didn't sign was Darrell Braden of TCU.
After hi great game against Kentucky, he called here and
wanted to know if he could transfer to Murray.
"We've got a lot of good things going for us. Our fans are
more enthusiastic than any other fans in the. league. We
outdrew everyone this past season.
In some of the non-conference games, we had 6,000 people
while Austin Peay___was drawing 1,800. I also think the
friendlines.s of the community has really helped us this
season.-
-There's been five or six different people who have invited
the entire team over for an evening. People tend to watch a
kid on the floor and that's the only way they ever know them. -
But when people can meet the players and get to know
them, it's, a good thing for the fans and the kids," Calvin
added. -
So inthedaysof airplanes, and hectic retrace of recruiting,
and the, hours and hours on the phone, there's still one other
answer to the question: .How do you sell Murray State to a
player'
Old fashioned friendliness.
"About 15 people, organized through Mancil Vinson
alumni affairs-director ) have-been writing letters to players
all season. It's really great to have yaur own fan club when
ou are a senior in high school.
hnialloVed-rne to speak before eluting groups
Carroll VW
-Audi
1976 Olds Cutlass, 2 Door, 6000 actual miles - local one
owner new car trade-in - air condition, double power -
like new.
191s Buick Electra 225 -4 door -hardtop, powder blue,
white vinyl top, loaded with accessories, full power.
1975 Mercury Cougin XR7,• silver, matching 1/2 silver
vinyl roof, red interior, air condition, power steering
and brakes,'AM-FM$ track stereo, local trade-in. •
1973 Suboru Station Wagon; 4 door, I speed, air con-
dition; nice car trade in.
1971 Porsk• 914, 5 speed, yellow, black top, excellent
condition.
1975 AAA 100LS, 4 door, automatic, air condition, AM-
FM 8-track system. One owner, sold new at Carroll
VW.
FitH - 40 Channel CB or AM,FM 8 Track Stereo
' Unit with the purchase of any new 1977 VW or





Thirty One Good Reasons
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.Sabres Only Team To
- Obtain Series Sweep
By The Associated Press
- The New York lalandersand
Buffalo Sabres have swirpt
-nes- into a Stanley Cup quarter-
final confrontation while four
other teams find themselves
in a one•game,. fight-- for
National Hockey League
playoff survival.
The Atlanta 'Flames and
Pittsburgh Penguins, both of
'who'll had lost the series
openers, won at hame to tie
their best-of-three
preliminary round playoff
sets. The Flames beat the Lop
Angeles Kings 3-2 and the
Penguins topped the.-Torooto,
Mai:pie-Leafs 6-4 in Thursday
night action.
The islanders completed a
sweep or the 'Chicago Black.
Hawks- with, a 2-1 victory
Thataday night -despite -air
otastanding performance:, hy
Chicago goalie Tony Esposito.
The Sabres thrashed the
Minnesota North Stars 7-1,'
and new travel to Uniondale,
N. Y. for Monday's opener of
their quarter-final series.
Complete Roster
SAN DIEGO FAP) - The
San Diego Friars of World
Team Tennis have completed
, their 1977 playing roster with
the signing of Mona Guerrant
and Julie Anthony.
Misses Guerrant, 28, and
Anthony, 29, join Kerry Reid,
signed last week, in corn-
prieing - the women's team.
Rod Laver, player-coach Cliff
Drysdale and Raz Reid,
Kerry's husband, make up the
men's.tearn. ' •
The Friars open their
season April 28.
_ Tiger Cage _accept it;':-Blue Jays Manager
Teams Will
Be Honored
For the other four, the
season comes down to one
game. •
"We're alive. We came back
and I like our chanceS,''"-said
Atlanta Coach Fred
Creighton.
The Flames took a 2-1 first*
period lead and. Eric Vail
banged home a second-period
goal, his first ever in a playoff,
te.end three years of playoff
frustration for Atlanta.
The Kings scored their final
. goal 6'2 minutes later-When
Don -Kozak slipped the puck
into the goal through the legs
of Atlanta goalie Phil Myre.
' The deciding-game will be






Three Grid Coaching Jobs.Open In Area
The Kentucky High School -Athletic Association, whieh
has never been known for its astute brilliancy, struck dowrr
spring football practice. 
A
So there's-nothing for the coaches to do this spring? Well,
not actually. There could be some musical.chairs going on
in this area. .
The biggest surprise was Joe J.aggers' resignation at
Trigg County: In six years, Jaggers guided Trigg County to
a pair of state championships and built a winning tradition
at the school.
Jaggers plans to enach at Fort Knox.
The Trigg Count); job has to be attractive to Other coaches•
Blue Jays Give Case
Of Blues To White Sox
A' banquet honoring the
Murray High School boys' and
girls' basketball teams will be
held ....totenclay,___pA ril 18, ac-




Tickets far the banquet will
sell for 84 each and are
available at Scott's on
Chestnut and Wallis Drug
downtown. Tickets will Le
available at the board of
education office next week.
The dinner will begin at 7v.
m. and will be held at the
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_Neither raja nor snow nor
sleet nor freezing - tem-
peratures could put a damper
on the Toronto Blue Jays'
debut.
A crowd of 44,649 braved _the,
elements to witness the ex-
pansion Blue Jays' .f4rst game..
ever at . Toronto's still-
unfinished Exhibition
Stadium, and the home teams"
blazing bats kept the fans
warm.
The Blue Jays rapped out 16
hits, including two home raps
by Doug Ault and a pinch
hometeby Al Woods, and beat
the Chicago White Sox 9-5
Thursday.
"I didn't expect- it, but
Roy Hartsfield said of his
team's .offensive output.
"There's sorriething about
opening day:that brings out
the best in everyone."
Then he came down from
,Cloud Nine fora moment and
conceded, "We're far from a
- perfect ball club. But we did
play. well."
The Chicago White Sox were
upset at having had to play at
all. When 'told , there were
more than 44,000 people in the
stands despite the harsh
• weather conditions, White Sox-
Manager. Bob Lemon quipped,
"1'm lad we weren't the only
idiots out there today."
Chicagcr outfielder Fli_chie
Zisk had foul' hits, including a
homer and a double, but,that
didn't take his mind off the
weather.
"What you Saar' -out -there
today was not baseball," he
complained. "It was a
travesty, a circus."
The other American League
expansion - team, the Seattle
Mariners, did. not fare as well
as Toronto. They were shut
out by the California Angels
for the Second straight night,- • - .
Nolan Ryan doing., it this time
with a three-hitter in pitching
California to a 24 victory.
- Angels 2, Mariners 0
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Do it yourself and save!
Big John's
S.12, Murray
walked six in pachinj his 20th
career three-hitter, extending
the Mariners' scoreless streak
tO 18 innings theirentire-
major league existence.
Frank Tanana blanked the
Mariners 7-0 Wednesday
*ht.
Bobby Grich, one of the
Angels obtained ip the winter,
free agent awe_epstakes,
jumped on the first pitch
delivered by Seattle starter
Enrique ilomo and dumped it
over thg left,field wall. The
Angels' other run came in the
seventh- when Joe Rudi
walked, took third on Bruce
Bochte's single and scored on
Dave Chairs sacrifice _fly.
:Ringers 2, Orioles 1
Bump Wills, son of ex-major
lager ,Maury, singled . home
the winning run fOr-the---
Rangers in the 10th inning of
his first major- league genie.
Bert Blyleven went all the way
and allowed just six hits as he
outdueled Baltimore's Jim
Palmer.
Indians 5, ReirSox 4
Cleveland's Buddy' Bell suit
the game into extra innings
with a two-run homer in the
ninth off Boston reliever Bill
Campbell, who was signed by
the Red Sox as a free agent
last November. Then the
Indians tagged, Campbell with
the loss in the 11th as Frank
Duffy walked, took third on"
Rick Manning's seeing-eye,
hit-and-run single, and scored
on Duane Kuiper's chop to.,
first, barely beating George
tcott's throw to the plate.
- Royals T.-Tigers 4 •
Kansas City's ,Arnos Otis
stroked a two-run homer off
Tigers starter Dave Roberts
in the first inning, then John
Mayberry tagged Roberts for
. a _three-run shot in the fifth.
Otis also singled home a run in
the ninth-.
Yanks 3, Brewers 0
Catfish Hunter and Sparky
,and capable assistant coaches around the area. There
The ont'y problem has been keeping that talent on the field: v.
seems, always to be an abundance of talent at Trigg County.
posts are 
ie open.sth‘...ac other ancy at Trigg County, two er attractiye
ft,iiltr White 'has §tepped dovn at Reidland and Tony •
Met; cart', has resigned at Lone Oak.
White will be going to Molton, Ala., While McGoarty will
sta it lone Oakas,track coach.
Loin Oakis 3/A an Reidlarid 'also hasplansto move up to-
3-.1 or the coming seasod-M(s_bster-County, which halbeen
in the-2-A ranks; will movetn-X-and 'Marshall County,
fifth was 3-A, moves up a niitch.
Reidland was down last-Year and LairCiak didn't exactly
'burn up tired either. 'gut both schools would ajeiito
lt. rt firturest-
Don _Shelton of Murray, who has been the 'offensive
coordinator at Reidland under White,,, l being mentioned__
for both the Reidland and LoneOak jobs.
. Perhaps the toughest par,t about taking over at epe of the
new posts is the fact the new head coach is-going to be blank
P il hi, personnel forthecoming season.- -
11cak can a new coach come in during August and install
all of his coaching theories and plays when he doesn't even
kilos what he has to work with.
And the reason of course is the fact .there is no more,
spring practice: ti ttiere were *frig iiraCtice, -at Teastigre---
ot the assistants at the schools with vacancies would have
sonic. sort of idea as to how the personnel would shape up.
Even more stupid' is the fact that high schools with grades
•--1.4-12 may have spring- practice for th,eir fre.shmen but
schools with grades 9-12 in the same building may not prac-
tice_their freshmen: ---- -
Whether the KIISAA knows it or not-they have obviousle
collo Tatted the sin of discrimination. In the first place, why
should non-football- schools get to vote on whether or not
Lyle - cornbiend to 5top- 5 1 0,115ma have spring Practice?
Milwaukee on. five . hits,
Bunter pitching seven innings
and .allowing just three hits
and no walks. Twa newcomers
paced the Yankees' attack as
Jim Wynn belted .. a. .,tape-
measure homer in' hit* first'
York's Other two runs.
American League at-bat and
-Reggie- Jackson scot -
TENNIS-
MONT-E CARLO - Bjorn
Borg beat Eddie Dibbs, 6-4, 6-
2, to gain A semifinal berth in





Ernie Schlegel took a one-pin
lead over_Loate Moore after
the first session of mateh play
in the $75,000 Professional
Bowls Association tour-
nament.
Chavis Pitches Slugs 
Lakers To Opening Win
. The Tommy Chavis Show
made its debut Thursday and
the Manager of productions,
Kent Barnes, was quite
pleased.
Chavis, a senior at Calloway
County High School, staged
quite a show as the Lakers
posted an-8-4 opening day win
over Wingo and gaves Barnes
his first Coaching win at
Calloway.
It was both thearm and bat
of Chavis that did in the In-
dians, who were the host team
in the contest played at the
Murray City Park. The game
was to have been played at
Wingo but the field was too
wet.
Chavis had two hits, in-
cluding a shot out of the
ballpark for a two-run homer
in the fifth, and scattered nine
hits as he went the distance on
the hill for-the Laken.
Chavis gave up foal- runs'
the first three innings. Three
of the' runs were earned. But
after the first three innings,
Wingo got only goose-eggs on
the board as Chavis kept the
ball down and the Laker in-
field played tough.
Calloway took the lead, on a
rather unusal play in the top of
the first. Chavis singled and
stole second.
With two men out, Terry
Gibson came to the plate and
.hit on toward the hole at short.
Chavis kept running for third
and Gibson /Roar? throw to
first. 
While the Wingo catcher
was on the mound talking to
the pitcher, Chavis simply
trotted in home and was
credited with another steal.
Wingo had failed to ask frir.
time: •
The Indians bounced back
with two in their half of the
first and added another tally
in the second, to carry a 3-1
lead into the thirst.
Etat in the top of the third,
the takers began to sting the
ball. After Scott Barrow, y.
was later injured in the game.
walked, Kenneth McCuiston
singled.
Danny Rogers followed iiith
a run-scoring single, Chavis
drove in a run with a single
and Terry Guinn 'drove irCa.
run on a fielder's choice. That
made it a 4-3 lead for the
Lakers.
But the lead was short-lived
as Wingo tied it with a run in-
the fourth.
Chavis gave Callaway the
'gad in the fifth with his Awn-
run blast over the fence imieft.
Scoring ahead of Chavis_ wa
Rogers who had reached fin a
single. r.
In the seventh, Ricky
Garland gave the !Akers two
insurance runs as he doubled
home • Cha.vis and Terry
Gibson, both- of' whom had
reached on walks.
Chavis; who walked five:
fanned eight batters in the
game. .
Rogers, Chavis and Ronnie
Gibson all had two has %Jule
'McCuiston, Terry
Garland and Phillip Peeler
also hit safely.
the Lakers will play a 7
p.m, contest tonight against
Marshall County at Calvert
City. Saturday, Calloway
hosts Webster' -County for a
pair with the first game set for
1 p,m.
The Lakers will be off next
week for spring break and will
return to the diamond April
19th when they visit Fancy
Farm. .
ab t . h
McCtuston-cf 3 1 1
Rogers-if 
asavial) 3 3 2
T Gibson-31) 1 1
Garland.lb. • ,, 4 0 1
R Giboon-so 4 41 2
Peeler-2b 3 0 1
McMillan-0 3 0 0
Barrow-c 1 1 0,
Alezgrider-c 1 0 0







gutting to vote or the gouentor!S race ja Illinois.
IltiTh school 'football is goipg to suffer in Kentucky. We
iii hops., the rules can be changed in the coming year,
A
Grid Jamboree
-l;ot the WICC Football- Aboree was _held in
Stewart Stadium, It was interesting but was not perfect. '
- For one thing, the jamboree.needs to be taken over by a
group like the Big Al_ Chilimho can ..o,rgapile...supPort and
prornote such a thing-. The reaching. staff at Murray State
.ha S enough to do.
For another thing, last year each club played an eight-
minute quarter then sat and watched three more games
being played before they came. back and played another
quarter. _. . . . . _
Why a break. Why not play straight through?
For another thing, add probably most important, the
jamboree should be a money-making event. Otherwise, it's
fast not-practaeal to hold a-jamboree. -4 • - .
Paducah Tilghman. no longerts-rnemtier of the WKC, did
not cane to the jamboree last year. If the jamboree is to be
a 'ibccess, then theleatifs that raWthe nriOSt-kins-need to be
invited
Wk rot matchTilghman against Mayfield in one game
and for that matter, why not invite Henry County up to play
Muirra!,'"
The Jamboree will be held in August and now is the time
to brainstorm.
r. That naikes about as much sense as people in Kentucky..
Bulls Grab Playpff Spot
As Kings Lose To Suns
By ALEXSACHARE
AP Sports Wrtier
The Chicago Bulls were
basketball's big winners
Thursday, 'and all they had to.
do was stay he and tune pi
to the news.
The Bulls, who stumbled to
a- 244-start -this-season, were
assured of a berth in the
National Basketball
Association playoffs when the
kansas City Ktrigi dropped a
121-110 decision to the Phoenix
Suns.
The Bulls now lead the
Kings by two games, with
each team having two games.
to, play in the regular season.
The bet the Kings can do is tie
the Bulls in, the final slak




quarters," • said Kansas City
Coach Phil Johnson, whose
learn could not turn back-a
charge which saw
Chiago, win 18 of • its last-22
games.
s, Paul Westphaiwas the man,
most responsible for the
Kings' demise, scoring
points including 12 in :the
second _period_ as, the _Suns
moved out to a 59-46 halftime
advantage. Ron Lee had eight
points, four steals and three
assists in the third quarter as
Phoenix built the margin te 92-
74 and coasted home.„
So all 12 playoff spots have
been filled, though the . mat-
chups are still in doubt. In the -
East, the post-season
qualifiers are Philadelphia,
Houston, Washington, • San •
Antonio, Cleveland , and
Boston, while in the West its
LOB Angeles, Denver,,, -
tland,. Golden State, Detroit
and Chicago:
-.Pacers 114, kaki's NA •
Indiana closed its first NBA
season with a 36-46 record by
beating the K n icks tin 26 points
by Billy Knight and 2.5apiece
by John Williamson and Dave
Robisch, It was the Knicks'
last lime game and the-final
Madisen Square Garden
appearance for Coach Red
Holzman and 1ill Bradley
- -
Matters-Mk Nets 9""
- Ringo Soisith seared-five-4- -
his 23 points in the last three
minutes to help nail down
Cleveland's victory, which
snared a five-game Denver
'Winning streak. David
Thompson scored 23 fore
Denver. •
Warriors 124, Nets 86
Golden State outscored the
Nets 29-Zeser the final 7:45 of
the first period to turn the
game into a route. Ex-Net
Rick Barry -Ie0 Golden State
with '32 points, while ex:
Warrior Bubbles Hawkins
scored 35 for the Nets.
Honda. The
time-saving
tiller. / the job_
"if faster. Easier.
Does
----Iffy Honda F"'400 tiller with
features to help make your gaiderl• •
ing a breeze • Powerful
foumtroke engine and chain
drive tranimission • Tines adjust,
to 36" • Two forward speeds. plus
reverse gear LA2 model) *Steer.:
mg handle adjusts vertically and
horizontally • D
transport wheels. Get a jump
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Murray State Women's Tennis
Team Fall's 5-4 To Wisconsin
„ -The Murray State women's
tennis team fell 5-4 Thursday
afternoon to Wisconsin in a
match played at the -N1SU
„ ;reruns. Complex. ,
Th# singles play started oat'
just fine for the Racer _women
witli-lurray winning the first.
333K3matches.
At number one, Karen Weis
won in split sets, 4-6, 6-1 and 6-
1 over Joan Hedberg of
•-. 'Wisconsin-. - Then at ̀ number
two. Sinday Macovik won 6-3,
• 64 over Mary Carney.
Murray lost the next four
doubles matches. Patty Auran
of the Badgers won 6-0, 6-3 at
number three mist Sandy
Nlacovik, Kathy MOrris of
Wis.‘onsin - won 6-1. 6-1- over-
Lynn Martin at nwnbet four,
Jodi Spiegel of Wisconsin won
6-1, 6-3 at number- five 'over
Kathy Lindstrom .and. at.
number .six, 'Kathy I eser of
• the Badgers won 6-1, 7-6 over
Anne Ress_of_Murray.
In the doubles, We., and
Siudy -Macovik-won*Yr64 at
number one over Hedberg
and Morris. At number two,
Sandy Macovik and Martin
fell 7-6, 6-0 ,to Carney and
Atiran and at number three,
Ress and Lindstrom won.4-6,
7-5 and 6-2 over Spiegel-Kolb
of Wisconsin.
The Racer women have a
home match .Tuesdp/. night
then will- leave' for an in-
vitational m Mississippi.




LARGE; VOLUME - LOW PROFIT
"Service Built Our Business'
IT WILL PAY YOU TO SEE US ON A




Now you can have Wood
windows and not wor r





Baked-on white or bronze
pre-finished .Ao-TilrilTiol
- exterior frame . . . No
rotting, no painti!ig and all
wood interior.
ULTRA SUPREME (Model USA) "
Stop scraping, caulking, sanding, painting. The pre-
finished alur?rinom exterior frame of our model USA
does not need this,done. and no need to climb ladders
'as all sash tilt in and'retnove from inside your house! Be
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Hubie Green Holds Lead
In Masters Tournament
By TOM BRETTINGEN putting.
NAP Sports Writer Tied with 'twin at 70 were ,
-AUGUSTA, Ga. (API — -1 Rick. Massengale, winner of
was the last guy to pull the the Bob Hope Desert Classic
trigger." earlier this year; Torn Kite;
Bill Kratzert was the last Jerry Pate, reigning U. S.
man in the field to tee off, but Open champ; and Torn
his first shot seat him on his Watson, the one-time British
way to the three-under-par 69 Open titlist who has won two
that thrust him among the tournaments this yeir but
froot-TiliMerS- 'in the 41st. given away% two more in. the
Masters golf championship-. final round.
The found kept.. , alive the
ovefi-vhelining surge of young-
players that has inundated the
pro tour this season.
" Heading into the second
round today, Kratzert and Don
January trailed leader Hubert
Green by two strokes.
Green, the easy-going.
Floridian, who has won 11 tour
events but never'a major
tournament, used a new
.driver to birdie .all four par-
five holes en route to a 67 in
the oPeiiing found Thursday.
•. January, a 47-year-old
veteran With an ailing back,
carded a solid 69 as the first
man off the tee in the hand-
picked, international field of
:Kratzert,-a-24-year-old
rookie, wasted no time-.
making his move. He birdied
the first hole, added birdies on
Nos. 13 and 15, then saved par
severat times with testing
putts to finish ahead-Of tit*
other-young liens. 
Scoring was higher than
expeeted - en-.4h.„4„030-.yard,
par-72 Augusta National-Golf
Course. The wealKetTiits •
warm and sunny 'for the
estimated 30,000 spectators,
but the wind grew gusty for
the golfers by' early afternoon.
Ray Floyd, the defending'
champion who castled a 71,
blamed tough pin placement.
Wale Irwin; a former U. S.
Open-champion, came in with
a 70 and cited the !witting
Windt. :
Jack -Nicklaus, bidding .for....
his Sixth Masters title, was
lurking behind the leaders
with a 72. He wouldn't blame




_ Candidate for Sheriff
Democratic Primary
May 24, 1977
I have been over much of the county and city the past month and talked to a lot of you. In case I missed
any of you, this is my way of asking for your vote and support
I will not go into a lot of promises at,id platform. But I will say that if elected I will perform the duties of
sheriff as expected of me in g fair, honest and courteous way.
I am not in any way committed to any special person or group for anything.
Only a few things I would work for if elected.
(1) the forming of an auxiliary police force with anyone in C_allonray County,welcomeiolekt-especially all
CB'ers, as they already have communication. This is a good way to stop a lot of crime and vandafism, by get-
ting a lot of people involved in an auxiliary force.
(2) I think the Fiscal Court has set enough money up for deputies so that good ones can be hired. Also I
thintat least one should be on duty at night so people in the county can get one when needed. One thing I
will promise is that any deputies hired will be out in cars during their shift, natin the offiFe. I think the sheriff
and office workers can handle the office.
(3) One of my main concerns will be drug traffic and control I have extensive training and have attended
many schools put out by federal, state and local agencies. During rny 7 years as a security officer at Murray
State and I give them my thanks for giving me the opportunity to attend them. Being the father of three
teen-age boys. 1 ant very concerned about drug-control, not only for them, but for all teen-agers in Calloway
ounty.
I will see a Ibt.more of you before election, but if 1 miss anyone I earnestly ask for your vote and support.
Experienced - Honest and Dependable. ft's time for. i change.
. -e• toe Beard
"tro
Westiiin;Middle And Ai tin Peay To
Be Here For Big Track Meet Saturday
Perhaps the three strongest
track teams in the Ohio Valley
Conference will, be at Murray
State Saturdar for a





and Middle Tennessee, a.,
prime league contender, will
..`.2)pen the conference season at
Royktewart Stadium.
,Fie events will begin at
2:30. Admiss is free.
1:30 p. rt.,,icitrpack events at
Austin Peay'*-strength lies
in the sprintS, Iiiticipes, and
weights. Western is strpngest
in distance events, and
Tennessee has a pair of
best triple jumpers in the
country. • -
Peay's Johnny Williams is
defending conference
champion in both the 100 end
220 dashes. He has a best 100 of
9.3. Teammate Coveak Moody
has run a9.4. ,Peay shot putter
John Eddins is also defending
OVC champion and hasA best
throw of 55-5. Western
distance man Tony Staynings
and Dave Long are among the
tops in the nation in their
events.a Staynings won the
league three-mile last year in
13:30-7. The Hilltoppers also
have a pair of national-class
high jumpers.. Their Don
Anderson won the OVC indoor
with a jump of 7-0%.
Middle Jumper John Do Doo
has a best long jump of 25-29.
this season and a best triple
jump of 524%. However, he
was beaten in the OVC•indoqr
by teammate Rayfield Dtpree
m the triple jump.
Murray's-best chance for
points is in the distances,
middle distances, and the shot
put. The Racers' Martyn
Brewer figures to challenge
Staynings in 'the mile. Pat
Chimes won the NM and Dave
Myren the wee in the OVC
Indoor. Freshman shotputter
Stan Simmons has already set
a Murray record with e tone(
more than 53 feet.
Yomita's
Flowers & Greenhouse










6 P.M. TIL 9 P.M. N-NN
  add 414 Imniitllre
414 NORTH MARKET ST. PARIS, TENN.
We invite you to the
Easter Egg Hunt in our store at
414 North Market St.—Mom, Dad,
bring all the kids and join in the fun.
MANY. PRIZES TO WIN
*Cokes *Rabbits *Tennis Racquets *Easter Eggs and then...
SOME REAL SURPRISES
Like 2 Dollar Bills an- d $20 Bills—
Don't forget Saturday
April 9th.
6 P.M. til 9 P.M.
*5
Look For The Rabbit
near the Pennsylvania
House Table










Don't Miss The SILVER













Look Close. for the







Look HARD for the
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s, Unique formula that gets out tough stains
wt.) aerosol cans.
22-Fluid Ounces. . .
For sparkling clean glass and other uses 22-fl. Oz.
handy trigger sprayer
Fifty foot garden hose of ionglastIng 100%
vinyl. Features solid brass couplings. 1/2"
in diameter
TM WM Soil conditioner to break-
up heavy soil or hold together








White vinyl with green
stnpes Boys sizes 34 to f
Men's 64 to 12-
FOOMArde witt-wio MAW, aMonr•Ic
and MIANIIMM• Mscheir
The softy al Mosel is lo how every
atosiss0 am is Slack 11 fat son* to.
models moon Ms sOvellseel war.
Orme* Is not in mock. Morel *41
mu' • nor check on no*** VW ow
, as used lo pumnoss I* merchrinclise
le * Its sib Woe **sr Its nvosnandlos
I
* raids, so owspershis ow
chinas *41 Os ollarsO al s cow
Ow** mimed Om • ft its Soong
rsenlbn ol Ross* to Inalg-s0 1111,




Polyester and edtton blends




Popular heavy crinkle fabric in










OPEN 44 Aj7i thit
You'll finch:is btisting with the
LOWEST PRICES on items
you need MOST. So hurry _to
your •-nearest Roses • Store-
ailtrtake advantage of these
outstanding buys.
Great savings on Quaker
State Motor Oil 30 f40 only
Tom Seaver Yeuth Model
features solid_ web top grain
•leather
-Synuwitid.cover wens wound
cork ahd rubber 301i0 center
•
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Carroll - Private Endorsement Without Public Commitment
FRANKFORT, Ky. ( AP-)- _
If the key-to stkeess or failure
of a new attempt to revise
KehtuCky's constitution is
held by Gov. Julian Carroll,
--his latest expressed view
apparently will satisfy neithep
'side entirely.
- "TO the • that my
'personal opinion may be of
public interest . . I intend to
'lite - for the constitutional
convention call," he said in an
?interview.
"As governor, I do not -in-
tendlo use the time the people
pay me lot and travel at theirs
expense to work in behalf of
the call," Carroll said.





sequence of that statement is
quite predietable.
Advocates of revision will




•-• 'arter administration, in fine-
f. oiling its human rights.policy
--i*vatits-lo-aveld- cutting 4C - aur-
to offending nations, but is
making an exception in the-
4. -ase of NiCarigna
The State Department's
human rights coordinator;
;Patricia Derian, said Tuesday






mistake to apply punitive_ 
teasiffef in Aging "with 04--
human .  Eights problem
-abroad.--- •
One of four adniinistratIon
.'officials who testified on the
unian -right A isSue-&fore
separate congressional
hearings, she said the United
States should place "stronger
emphasis on positive actions
a 'preferable way- to in.
crease respect for hunia
• rights."
But Deputy Assistant
Secretary of State Charles W.
41-ay testified that the ad-
ministration * will ..hold off
signing a security issiitance
• agreement with Nicaragua
'until it becomes Cleardr"
that the human rights
situation there has Unproved.
He revealed that the ad-
- Ministration- isfholding up $20
million' in aid to Nicaragua


















Avtlierited Meth Bender Center
BARRETT'S
SERVICE CENTER
639 S 4th St.
Phone 753-9868




tactics in maintaining internal
order." At the same time, he
asked a House appropriations
subcommittee to approve
$15.1 million more for
Nicaragua in hopes that all the
-aid can be released even-
tually.
Meanwhile, an attempt is-
being- ynade--- in _Congress tor
require Americans on the
World -ancl.,
agencies to vote against loans'
to any country that per-
sistently -violates human
rights.
Rep. Tom Harkin, D-Iowa,
was trying to attach that
stipulation in an amendment
today to a $5 billion bill
providing U.S. aid to
organizations that loan money
to developing countries.
-The— administration
disclosed six weeks ago that it
was reducing aid to Argen-
tina, Uruguay and Ethiopia
because of political repression
in those countries. Argentina,
Uruguay - and Brazil have
declared that they don't want








So convenient to Disney World, the
_ Kennett Space center. Sea World.,
Circus World, Cypress Gardens.
Stars Ballot fame, Busch










• Chi tdrenunder 12 free in
same room with parent
',or reservation information and confirmatioo send check Or
friOney. order for 1.25.00. Limited riiiiiiber of róoms ere now
svpitible so hurry, Cancelled check- guarantees, your room
• dlimme = 
Check 1st ctoic• Hideaway Inn Writer Garden Inn
PlaPn•
Addrelli








irritation that he refuses to put
muscle,behind it.-
Oppooents will be angered
by the governor's backing, but
with the. cold comfort of
assuming that at least he will
-avoid cranking up his.vauheed
political machine for the at-
tempt,
At stake is Kentucky's 1891
constitution, denounced
constantly --by reformers but
resistant so far . to massive
change.
Three tithes - voters have
rejected revision. The current
step is the first in a process
that would take years-but not
even a first step ever has been
. approved in the polls.
Opponents of revision are
beginning to organize, and Lt.
Gov. Thelma Stovall's par-
ticipation adds a political -
tinge. _
. Mrs: $toyall is a possible
Democratic candidate for
governor. in 1979. Regardless,
she has started to separate
herself factionally from the
governor.
Her allies against revision
SO far are the Kentucky
Chamber of Commerce and
_ the, Associated Inchistr -of
'Kentucky.' -
They have various fears-
among them that an anti-
business climate would be
created by a new constitution.
• The IR76 General Assembly
-put the question on-the ballot;
and certainly Carroll could
have blocked the move at the
time were he opposed.
• His comment o the issue is.
bland and hardly arguable by
either side. A sample of what
Carroll said:
"This is a serious issue that
could have a tre.memlous
truPaet Rtl. the suture a- our
form of government.
"This is not an issue to be
influenced by politicians, but
rather to be decided by the
people.
"It is an-issue to be decided
by an informed iniblic that*
provided all of the facts
necessary to make a careful
and intelligent decision."
- Who can gainsay that? The
catch 22, of course, is that
politics, especially guber-
natorial, will indeed seep
secretly through the debate,
and Carroll does not care to be
caught in that nutcracker.
ClOtervior's who assume
offhandedly that Kentuckians
never will stand for changing
the 86-year-old charter should
recall the surprise of everyone
at passage of the Judicial
Article in the 1975 referen-
dum.
Should the same thing
happen. With constitutional
revision, the 1979 legtslatttre
would call al convention for.
1979, and the convention's
handiwork would have to be '-
approved by voters later.
STARTING MONDAY
SEE THESE SAME -COHAMA" KNITSEIZEWHE RE -A T S299
STRIPED T-SHIRT KNITS
• Full Bolts, 45" wide
- . ;004 Polyester, 50% Cotton
• Small Multi Stripes
• While Present Stock Lasts
GPOR-Irt-GULATrEOW- -






at 5 a. w.
Serving Southern





extends a special in •-
vitation to come out
and see them.
OUR ENTIRE STOCK OF REGULAR $3.88 NEW SPRING
S POLYESTER DOUBLE KNITS
• Full' Bolts, 60" wide, Machine Washable
• Dyed to match Polyester & Silk Knits
•-DyRI-to math Polyester &linen KnitS
• • All the newest Fashion Knit Looks
• Compare this quality elsewhere.at $4.00 to $6.00
OUR ENTIRE STOCK REG. $4.88
FAMOUS "STEHLI"
POLYESTER KNITS
• 1)..1.1 ta Matti-I ..cblids al.nu
" • innp:itc Sti 00




REPEATING A SELL-OUTI AMERICA'S GREATEST KNIT VALUE;
• to (v1t I ,lhol.tt
• I al,' Op,. 13.0a% Shills
• I kill 6011:. M.Ichrat.
• I 111111“1 W1.1111114 .
UPHOLSTERY
SAV-E SI 5i) TO S2 5a YD NFINESTOL2ALITY
• ( • piiip.li t' I IluCZ: • 1 St) \
• 1 till -45- la alc,•loir
• All lit 1111i51
a All the iniiq
POLYESTER
DOUBLE KNITS
• I LI 1 ,,., 1... WI V....11.
1
• %IA' I'M,: "Ilits'A. i
• I '41111,1.M, ',Alt, t It'
MONEY BACK GUARANTEE
You mustiac Compc t el ' Sàlisfëd
with Every Purchase or your_
Money-Back -
WE ARENEVER UNDERSOLD!
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Katie Yates,- 22, a senior recreation and park; administration major at North Carolina
State University, is oblivious to the cameraeas she concentrates during a problem-
solving session during the 1977 Consortium on Outdoor Recreation at Brandon Spring
Group Camp in Land Between The Lakes, TVA's V0,000-acre outdoor demonstration
area in western Kentucky and Tennessee. The five universities' represented during the
consortium March 13-19 were: North Carolina State University, University of Missouri,
Indiana University, University .otlflinbis. and Westerttlilineis University, _
Your Individual
Horoscope
 Frances Drake  
FOR SATURDAY, APRIL 9, 1977
What kind of day will
tomorrow-be' To find out :what
the stars say, read the forecast














Ilis low. &MO • Veer*.
ARIES - •
( Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) ' 
It may take longer than usual
to put across a proposition or a
point, but ybu can still get much
accomplished and make a good
impression.
TAURUS
(Ape. 21 to May 2i) 641(7.
If you go out of your way to
make changes, they should be
both reasonable and purposeful,
or you will run into difficulties.
In general, Stick with routine.
GEMINI • -
( May 22 to.June 21)
Whether you have little or
much to do, your attiude and
-approach-to-at !linters will be--
important — from the start.
Stress your good judgment and
innate .perceptiveness.
CANCER
Jinie 22 to July 23)
14aufetiaitief and especially _
in projects requiring Arai-MI*4
and practice, if you are con-
sistent and careful, you will
gain new advantages. Just one




(July 24 to Aug. 23) "<-
1,00k over what is planned
and eliminate cqmpletely what
would deter you frotn doing
- things. fully, completely; what
vfould crowd your schedule
needlessly.




the MSCI Studentiov't Assn.
Presents
Musical entertainment for the entire family
Show Date, Time 8 PM april 11
Show Location MSU FIELD HOUSE
Tickets Available 'Sunset Music*Student Activities Office
*Bank of Murray *Chuck's Music Center
could lead you astray now, so
take all factors into account if
asked kr favors — material or
otherwise. Curb emotions. -
LIBRA
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) 'all
Care needed in both
budgetary and domestic
matters. • Also, avoid
restlessness and changeability.
A day for straight-line thinking
and action.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22)
An excellent day for .both
business and personal interests.
YOU BORN TODAY are an
extremely strong-willed in-
dividual; can actually be
tyrannical if in a position of
, authority. Once hewing curbed
this self-insistence on your own.
way, however, you could'
become an outstandinainess
executive or leader In other
fields -- f_or the taltAs_ there.
treat Nianhier,
progressive in your thinking
and (once having gained their
cooperation) extremely able in
getting others to work with you.
Having an adventurous streak,
you love to travel and are
strongly attracted to art and the
theater; could succeed-in these
fields, too, if properly trained.
Other occupations suited to
your rapabIlitie.s: music, the
law, literature, education and
'politics. Birthdate -of: Charles.
Etaudelaire, French poet; W.C.
Fields, famed comedian; Mary
Pickford and Jean-Paul
Helmond°, screen stars.
Even if you have make some
compromises, it will be
profitable in the long run.
SAGITIARIUS
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
MeV
449
You may be given some extra
responsibilities, but don't-panic.
Rather, regard the situation as
a compliment. Superiors have
chosen YOU instead of others
-becauae they KNOW you can
handle them.
CAPRICORN IN
(Dec. 22 to Jan 20) '40
You may make a discovery —
both unexpected and profitable.
Your clue lies in reading bet-
ween the lines, studying the
"fine print"
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 21 to Keb. 19)
Give a little extra time to
matters .which. have -been
neglected, and remain flexible
in your thinking; but DON6T go ,
to extremes. Stress your
inherent good sense.
PISCES
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
Be extremely careful to
discriminate between rumor
and fact, not to accept hearsay




Sine - 1946, the American
Cancer Society has spent over
$400 million for the support of
cancer research and clinical
flIvestigation. The cdtiguest of
cancer is everyone.'s. business.
Give this year to help the
researchers find better methods
of diUgnosts, new, drugs, and
new treatment procedures to
help l wipe out cancer in your
lifetime.
Cypress Springs Resort
Located 16 miles s. of Murray off Hwy. 121
BOAT DOCK SPACE
In
All New Concrete Docks
Covered Slips to 20 ft.
Open Slips to 28 ft.
Gas-Bait-Beer-Pop-Up-Tackle
, Restaurant e
Good Water Year Around










Head the Faster parade this- 4ar-n.
a handsome single-breasted, blazer
style sport cot of 100°. double-
knit lexturized polyester. Choose
frd-rn assorted dark solids or .as.=1-
ed plastids and checks in medium
and lights.- Sites 316 to 46, regular
ind long.
Choose White with
3 3 colored irim or as-sorted solids wit)
assorted - novelt,
Screens.. Sizes- s,m,l






Kicky shorts with. "Leans"
printed on elastic waist. Fray-












1 7 designs romp all. o-
ver on pastel, or
wh/te-tirounsls. Sizes
1 to fX.
Perky - strig.pd tops with
boat or scoOp neck; mus-
cle sleeve or sleeveless.




-Sat. Bel-Air Shopping Center1-6 Sun.
Limit Rights Reserved Equal Opportunity E foyer
Smart pants with an
elasticized wai-s-thand.
Pol waster. crepe in beige





























Made of a special
I fabric. Very soft, and.
i-vokry light.
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Schedules For The Week Of April.9 - April 15






























6:30 - Childrea's Gospel
WS11.-3
_ .. .. ..







740-Sylvestar & Twat 46130-16mrs ,













9:30 - kreh's Warshaw









12:30 - fishing Nil. li AM- 011d ea Caw*
11:311-Ark II 10:00-Spies Ghat
tittle
11:11-hat Alma






12:30-lacers 1:11111-Fun oly 5
11:011-Sacial 1200 -Whim's Who
am_ Wend si Leeds 1:00 Spartsaimis MIMI
1 :30 - Spotlight Schell"-
2:00- News Ceaferace
12:00 - Grsadataad I:00- Pal* Paley-
130- Tavel PenS:30 - News
I 2,16m199961. 200- Public Affairs
6:00- Music NW Asseria 2,00-A0191 04111Pkt
2:31- Leas lager 3:00- laselhall 2:30 - film
7:00 - Sintsky's Illawths 2:30 T.°
340- Alushirs I0-New,6: 3:4111-Masters-Dusts
408-110•411 a Sports730- fisi
5180-Casaid Caws 9:30•-Accallf . 5:118-News
cm -usram amwa 5:311 -Mows 5:311 -News
7:14 -lig a karts 5:31-News .
9:00-0a i Cat 6:01 lawreace We&
4:00-11a-Nue 7:30 - lst Easter Rabbit caa _ Nee am-
728111-11hasky's lasties10:00- News
7:00-Mary Tyler Mare 940- Ms* -
10:00
700-111ary Tyler Mean
10:30- Wrestling 7:30 -Phi
7:30 - lab Illasibart -News , 731 -lea Nawfsart
11:30-Movie IA-SW* 3 Nina
8:00- All la The fru& le: 30 -10warf II,? $00 Al 911 99111 fully
1000- PT1 Oa 9:011-Dag 4 Cat
ON-Carel kraal 12:00 - Dreamt 838 - Mks
3:00 - News NAM- News











11:34- Nash& a Lad
12110 -Goa News
12:30 -With This Ring
-Seam's,
12:43-News






1:30 - &Ira Stooges
9:30-Rex Itusaboril




























3:30 - Wad/ ef Spirts











LA- Day a Dissever,-
11:08-Dimashas la faith

















6:01 - Sunrise Ssimartar





9:30- Twe Over' Baptist













































7:30- Nem& ef Trwth
11:00-Wey Clat Gauss
8:30-Spacia arts
9:00 -1 st baptist
10:00- taster Services
11:00-Puce the Italia
















DAYTIME Tlf SCHEDULE MONDAY THROUGH FRIDAY
WNGE-2 WS1L-3 WSM-4 VITVF-5
.
WPSO-6 KFVS-12
6:00- Geed Mire. Am. 2:1110-lisaarka
SAS- Weelbor 5:311-=learaal eas_ kale" Leila 11:110 Sea. ''.-Sara"
--IMO •=11iNa----' - 4148-7•0 Oa * St53-110taag Ditatisil &AL, - Spas 0:3,-9f9401111 RPM _644-Pastar
ma_ yam sea8:00 - Popov' 10:30- Napa Days 5:55 - la Al
ma' 6:15-11,11., News 7:1111- NEWS
.4.30 - Gram Acne 11:00-Dee Ns New
fis PI - Italph Way 6:25- filersiap Oa 5 910 -Samford a See 8:00-Captala Itimpara
9:00-Andy Griffith 11:3,_ isms gees 740- Today 7:1111-41enska Nan 9:38- temper lean 9:00-Price Is light
9:30- Yam Owe Tao






1:00- CoPfoin begins. 10:00-Dable Dare
10:30-lass 0 Life940- Mice Is Nan
9:55 - Cmleadar
1048 -Aga a &wan
1030 - Napay Days 111111-8211,008 Falawid
1008-Desele Dare 10,35-$40 fa, ii,Lean 10:53-News-Same
11 :00- News Cater 2 1:318-0•9 Ufa
8:30 -Today 1111311- Lave Of Ufe 11:1110- Name that Time 140-T021  & itItfiest
11:30 far Temerrew












Family ha 10:30-21.44 11/6 Sten 12:0031-Si1,91 Cors• 12:30-Days of ow Una 12l5-News12:30-
1:00-820,000 Paella
3:39_ Lassie
4:80 M-11i MGM Them 12:28141- Nam News
11:10-Due That Tulsa 1,3e_v„, Deem 12:30-Wend Tess.
Ufa Um: 4:4111 f-Walys WodulitilP
11:311-lhe Nam New 12:30- Wald Toss 2:08-Aawther World 1:311- Guiding tight1:30 -Owe to
2:00 - Gen'l Nap.
2:15 -Gemini hospital
3:00 -Ida ef IMailf
4:30 F-Osortfet
5:00 1- Sail Tralp








2:110 -All in the PamIlly








3:30- Brady Back '
4:00-= Big Vella
5:00 -ABC Piers




3:30 - Pearly 11111141ks
4:00- Bewitched
4:38- Amily Griffith
5:00- Te1 the Truth
3:30- Dila frir Deana
5:25- Walla
5:31-News






TV GUIDE FOR MONDAY
WNGE-2
6:30 - Daly














10:30-Sts. if S Fa
12:45 News
WSM-4





































































8:00- IPA ̀r If 11:110- SBA
8:30-0.. Day At A Time 9:40*-*Pelk• Reg
9:11111-140 18:00-News












TV GUIDE FOR WEDNESDAY
WNGE-2
6:30 - &lamed Sara
.7100- Naos Wawa

















8110- 3 Girls 3
908 -Ithatem Galilee*
10:00-New'






































9:00 - W•stside Medical
10:00-News










1:00 - Gooey Maw
8:30 - Three's Cespepewe






6:30 -"Nashville ea Read












111:30 - Seaga Sew
12:01- Temarrew
VITVLS



























7:110- Deals a Maris
1:10- Mavis
1040 -News




7:00 - Sanford a ita


















6:30 - Candid Camera
7:08 - Seaford & Sea




10: - Tee** Skew

























CHANNEL 11 - -fr-.
April 11 to 15
TUESDAY WEDNESDAY
April 12 , April 13
S gn-on S qn-on













5.30 News 11 News 11
a es
Da 



























dell Peterson, Birds of Western Kentucky
1. Book Review by Michael Cohen
2. Mr. George Lilly from the College of Industry and Technology,
will discuss the role of Industrial Arts in Secondary -Schools




1. MSU Economist, James F. Thompson
2. History in Perspective
1. Representatives from the Nursing Department
2. MSU Political Scientist .
'1.
There is ajlefinite trend in
rock music today toward a
futuristic or mystic sounding
rock sound. This new trend
can sound good or sound-
terrible. We will see a little of
each as we look at David




music has done it again with a
new , Lp, "The Light of
Smiles.:' Wright's mystic
sound makes heavy Uses of
moog and multiple keyboards
which give his music a
'.spacey" sound.




p. - area "Freedom in America :
Fast. Present and Futurg"
11 E a. - TEY 19011rmenis Pierre
Boulez conducts his on composition,




Margaret Trevathan with Library Corner
_
making its way up the charts
is "Phantom Writer." The
song has great sound effects
with a good blend of his
keyboard sound and vocals.
"The Light of Smiles," the
title cut reminds me of "The
breantweaver" and could be
another hit single. The music
changes pace a little to a semi-
boogie type cut called "Are
You Weepin."
Other great cuts on the
album are, "Who.: Am I,"
"Empty Inside," "Water
Sign," and "Time Machine."
It looks like Gary has
ostablished himself as a
superstar.
David Bowie
David Bowie, the 30-year-
old English rock star, has the
weirdest sound of all. Many
people either like him or hate
him. I think his sound is just
awful, especially in his latest
album, "Low."._ (The title is
fitting for the Lp.)
The Lp is basically in two
parts, seven rock vocals and
four long and weird in-Iskinisy, neve •
1 p. a. - seineiesee ewe vales strumentals. One of these
Tmakire" -Perf°r176ed- Peter Allen instrumentals, "Warszawa"hosts.
•ss p. • - Ni sm. lbaw -rangsoioniores. has what I call a slow, Gothic
swap saa is
5.. a. - haft m cram A program of
chamber music end solo works produced
by MSU faculty member David Elliott.
lashinl-" Kenton Riffs"
am*, AEA 11
p. ak. - Opikm lawailno T aid in
series of programs that focus &i some of
the problems iithigher education.
16 p. - 110119.91 91 Begins with a
featured album on Monday evening.
Hear some of the best in album oriented
rock.
Tosedny, AEI 1
p. E. - 11,11NE1 Two Om*. "C9.17
Elderly - Today and Toinorrow"
II p • - 111.91%.1 91 "COSMIC Con-
nections" and "Backtrack" are two
features of the Tleeeeay night edition of
Nightflight 91.
111•Erriny, !Ed 11
7 E on. - St=liped04: Af-
Eirrnative Action for the
E. - lam ea Songs augha
Williams, Brahma, Sibelius, and Satie
are performed by menmeopeano Leans
Knaves, accompanied on piano by Ir-
win Gage.
11Endny, Apra 14
sm p. - Gam . is cani Heard each
weekday evening at this time, Classics a
Ii Carte featires the popular c421ics for
the dinner period.
Mdny,49115
p. - Oplhos "Oriana Fallacr'
Fallaci is an Italian joirnalist and is in-
terviewed by NPR's Barbara Newman.
s p. a. - lbw TEA Phillmonnin Van°
Jessye Norman joins conductor Pierre
Boulez in Bartok's Four Pieces, Opus 12,
Berg's "Der Wein" and Wagner's
"Wesendack Lieder" and selections
from "Die Meistersinger."
NEW MOVIES
NEW YORK- ( AP) -
Twentieth Century-Fox has an-
nounced that it will release 19
films during 1977. It also has 19





hard rock.. sound like you
would hear in a horror movie.
It is eerie to say the least.
The vocal side is not much
better. The worst cut is'.
"Always Crashing In The
Same Car" in which Bowie's
vocals are at an all time low.
On the other hand, "Be My
Wife" iinot too bad and has a
pretty good rhythmic beat.
Overall, the album is not one
I would buy esvcially at the






Reg. $7.95 Reg. $8.95
Tapes $5" Albums $499
All The Newest Releases First!
Check-with-us oq our new shipment, in-todoy, of
newreleoses not yet on
The Largest Selectson of Tapes and Albums in this area
TV Service Center
Central Shopping Center 753-51165
CHICAGO OPERA
CHICAGO (AP) - The Lyric
Opera of Chicagii-has scheduled
seven operas for its 1977 sea-
son, according to general man-
ager Carol Fox.
The, season premiere will be
an all-new production of Gaet-
a n o Donizetti's "L'Elisir
d'Amore," with tenor Luciano
Pavarotti as Nemorino and
b a s-s-baritone Sir Gera in!
Evans as Dulcamara.
Other offerings include Mo-
zart's "Idomeneo," , Britten's
"Peter Grimes," Gluck's 'Or-
feo ed Euridice," Puccini's
*Manon Lescauls'' Rossini's
Barbiere di Siviglia" and Wag-









I shouldlike to introduce myself. I am Billy Don Hamilton, candidate for jailer
of Calloway County and Murray. My wife is the former Nancy Brooks; and we
have one daughter, Amanda Sue. We reside at 302 North 7th Street here in
Murray and attend the North Side Baptist Church.
I have considered the position as jailer for some time now and agree with my
friends who have encouraged me to run that it is time for a change and that it is a
good time for a young candidate to enter the race.
If I am elected, I pledge my best efforts to the responsibilities of the office in an
efficient and effective manner, cooperating fully at all, times with anyone else
who is connected with this office. This pledge includes maintaining to the
highest degree the cleanliness of both the court house and the jail facilities.
In addition, I promise fair and equal treatment to all inmates of the jail while
running a firm jail. At no time will I deny an inmate medical attention,
reliabifilarffrirounseling-er religious counseling. 
Further, with the forthcoming judicial district system-3 slialtrnoperate with-the
eourt systems by allowing inmates convicted of crimes that are not felonies to
be released during the day to work for reliable employers so that the' inmate
may support his family. Such day-time releases, however, will be made only
upon the recoroppendatfon of the proper court authorities.
At the present time, I am employed as Dog Warden for Murray and Calloway
County. We all know that this is not a glamorous_ position; however, it has
provided support for my family, and for this I am grateful. In this position, I have
taken the utmost patience and have exercised genuine consideration with every
call that has been made upon me.
I am fully aware of the fact that the responsibilities of the jailer are many and
that the position is really a 24-hour job. On the other hand, long hours of work
are not new to me. I feel that I am fully qualified to execute the duties of this of-
fice.
Therefore, may I respectfully ask that you cast your vote for Billy Don Hamilton
for jailer and be sure that your tax dollars are Out to the best use,for and interest
of Calloway County and Murray.
Billy Don Hamilton
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JACKSON, Miss. (AP) —
With spring planting nearing,
American farmers are
concerned about securing
loans and operating credit to
cover the mounting costs of
seeds, fertilizer, tractors and
hired hands, a 50-state survey
shows.
"It's obvious that the major
problem for farmers across
the nation will be paying for
the various inputs (needed for
. planting)," said Dick Knight
of the federal-state Crop and
Livestock Reporting Service.
"It appears that the igri-
cultural materials _ are
available if you can pay the
price."
The survey of agriculture




Ross, who chairs the energy-
and farm supply committee of
the National Association of
State Departments of
Agriculture, asked for in-
formation about elements
critical to planting. °
Twelve of the responding
states said operating loans
were hard_taget, and It states
said: unds for farm im-
provements were scarce. -
"If the farmer has good
collateral he cad get credit.,"
sai G.F. Vaughn of the state
Agricultiiiii -.Department.
"But in some states,'
Mississippi in particular,
disastrous crop years mean,
many farmers have used up
ail th-e • equity in- land and
equipment, and they are' in—
very bad shape trying to find
Drought in the Grain Belt
states and far West are
causing- additional financial
problems for farmers,' he
researchers added.
Raw materials, while in
short supply in some areas,
appeared Sufficient nation-
wide, according to the study
which analyzed the nation by
districts.
But tight supplies and
shortages of some items such
as nitrogen-enriched fertilizer
were blamed by the resear-
chers for rising costs.
The price of a sack of fer-
tilizer has'elimbed64iper cent
since 1973, the researchers
said. The cost of other farm
chemicals has. risen, some_48
per cent in the same period.
The survey showed that
other areas. where costs have
climbed sharply included
farm equipment, seed, farm
supplies and farm labor.
Hog Market
Federal State Market News Service
April II, 1977
• Kentneky, Purchase Ares H- og Market,
Report Includes 8 Buying Stalk=
Receipts: 'Act. 457 Est. 1300 Barrows &
Gilts fully 50r higher sows 50041.50
Ober
US 1-2 200430 lbs  135.75-38.00
US 1-3 303-240 lbs 133.30-33.75
US 2-4 210-260 the $35.00-35.50
US 3-4260-260 lbs.  134.0045.00
tos1.20ws ,7350 lbs.  131.0042.00
US 1-3 300450 Me ... 131.50-32.50
US 1-3 4504501Di. $33.00-34.50
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Four-H Area winners recently honored for their achievements in their projects were,
left to right, front row, Trisha Clark, Lisa Hale, Tim Burchfield, Laura Jarrett, back row,
Martha Pitman, Chuck Harrison,and Bill Bailey.
Winners in the Calloway County 4-H projects were honored
 at the 4-H Achievement
and Leader Recognition Banquet held April 2 at the-first
 United Metliidist Church,
sponsored annually by the Bank of Murray and the Peoples
 Bank. Count. winners are,
left to right, "front row, Lisa Hale, David Grady, Raymon
d Grady, Michelle -Jarrett,
second row, Deanna Cunningham, Tim Burchfield, Trisha Cl
ark, Laura Jarrett, back row,












GREETINGS, 0 GHOST WHO WALK5..,ANI7
'ft:LING REX. %Xi WISH TO KNOW WHY
)0U ARE "GuARCHAN OF THE EASTERN
ITS A BODY, MA'AN.





-v---FaUR-H ROYALTY—Named as Senior 441 Club King and Queen were Cliidt
Harrison and Laura Jarrett, left, both members of the Calloway County Teen Club, and
as Junior 4-H Club King and Queen were Deanna CunniViam of Penny Loafer Club
and Tim Burchfield of the Calloway County Rabbit CK The contestants were in-
terviewed by Miss Renee Sledd and were judged on conversational ability and past 4-
H experiences. They were crowned at the annual 4-H Achievernent Banquet.
A Presidential Ball for
Murray State University
--studentr, .'planzied by the
Student Government.
Association as .a "special
springtime occasion, will be
inaugurated Saturday
evniing, April 15.
University students in semi-
'formal attire will be admitted
,.. at no charge to the dance at
the new Jaycee Center on Ky.
121 West (Mayfield Highway)
from 8 p.m. to lam.
. Charade, a fiVe-picte band
out of Nashville that
specializes in the Top 40
sounds, will provide the music
for the evening. Hors
d'oeuvres will be served.
Lisa Marcellino, a
Louisville freshman who is
serving as chairperson of the
planning committee for the
ball, said Dr.. and Mrs. Con-
stantine W. Curris have in-
dicated they will attend.
She added that a special
evening meal is planned in
Winslow Cafeteria prior to the
ball. Students who do not have
a -university meal ticket may
pay $2 for the dinner. -
"Our hope is that this first
Presidential Ball will initiate
a new tradition for all students
at Murray State," she said.
"We thought it would be good
to have some .kind of special
occasion for students to look
forward to between spring
break and the end of the
semester."
STATE 4-14 WINNERS—Martha Pitman, daughter 
Of Mr. and Mrs_ W. I. Pitman, was
honored as the winner of the general demonstrati
on category at the state level at the _
annual 4-H Achievement and Leader Recogni
tion banquet. She was also selected as
Calloway County's oinstanding 4-H girl in 
the_Courierloumal Award of Excellence
Program. Billy Dean Bailey, son of M
r. and Mrs. Paul Bailey, was presented a 
plaque
from the Courier-journal for being chosen 
as outstanding 4-H boy from Calloway
County and another for being "selected as the 
outstanding 4-H boyin the Jackson Pur-
chase Area. Bill was recently honored- at the 
Farm Awards luncheon in Loviiville
where.he was presented a S100 U.S. savings 
bond as a finalist in the Awards Of Ex-
cellence program. He was also named AS the 1




Dr. Howard H. Keller,
assOciate profeSsor in the
Department of Foreign
Languages at Murray State
University, is one of .10.
Americans to be awarded
grants to attend the four-week
1977 Slavonic Studies Seminar
in Sofia, Bulgaria, in August.
The grants are provided by
the International Research
and Exchanges Board of the
American Council of Learned
Societies for professors of
Slavic languages with interest
in Balkan linguistics and
South Slavic literatures to
study at Sofia State Univer-
sity.
One week of the seminar
period will be spent on a tour
of Bulgaria which will include
visits to the medieval capital
of Turnovo and several ports
on the Black Sea.
Keller, who joined the
Murray State faculty in 1970,
said he will visit several
_professional acquaintances at
the universities of Bonn and
Frankfurt and at the
Technical University in Berlin
on his way to Bulgaria.
Crossword Puzzler
ACROSS 2 Hindu
4 garmentssoai( sup1 Man's name
1842 ci IFF 0 ri ruoosamnstyeimarn,air
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The_Corrunonwealth of Kentucky, Calloway Circuit
Court Peoples Bank of -Murray, Ky. Plaintiff, versus
John Henry Gray andwife, Alma M. Gray Defendant.
NOTICE OF SALE
By virtue of a TuUrnent and order of Sale of the
Callaway Circuit,-Caurt retiaereci at the March 25th
Term thereof 1977, in the above cause, row the•Sum of
Ten Thousand One Hundred Forty five an 90-100
($10,145.90) Dollars, with interest at the rate of $1.70
per day from the 5th day of January 1977. until paid and
its cost therein I shall proceed to offer for sale at the
Court House door in the City of Murray Kentiicky:to
the highest bidder, at public auction on the 25th day of
April 1977, at 1:00 o'clock p.m., or thereabout, for. cash,
the following described property, to-wit:
One 1975 Allenwood mobile home, Ser. No. 544, 44' x
34', threebedrooms, one bath, all electric, 3 ton air con-
ditioner, central. Mobile home located about 2 miles
north of airport on west side of road.
Bidders will be prepared to comply promptly with
these terms.
Fronk L. Ryon
Nestor Commissioner Callaway Grant Court
Commissioner's Sole!
The 'Commonwealth of Kentucky, Calloway Circuit
Court Jennings Turner, ET AL Plaintiff, versus Daisy
(Hopkins) Darnell, ET AL Defendant.
NOTICE OF SALE
By virtue of a petition and order -of sale of the
Calloway Circuit Co_urt rendered at the March 25th
Term thereof 1977, in the above cause, for the Division
of Property and its cost therein I shall proceed to offer
for sale at the Court House door in the City of Murray
Kentucky, to the highest bidder, at public auction on
the 25th day of April 1977, at 1:00 o'clock p.m., or
thereabout, upon a credit of six months, the following
described property, to-wit:
Lying in the South East Corner of the SE Qr. of Sec.
32, Township 2 North, Range 3 East; Beginning at the
Sauth East corner of said Qr. and-running-thenee-West
about 92 poles to Jack Fosters SE comer; Thence Nor-
th 108-praes, thence East 11 poles and 9 feet; thence
South 29 poles; thence East about 80 poles and 71/2 feet
to Sec. line; thence South 80 poles to the beginning con-
tattling 42.acres more cages. — •
For source of title see Deed Book 11, Page 210-11 in
the office .orthe Clerk of the'CallOway County Court.
For the purchase price, the purgbaser must execnte
bond, with approved securities, bearing legal interest
from the day_As*,_nntil paid, and having the force—
and effect of a judgment. Bidders will be prepated to -
cOrnply•pronwtly with these' terms. Purchase will have
the privilege of paying cash.
Frank L. Ryon
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bring us yours for extra
copies. Made from any
size. into. any size:
Wallets low as 24 cents, 8
x 10 $2.40. Fast service.
Artcraft, 118 South 12th,
753-0035. Free parking
lot, use our rear en-
trance.'
2 Notice






Sinking Spring Baptist Ditch












HO model trains 20 per
cent off. Murray Paint
and Hobby Center, 614
South 4th.
BELTfflaE. HEARING
AID sales. Free service
on all makes. Open 9-1
daily, Monday-Friday.
Beltone of Benton, 1200
Poplar- Street, Benton,
Ky. Phone 527-8463.
2 Notice 6 Help Wanted
1, L.W. (DIM) LYONS HELP WANTED - day or
am no longer with arth evening part time phone
Movers. Call 474-2264. sales work.'Liglif -office
or delivery. Must have
WE BUY AND SELL used car. Call 753-1387.
air conditioners. Call
753-9104 days, 743-1551 COOKS allip waitresses,
nights. darshift. Apply in




Bookkeeping and las Service
lecoeis *nos provers/.
WAN et /wenn Greet eel
' Seed Co.
Rellroei Avis




- beautiful Ky. Lake. To
„ open everyday except









every day. Closed on
Mondays.
Hours 4:30 a.m. to?.
MIS WEEKS TOTAL
free Cash :pot. at Big
John's $1400. Have you
had your card punched?
-WANTED -
Tow wereoters, entiesso,
oil, mew, oss4 Koss. No
work for you, O do Roo
work sod pay ysio Wee Ws
wid. Jos Miley Liao
Floe likorkot, Dovor,
TN
1977 Bonneville, 4 door, all the extras. Demon-
strator.
1977 la/Rmis Coupe4loaded. Demonstrator
1977 Cutlass Salon, hatch roof. Derrionstrator.
1976 Pontiac Astre, a little gas saver.
1975 Cadillac Eldorado Coupe, low mileage, new
car trade in.
1973 Chdiligx Fleetwood Brougham, all the ex-
tras, new car trade in.
1974 El Camino Pickup, company owned
/973 Oldsmohlie Cutlass S Coupe with sun roof.
1975 Mercury Monarch, 4 door, all the extras,
• new car trade in.
Highest trade-ins. -







Olds - Pontiac • Coeliac
'Satrafie,1( ustorners Are Ow
- Maw. Conce,•• '
I it(le West Mess • 753-5315
HURRY
Joe Bailey & Linda Dill of
the indoor Flea Market,
Myer, Tn. said to:
Bring your items to sell
while space is available.
Many people already
taking $100.'s of dollars















GOD KNOWS YOU. Do
you know him? May I
have the honor of in-
troducing you and ex-
plaining his -Planfo-r, yap
here on earth? Cal/ •753-
0984. Please do not delay.
6 Help Wanted
WANTED SOMEONE to
break garden. Call 753-
Sales
Trainee
SALES - The Best
Paying Hard Work
There Is! Are you in-
tefested? If so, and
you have an _em-
ployment record of
achievement or have
• been self employed,
we'll train you in our
business and pay a
draw during training.
This is not a (Fly-By--











Memphis, lean. 31130 ,




easy! ' 'Send self-
addressed and stamped
-envelope to Box 1824,7207.
ENGRAVED SIGNS!



















Everything horn a single
None Tag to a complete Office Sign System
FOR YOUR RECAAREMENTS CONTACT
Custom Engraving
1407 Main Apt. 8
753-7670
From 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.
PART TIME Sales Clerk.
-Immediate opening.
Send resume to P.O. Box -
32E, Murray.















nce_ necessary, 5 day
week, no Saturdays








person, K and B Con-
tractors, Box 126,
Sedalia, Ky. Located in











.in person., -far ap-
pointment call 492-8837.
WANTED SPANISH
TEACHER two nights a
week for tutoring 2
police officers. Call 247-
8689. -
FIVE GIRLS needed for
telephone sales. Call 753-
3361 ask for Freddie.
WANTED A SALES
person to sell Jim
Walter Hanes in the
Murray area. This is
your opportunity to'
make good money as a
sales *person. - If in-













14 Want To But
WANTS TO BUY - house
in very good condition,
to be moved. Call 502-
527-7849.





Call 527-1315 or 474-8854.
COINS AMERICAN and
foreign.. Also old gold.
Call 753-9232.
15 Articles For Sale'
LARGE TARPAULIN,
10'x26', in good con-
dition. Price $35. Call
753-6564.
T6r1A-CCO AND tomato
sticks. 13 cents each.
Call 489-2126 or 435-4263.
AIR CONDITIONER
16,500 BTU in very good
condition. Only $125.
No. 7 Dill Trailer Ct.
A GOOD BUY...give it a,
try. Blue Lustre
America's favorite





Solid colo'rs can be in-
stalled by amateur.
Murray Lumber Co., 104
Maple.
RIDING LAWN MOWER,




and extra warp. Call 753-
8948 or 928-4397
evsnings. '
15 Articles For Sale 16 Home Furnishings
CONTACT WEST KY.
COMPLETE TABLE saw Grain Handling
. for sale. $100. Call 436- Equipment, 1-345-2126 or
5857. • 145-2633' for- Farm Fan
USED AIW condition‘r.




One pair of registered
treeing Walker pups and
2 Coon dogs. Call 474-
2361.
LACK & DECKER 'skill
saw. Via th. 1 h. p. $20.00.




like new, used only 6
weeks. -Excellent con-
dition. $295. Dinette
table and 6 chairs, $150.
A parafat with large
cage. Call 753-7511 after
3:30.
NEW NAUTILUS Super
!nail detectors for the
professional relic and
coin hunter. Exclusive
dealer in West Ky. and
Tenn. Call Bob Mills,
436-2415 after 5 p.m.
8 HOLE REDWOOD
Martin house (barn
type). Also just arrived
new selection of





also your Read bin and













$45.00. We rebuild your
vacuum for $29.95. Call
753-0350,Mike Hutchens. -
ELECTROLUX SALES




FOR ALL YOUR fencing
needs. Call AAA Fence
Supply Co., 1-444-8865,
Paducah, Ky.
TWO ROW PULL type
tobacco setter. Less





16 H.P. Lawn-tractor With ss.1W/ MUD BUGGY, 50 h.
42" mower and 3 pull




' Call 753"gang mowers. Call 9407 after 4 p.
2364. s
LAWN , MOWER, Lawn
,Boy cordless electric
mower. Used I season.
$110. Call 3634299.
EIGHT WEEK OLD Fist
puppies. Make good
squirrel dogs. Steel tire




sizes, all densities. Cut
to your specs. West Ky.














DINING TABLE viith 4




suite, box springs and
mattress, $75. Large
platform rocker, 630.
Green floral couch, $50.
Swivel chair, $25. 30"
foundation and mat-
tress, $25. Three small
tables, 415 South 8th
Street,
FOR SALE - Nalftlig
portable washer and
dryer. Used about 5
months. $250.00 for both.
With stand. Does not
need special hookup. If
interested call 753-7694
after 1 p.m:
1971 MARK TWAIN boat.
15 h. p. Mercury motor.
Call 7514883.
BOAT MOTOR, 1970
model 25 h.p. Evinrude.
Call 489-2538 or 489-2539.
14 FOOT Crown Line
Runabout. 70 h.p.
Mercury boat motor,









motor 9.8 h.p. Excellent
condition. Priced to sell.
Call 753-7427 after 5 p.m.
' 6' SIDEWINDER Bushog,




boat, 20 horse Johnson,
heavy-duty tilt trailer,
✓ trolling motor 26-" shaft,
Die-Hard battery, the
Complete crappie
fishing rig. Call 753-8351.
LARGE HIGH back






chairs. China cabinet, 2
end tables, coffee table;
and 2 chairs. Call 753-
3787.
4111-
ONE COUCH and chair,
in excellent condition.
One kitchen table and 4
chairs, good condition.
Call 4354521.
DRAPES, 1 pair, 150 x 84.
Two pair 75 x 84 Sears
Fiesta red and black
thermal. Call 4374845 or
48a-2348.
ROLL AWAY bed com-
plete with plastic cover.
Call 753-7501. '
Ph H.P. Johnsoti for'sail
boat, practically new.
Heavy duty trolling




organs. Rent to pur-
chase plan. Lonardo
Pilaus Company, across
















& Pest Control100 South 13th
24 Miscellaneous
PORTABLE BAR WITH -
AM-FM stereo radio, 8
track tape, phono
hookup, and lights. Also
portable 1974 Brother
electric plealypewriter.
Both in good condition.
Call 492-8333. "*
6000 BTU AIR Con-
ditioner, 2 roll 'away
beds, Reese trailer





made any size for an-
tique beds--or campers.








sale. Drive to Cuba and
save. We have .the





27 Mobile Home Sales
1974 12 x 65 unfurnished 2
bedroom house trailer.
Has air conditioner,'200
amp service pole, un-
derpinning and small '
porch. Good condition.
Moving, must sell. Call.
489-2792..
RERLICED 1973 Horn-
mett 52 x'24, central air--
and gas heat; stove and
refrigerator. Un-
furnished...Call 753-4827.
12 x '58 NEW MOON, 3
*bedroom. Bargain
priced. See at Riviera
Cts. or call 753-3280.
1974 BAYIVOOD 24 x 52,3
bedroom, 2 full baths,
large lot. $14,000. Call
7534031.
1972 12x 542 BEDROQII
trailer, underpinned and
strapped on private lee.
132 x 120. Call 7534113
after, 5 p.m.
DOUBLE WIDE in




1975 CRITERION 12 x 70,
3 bedroom, bath and
half. Unfurnished. Call
7534422.






Call 753-5497 bef ore 2:00.
EIGHT ACRES. 12 x 70 3
bedroom mobile home,
electric heat and central
air. 28 x 32 heated
workshop. New 4" deep._
well. Water pipe to all 8
acres. All within 2 years
old. Beautiful location.
Call after 6 p.m. 901-247-
5457, Puryear; Tenn.
29. Mobile Home Rentals









$125 month.. Call 7M:-
2377. '
MOBILE HOMES and
mobile home spaces for
rent, at Riviera Courts.
Call 753-3280.
30 Business Rentals
FOR RENT any size
office space.' Electric
heat, private bath. South
5th Street. Across from
Parkers Grocery. Call
753-5595, 753-5000, or 753-
4342.
31 Want To Rent
COW PASTURE for 1 to 5
years for 25 to 400 head.
Call 436-5885 after 4 p.m
31 Want To Rent
BEAN'GROUND for rent.
Call 527-7624, Benton.
Ji Apartments For Rent
NICE FURNISHED
Apartment. 100 South





34 Houses For Rent
FOR LEASE - four
bedroom, 2 bath, 'brick






3b For Rent Ur tease
FOR RENT OR LEASE,
retail store building on
south side court square
Mayfield, 2500 sq. ft.
Call Dal Boyd, 1-247-
2833.
FOR LEASE - Building,






















breeding, meat and 4-H
projects. Call Paul
Bailey, 753-3723,





Peek-A-Poo, $50, has toy






$100. Call 753-3683 or 753-
8301.
38 Pets Supplies
AKC IRISH Setter pup-
pies for sale. Three
males and 2 females. Six
weeks old. Call 753-9507.
EASTER • LAMB., 2
month i old.$50. Call 753- -
4106.
-•EIGIIT BOXER PVP-
s•PIES. Six weeks old.










$25.00- each. Call -1-527-
7880.
41 Public Saler;





YARD SALE. 206 South
lfth Street. Saturday,






sale. Clothing, odds and
ends, a lot of new and
'different items. Friday
and Saturday, 11-5. 907
Vine.
GARAGE SALE at 801 N.
19th Street. Thursday,
Friday and Saturday_ 6
a.m. - 6 p.m.
FOUR PARTY yard sale.
Highway 121 by Cold-
water Church of Christ,
Friday and Saturday.
Lot of depression glass,




desk. Air hockey table.
Many odds and ends..
TARO SALE --
Saturday April 9, 6 a.
m.-5 p. m. Large selec-
tion of itens. Clothes
of all sizes, books,
records, miscellaneou-














'EstateLIP Realtor Pat moblevPurdom and Thurman Real Estate
Buyers Are Not Naive
Your home represents an
important financial -asset.
When the time con-.es to
sell, put yourself in the
buyer's shoes. He's in the
same financial boat and will
want the most house he can
get for the money. Frankly,
the stakes are too hig,h to
• play the do-it-yourself game
in this monetary arerds The
best advice is - let an expert
sell it.
'But why a Realtor, when I
can sell it myself and, save
the commits/oar you may
ask. Itightr - WRONG
average buyer Is far
from naive. Before you even
start serious negotiations,
hell expect ,you to deduct
the Itrolier's commission for
HIS benefit Then you're on
z
your own in the critical areas
of linancing,-niongsge.s.
contracts and deeds, etc.
Your home will be exposed
to any and all unac-
companied strangers who
knock.
A Realtor will save you
these headaches and
dangers. Hell protect your
interest and sell your house
at the best price. Statistics
have proven this time and
again.
Consulting -with permit.
about their real estate needs
is our speciahy. Drop by Par-
dom & Thurman on the
court square, or call P41
Mobley 753-4451 or 751-

































































































Saturday. 9-4 p.m. 404
South 10th Street.- W.
'rains will be following
- weekend. Maternity and
baby clothes. Lots more
items.
EIGHT PARTY Yard
- Sale, -April 9, I a.m. ,
Furniture, clothing,
miscellaneous.'Register
for free Easter Basket.
307 N;7th.
• GARAGE SALE -
Saturday April. 9, at 9
a.m. Assorted hand ,
tools, rods arjd reejs,
_ window and shop fans.
Skill saw, lawn and
garden eqitiinnent, 22




odds .and ends. On
Pottertown Road,




toys, suits and odds and




Barn. 13th and Main.
More new toys, spring
clothing, miscellaneous.
BIG YARD SALE, 7, 8
and 9th. Seven miles
North of Murray on 641.
Turn right at Bucy's
Grocery, 1 mile. An-
tiques, dishes, tools,
nick-nacks. toys, Pool.
sticks, Avon bottles, and
iota more. •
TWO PARTY garage
' sale. Friday and
,Saturday, 701
Sycamore. Double roll-
away bed, odds and
ends. Clothing, girls,
size 12-14, mens and
womens.
SALE INSIDE - Saturday









and other furniture and •
clothing. 34 riffled South





• Starting at 8:00 a.m.
43 Real Estate
REALTORS
South 1Ah 1 Sycimore
TELEPHONE 753.1851




room, kitchen and utility ,
room. Conyietely
carpeted, electM heat,
located 'on 2 wooded








PROPERTY - 21 acres
on Oaks Country Club
:Road. This property. has
good potential for futiire
'development - Call for-
details-iFultoa Young




Fireplace in den. Large
shady lot. Near MSU.
Priced in mid 20's. John
C. Neubauer Realtor,
505 Main, Murray, 753-
,0101 or call Linda Drake,
753-0492.
4 ; R. fr.t.op
US ACRE FARM only 2
miles from Ky. Lake.





Murray, 753-0101 or 753-
7531. •
NICE BRICK DUPLEX





bedrooms and utility on
each side. Carport.
Garage and storage
building. Nice place to
live with income. By
appointment only. Good
building lot in,Camelot
- Subdivision 90 x-164 ft.
09 Used Cars & licks
1973 FORD STATION
._._wagon, 10 passenger, air




insides and out. Call 753-
QUIET COUNTRY
LIVING in East Y  
-Manor. A white brick 3
bedroom ranch home on
large lot. Iles electric
baseboard heat, carpet,




basketball court. A nice






lots near Wiswell on
Highway 783 Souiti„ Lot
sizes .125 z235. These
lots are very reasonably
priced. Fulton Young





2112 Sloth Ith Street
Phew 753-3243
TWO ACRES OF land





New range and ice
maker in restaurant.
--Upstairs apartment
renting for $135 per
month. Large lot with
room for trailer
parking, or store ex-
pansion. Also good gas
business. All stock and
fixtures included. Price
in very low 30s. Don't
miss this opportunity to






*HOSPITAL SUPPLIES FOR RENT AND SALE
*LEADING BRANDS Of COSMETICS
*HOLLISTER OSTOMY PRODUCTS








Charming 3 bedroom home located only 6 miles
from Murray. Home has recently been
redecorated throughout, has attractive wood-
bulling fireplace , and large fenced lot with







only $3,250. PI acre lot "HEAPS. WE many an34,.VIETNAM,with good well and fruit*
lrees. Near Hardin, KOREA OR CHINA TAILS WE 60
TO PLANE."$2250. Seven acres on -
Highway 94 East. High-
way on 2 . sides, Good
















Call or come by, 105 N.
12th, Boyd Majors Real
'estate, 753-8080.
FOUR _BEDROOM, 242
bath home located at 714
Olive has economical -
central gal heat and
.- central electric ..air.
Fireplace, sunken bath
tub and many extra
features. Lots of living
area for your money.
Priced in the 40's. Phone
• Kopperud Realty, 753-
1222 for more • in-
formation_
QUALTTY .BUILT home
with lots of built-ins.
Beautifully landscaped
lawn with large fenced'
backyard. Large patio
with gas grill. You must
see this modern 3
bedroom, 2 bath home to
46 Homes For Sale
MUST SELL!! Reduced
Price. 3 Bedroom Brick,--
appr- °um' ately .2000 sq.
ft. living space. Phone
753-7857.
BY OWNER - Three
bedroom brick on
wooded lot. Central heat
• and air, fireplace. 10 "
minutes from Murray on
641 South. Call 492-8824
after 5. 728,500.
THREE OR FOUR
bedroom house, 2 baths,
2 fireplaces, electric
heat, window air con-
ditioner, carport, 75' 4




EAST Y MANOR - 3
bedroom brick, 2 baths
with central electric
heat and air. Beautiful'
fireplace in family
room. Lots of closets
and storage room.
Large lot with woods on
back boundary line.
Country living-almost in






appreciate its quality THREE BEDROOM
and charm. Located at frame on a large lot. 7.5
810 Broad and priced in miles East of Murray on
the' .30's. Phone EoP. Irvin Cobb Road. Call
perull Realty, 753-1222 4364434.
for Itore information._ 
We are members of the
Multiple Listing Ser-
vice.
27 ACRES of land.
Located near New
Concord. Call 753-5<t95.
Priced for quick sale:
GALLOWAY REALTY
failed to get •listing in
Directory. The number
is 753-5842.
44 lots For Sale
$2,750 EACH. Your choice
of five (45) building or
mobile home lots. Sizes
range from 100' x 357' to
100' x 410'. Located on
US:641, 5 miles South of
Murray. Call Stinson
Realty Co. for details,
753-3744.
BUILDING LOTS. We





also one lot on Pot,
tertown Rd. Call for
details, Fulton Young
Realty, /53-7333 or home
753-4946.
SMALL FARM. 9 acres
fenced located on North
side of Calloway County.
This land Was in soy
beans last year, it also'
has good building site
and on blacktop road.
Price $850 per acre.




off Highway 94 East.
New 4 strand barbed
wire, fence with steel YAMAHA MINI Endure
post, Call for More Motorcycle trailer. 197f
details. Fulton young Honda 550 four with
, Realty, 753-7333, home windjammer. Call 753.-
753-4946 - 2226.
SEVEN ROOM FRAME
house with large garden,
barn and lot. Three
other buildings on 641
just South of Hazel, call
753-4759 or 753-5004.







large lot. 1107 South 16th
Street. $32,500. Call 753-
0616.
NEW BRICK .,home
beautiful wooded lot or.
. Highway 641 Ps miles
North of Hardin. Two
car garage, city water.
Energy efficient heat
pump and wood burner.
Call 527-1067.
TWO BEDROOM house in
Almo. Paneled
throughout and carpet in
living room. Will sell or








1972 450 HONDA, good
condition. Low Inileage.





1974 YAMAHA MX 125.
Good conditlbn. Many






_MUST SELL 1972 350
motbrcycle. Less. than
2,000 miles. 'CB radio, 8
months old. Call 753-
9991. ... • ▪ _
TRAIL BIKE. 100 CC
Honda. $300• Call 753'
7652.
HONDA CB 500, new
condition, 1300 actual
miles. Moving must sell.
Call 753-0495 after 4 p.m.
call 753-5267. --4
48 Rutornofive Service
SET OF FOUR tires, 2
like news wide white
letter 60s. Four chrome
rOcket Wheels. Call 489-
2114 after 4:30.
49 Used Cars & Trucks
1973 240Z, must sell. Air
condition, AM-FM
radio, 4 speed. Call 753-







steering, brakes and Sir:
Call 435-4485.
1976 JEEP CJ-7, hardtop
with air condition. Low
Mileage. Call 753-9407
after 4 p. m.
1973 DODGE POWER
wagon. 34 ton, 4 speed.
1975 Jeep; Renegade
package, lots of extras.
1612 Magnolia Dr. -
1973 ,PLYMOUTH
Satellite. 400. 4 barrel,
new • white letter tires,
black on black, selling






Air condition. New tires.
$1200' or best offer.
- Three rail Mettirekcle
trailer, with-1V wheels.
• $140. Call 1-354-8061 after
3 p. m.
1969 INTERNATIONAL1976 KAWASAKI KZ400
pickup with topper.900 miles. $850 or best
Power steerign. andoffer. Like new. Call 753-
8656. brakes. Air condition. V-
8. Call mornings. 753-
9298.
1975 XR75, good con-




after 6. Must sell.
1973 CHEVROLET
Impala, 2 door hardtop.




black with roll bar. AM- -
15FM, power and air, 4000
miles. Must sell. Call
753-9401.




Chevy 2 speed power
glffe transmission, $75.
1967 Ford 390 Hi-Per V-8




















condition. $725. Call 767-_
2414 or 753-7303.
1973 V.V. Super Beetle.
Excellent condition.
Iparlial tires. Original _
. spare never been uSed.•




sharp, 26,000 miles, five
new steel belted radial
tires. Also very sharp off
road dune buggy. Call
753-0181 or 753-1208.
1971' CATALINA station




or 753-0517. . ,
1964 LEMANS Pontiac















power and air. $1050.00.
Phone 1-354-6217.
1968 FORD PICKUP. 6
cylinder, with 42 in.
camper. $650. Call 436-
5450.
1972 CHEVY pickup,
short, wide bed. Six
cylinder straight drive.
One owner. Good con-
dition. Call 492-8713 or
492-8245 after 5 p.m. 4
1967 FORD VAN, 6
cylinder, straight shift.
$750. Call 489-2613.
1968 PLYMOUTH, 2 door,
hardtop, 6 cylinder, new
tires. 1966 Chrysler, 4
door with air. 1967
Chrysler 2 ,cloor hardtop
with air. Can be seen 401




Reduced to $2200. Call
753-4769.
1972 CAPRICE, 4 door.
vinyl roof, full power.
Call 753-0912 before 2
p.m. -
• 1961 PLYMOUTH 318, 4
door, good condition.
9300. Call 753-5949 after
3:30.
1948 CAMARO needs
work. Call 767-2512 bet-
ween 5 and 7 p. m.
31E 310 311:0
49 Used Cars 8. Trucks













1973 SHASTA 13 ft.





East of :Murray, on
Highway 94 toward Ken-
Lake. Authorized Fan
and Star Craft dealer.' "
Clean used campers.











awnings, and - roofs
- -sealed. Till- -Jielt -
Glover, 753-1873 after 5
or weekends.
8COTSMI:114 
CA.... .0,4 ICI .A...1•S
Drink Systems •





by Sears save on these
high heat and cooling -
bills. Call Doug Taylor
at 753-2310 for free
estimates..
FENCE SALES AT
SEARS now. Call Doug
Taylor at 753-2310 for
free estimates for your
needs.




-Due A;ril 15 Jor
Professional Help
Call or see us
Joliet 0. Pasco
TAO Ayes Averse*




gutters installed per.- -
your specifications. Call






WILL BABYSIT in my
home for infants 1 year
or under. Call 767-2555.
LYONS BROTHERS
Custom Dozer work. No
job too big or too small.

















of any kind. Phone 753-
9753.





Group outing? Trip out




gravel hauling. Call Joe

























struction Co., Route 2,
'Box 409 A.,Paducah,Xy.














NEED TREES cut, oi




work needs call John
Lane. Phone 753-8669 or
436-2586.
LICENSE ELEC-
TRICIAN .and gas in-
stallation will do
plumbing, _heating and
sewer cleaning. Call 753-
7203.
KIRBY Carpet Care.
Steam clean one room at
cents per sq. ft. and we
will clean the hallway
free, limit 4 x 10. A 10' x
10' room would only be




and remodeling - one
cabinet to complete











ficient service. NO job






Service. Call 489-2414 or
9014424112.
ELECTROLUX SALES




experienced, - very -
reasonable • rates,
references, free
- estimates. Quick drying.
Call 753-5877 or 753-9618.
GLASS REPAIR and
replacement for homes -






rocked and graded. Free
estimates. Clifford
Garrison. Call 753-5429
- after 4 p. m.
BL4CKTOPP1NG, seal
coating and repairs.
Free estimates. Call 753-
1537.
FOR A FKEE estimate
on all stump removal.












753-1537, ask for Rocky.
PAINTING INTERIOR
and exterior, by the hour
or job. For free estimate,








at 10:00,12:00 and 2:00 -
Sponsored by
Gamma Gamma Chapter
Of Beta Sigma Phi




1,47s.00 up, flieered, reedy to as*. Also proms, par Wed, es
low es $300.00. I x I ep to 24 z 60 Omani, het will 
proton
tiny size needed. Boy the best fer less
CUSTOM BUILT POITABLI BUILDINGS 753-0W
For Sale or Lease'
At "
13th & Poplar
Zoned B-2; Ideal foriany Professional 'Medical
practice, Insurance or Real Estate office. Over
2;000 sq. ft. of usable space, newly redecorated.
Call David King - 753-8355
, •-





Mrs. Joe *Ryan (Letricia
Outland) Cooper of 411 North
Tenth Street, Murray, ,died
Thursday at 4:30 p.m. at the
Murray-Calloway •County
Hospital.
ne Murray woman was. a.
medical technologist at the
- -Houston-McDevitt Clinic, Inc.,
and was a member of the First
United Methodist, Church. She
was the daughter of Mary
-Louise Cox Outland and the
late Wilbert Clarence Outland.
Mrs. Cooper is survived by
her husband, Joe Ryan
Cooper,.one son, Steve Cooper,
411 North Tenth Street,
Murray; one daughter, Miss
Ann Ryan Cooper, Louisville;




B. H. Cooper, Murray;
one • sister, Mrs.- Nancy
Samuels, Tucson, Arizona.
The funeral will be held
Saturday at 10:00 a. m. at the
chapel of the J. -H. Churchill
Funeral_ Home with the Rev,
Dr. James Fisher and Bro.
Bobby Witherington of-
ficiating. Burial will follow in
the Murray City Cemetery.
The family requests that
expressions of sympathy take
the form of donations-to the
American Canceriund or the






Press. correspondent at ' the
United Siatei-Siipreme Court
in Washington, D. C., will be
the speaker at a meeting of the
- Murray State University
chapter of The Society of
Professional Journalists,
Sigma Delta Chi, on Monday
-evening,
— Carelli's topic will be
"Coverage of the Supreme
Court." The meeting will
begin at 6 p. m. in Room 111 of
Wilson Hall on the campus.
Babette Morgan of Ad-
vance, Mo., junior president of
the Sigma Delta Chi chapter
on the campus, said interested
students and the public are
welcome to attend!'
Carelli, who has been with
the Associated Press since
1969 and assigned to the
Supreme Court since July of
1976, will talk about news
coverage of some of the
questions and issues with
societal implications which
the court has addressed this
term. He will also open the
floor for a question-and-
answer exchange.
Before joining the AP,
Carelli worked about two
years for a suburban New
Yak -City newspaper. His
tenure with the AP has ln Erwin as organist and Mrs.
Steve Gordon- ELS pianist, will
sing "The Resurrection" and
will close the service with the
"Alleluia Chorus."
No evening services will be





farmer, otaiazel Route One,
died this morning at twti
o'clock at the Murray-
'Calloway County Hospital. He
was 75 years of age.
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. 011ie Williams, Hazel
Route One; one daughter,
Mrs. Wilma Sunner,
Hopkinsville ; one son, Charles
Williams, Ellis Grove,. Ill.;
one sister, Mrs. Ruth Futrell,
Palmer; -seven grand-
children four great grand-
children.
Funeral services will be
held Sunday at one p.m. at the
Hazel Baptist Church with the
Rev. James Garland of-
ficiating:Burial will follow in
the Green Hill Memorial
Gardens in Christian County.
The Miller Funeral Home of






The funeral services for
Melvin T. CaVitt, 21 year old
Murray resident who was
killed Tuesday afternoon in an
accident during the unloading
of a railroad boxcar loaded
with fertilizer, will be held
Saturday at 11:00 a.m. at St.
John's Baptist Church.
Officiating will be the Rev.
C. E. Timberlake and burial
will follow in the Murray City
Cemetery with the
arrangements by the Rutledge
Funeral Home. The wake will
be held tonight (Friday) from
7:00 to 8:00 p.m. at St. John's
Church. -
The young min is survived
by his mother, Mrs. Marie
Cavitt, 100 Spruce Street,
Murray; his father, Brown
Cavitt, St. Louis, Mo.;
grandparents, Mr. and Mrs.
0. T. Pratt, Paducah; three
sisters, Debra, Teresa, and
Gloria Cavitt, Murray; half
sister, Memie Cavitt, Paris,
Tn.; one niece, Dernarita.
Martin.
eluded work as a reporter in
the Charleston, W. Va.,'
bureau, as a correspondent in
Huntington, W. Va., and as




The Rev. Di. Williani P.
Mullins, Jr., will speak at the
9:45 a.m. services on Sunday,
April 10,- at the Story's Chapel
United Methodist Church and
at the 11:00 a.m. services at
the South Pleasant Grove
Church. - •
"The Christ of the
Resurrection" will be the
sermon topic with the
scripture from John 20:1-3 and
10:25. -
At South Pleasant Grove the
choir, directed by Mrs. L. D.




This question appeared here last week.
Psychologists ask the question in behalf of clien-
ts when examining employee applications...
"Of all the men you know, have known, met or'
heard of, what one man would you most like to be
like?" Explain why — Some selections and
reasons show peculiar, even fuzzy thinking.
What person, at least Of Christian faith, could
possibly fail to select the One Man who not only
changed the course of 'Usti*, but changed the
calendar as well? Apart from the religious
• __aspect, this Man was So remarkable, our calen-
dar is dated B.C. and A.D. - before Christ and in
the year of our Lord."Even non-Christians who
deny His divinity, knew_He DM live on earth.
From His birth to His crucifixion, He, lived an
exemplary life of selflessness; never a thought of
selfishness. His life, His acts, His teaching - left
an indelible imprint with more impact than any
other man who ever lived.
At Easter, let us rejoice that He proved life is
continuous; indestructible; that His resurrection
proved eternity 'does not start with death, but
from the moment of mortal birth; that He preyed
Our physical life of imperfection" is only a
• prelude to spiritual perfection He promises us in
His Heaven. When we reject Him, we reject the
precious gift of Easter...




To Be Saturday For
Mrs. Thompson
Graveside-services for Mrs.
-Mary Margaret Thompson of
Almo Route One will be
conducted by the Rev.
lityward Robert's on Satillttiay
at 2:00 p. m. at the Alnio
Cemetery.
Pallbearers will be John
Imes, Audrey Byer§,,,,Charles
Hoke, Jerry Starks, Joe Pat
Thweatt, and Cecil Taylor.
Friends may call at the J. H.
Churchill Funeral Home.
Mrs. Thompson, age 56, died
Thursday at 6:45-x-. m at the
Cardiac Care Unit of the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital'.' She was a member
of the Northaide Baptist
Chu/ch.
Survivors are her husband,
R. S. (Bob) Thompson, Almo
Route One; one daughter,
Mrs. Dwain MoClard, Murray
Route Eight; one son, Gene




Kimberly Geann Stull: a
senior at Murray State
_University, has been named
the recipient of the $250 Ruble
E. Smith Scholarship to attend
Murray State during the 1977-
78 school year.
Miss Stull, the claughter- of
Mr. and Mrs. Clifford E. Stull
of 4271, Yale Road, Memphis,
Tenn., is majoring in
elementary education.
The scholarship is granted
each year to a junior or senior
student in teacher education.
Easter Services To
Be Held At Church
Easter services will be held
at the Martin's Chapel United
Methodist Church on Sunday,
April 10, at 9:30 a. m.
The Rev. Charles Morris,
pastor, will- speak on the
subject, "Jesus Still Lives,
Hallelujah!" with scripture
from Matthew 28:5-6.
Coffee and dougtartits ivili,be
served at 8:45 a. m. prior to
the services and the public is
invited to attend, a -churCh
spokesman said.
Worship services at Good
Shepherd United Methodist
Church will be at 11:00 a. rn.





be the subject of the sermon
by the Rev. W. Edd Glover at
the 11:00 a. m. worship ser-
vices- on Sunday, April 10, at
the North Pleasant Grove
Cumberland Presbyterian
Church.
His scripture will be from
Luke 24:16 and John 20:14 and
21:4. Special music will be
presented with Emma Dean
Lawson as director. A bap-










Special -music will be
presented at the 11:00 a.m.'.
worship services on Sunday,
• April 10, at the Sinking Spring
Baptist Church.
The Adult Choir, directed by
Tommy Scott With Mrs. Scott
at the piano, Mrs. Jim -Neale.,
at the dtgat; and Mrs. Eddie
Outland on the violin, will si
"Christ Returneth" and "He's
Still The King of ,Ktngs."
.KerryNasseur willsthg a solo.
The pastor,lev. Lawson
Williamsonill speak at the
morning,„strvice and also at
the 7:14.m. worship services
.t; when the youth choir will
present special music. Lenon
Hall will serve as deacon -"Of
the week.
Sunday School will be at
10:00 a. m. and. Church
Training at 6:30 v. m.
Volunteer nursery workers
will be Mr. and Mrs. Bill Crick





known potter Jerry Rotlunan
at 7:30 p. m. Monday at
Murray State University and
at 1 p. m. Tuesday at Ft. -
Campbell have been can-
celled.
Rothman, an associate
professor of art at California
State University at Fullerton,
had been scheduled to lecture
on ceramics and sculpture as
part of the series of Guest
artist appearances made -
possible by grants from the
Kentucky Arts Commission
and the National Endowment
for the Arts, in conjunction




Holy Communion will be
celebrated by St. John's
Episcopal Church, Main and
Broach Streets, on Easter
Sunday, April 10, at 9:45 a.m.
The Rev. Stephen Daven-
port will be the celebrant with
Ed Harcourt, Robert Whit.
mer, and Duncan Hart as
acolytes.
Steve Hale will be the lay
reader. Ushers will be Robert
Hopkins, Robert Mabry, and
John Harcourt.
An Easter Egg Hunt will
follow at 11:00 a.m.
Presbyterian Youth
Plan Bake Sales
The Senior High Youth of
the First Presbyterian
Church, Murray, will sponsor
a bake sale on Monday,-April
It:from-9:00 in 600 p.m. at
two locations: in front otroses
and in front of the 'Singer
Sewing Center. _
Proceeds from this Bake
Sale will help defray the cost
of the Senior High's trip to
participate in a work camp at
the First Presbyterian Church





Presbyterian Church will hold
its regular Sunday morning
services at eleven o'clock on
Sunday, April 9, with the Rev.
T. H. Sanders speaking. His
sermon topic will be "We
Worship A Living Lord."
Rev. Sanders will be in
charge of the song service.
A special Sunday School
program has been planned
with Mrs. Brown Morris to
show slides on her recent trip
to The Holy Land.
The public- is- invited to
attend, Rev. Sanders said.- •
City And County
Schools-0n Break
- Both the Calloway County
Schools and-the-Murray City
Schools will be closed-during
the coming week, April 11-15,
for the regularly scheduled
sprin'g vacation period.
The schools will resume
their regular schedule on
April 18.
will be Gregg 
KIDNEY STUDY—Dr. Martin Marx, right, faculty advisor of the Department of Community Medicine, University df Ken-
tucky, demonstrates the tests given in the follow up stud% arkidneyttfilcrions otters at Calloway County High School
and Murray ugh School. These same girls now receiving tests had reported „kidney problems when this program was
conducted in the elementary schools of the city and county seven years ago by the UK Department of Medicine in
cooperation with local officials and the Murray Woman's Club. Pictured at Calloway High Thursday morning are standing
left, Steve Gottlieb. and second-right Tim Morgan of Calloway County, senior medical students at UK. liacilleitoss,
Health Coordinator of Calloway County Schools, fourth right, assisted. Murray Woman's Club members assisting were,
left to right, Irma lafollette, Bonnie Jones, Peggy Billington, and Janet Kirk, RN. Threes other UK students assisting at
-Murray kligh Thursday afternoon, not pictured, were Barbara Phillips, Lloyd Rucker, and Mike Smith, the latter from
Murray. Tile Murray Woman's Club won the Shell Oil Award for this community project seven years ago.
Staff Photo by David HE
Clarks River Public Hearing Set
A public hearing on proposals to
reduce flood damage in the Clarks
River basin will be held at the Marshall
County Courthouse, Benton, at 7:30
'p.m. on May 4, according to Henry J.
Hatch, Of the Nashville District, Corps
of Engineers.
According to the announcements
from Hatch, the-Corps will "investigate
various Plans to determine the
feasibility, and -desirability of providing
measures for reduction of flood
damanges and for allied purposes on
Clarks River and tributaries in--the
"-nen& Purchase of Wit ItentaCky.
"The -public meeting is being held to
gather information concerning existing
and pntPntial problems and to discuss
possible plans for the solution of those
problems," Hatch said in announcing
the meeting. "A plan has not been
selected nor will one be recommended
at the Meeting," he said. "It is intended




A special festival service in
celebration of the Tesurrection
of Jesus Christ will be con-
ducted at 8:00 a.m. on Easter
Day at Immanuel Luthern
Church. There will be no
service on Easter Day at the
regular time of 10:30 a.m. The
Holy Communion will be
celebrated on Easter.
Following the service, an
Easter Breakfast will be
strved in the church lounge.
While the Breakfast is being
prepared, there will be an
Easter Egg Hunt fo the
children on the church lawn.-- -r -
A cordial invitation is ex-
tended to all people to join in
this Festival Service and all
other activities planned for
Easter, said Robert A.
Brockhoff, pastor.
terests in determining future study
plans."
The public hearing is being held
under authority of a resolution soon-
-sored by Rep. Carroll Hubbard Jr. and
adopted by the committee on Public
Works and Transportation of the House
of RepresenWtives on Dec. 9, 1975.
A Corps survey of the Clarks River
basin dated September 1971 indicated
„ that average %uunial flood damage of
$734,000. -The report also showed that a
clearing and snagging -project was
e_conornic.ally feasible, Hatch said.htt
recommended against federal par-
ticipation in such a project due to the
lack of local financial support.
The Soil Conservation Service has -
constructed a drainage improvement
project on each of the Clarks River
major tributaries, the East and West
forks," Hatch said in the an-
nouncement. "The completed works
represent only about 50 Per cent of the
improvements authorized in the SCS
Work plan. In addition, maintenance of
the completed portions Of the project
ceased several years ago when then
- responsible . Watershed Conservancy
Distriets were dissolved;" Hatch ad-
ded.
A new conservancy district, West
Fork Clarks River Flood Plain Con-
servancy District, has been formed.
With jurisdiCtion largely confined to the
West Fork Flood-. Plain; the an-
nouncement added.
"The public is inxited and urged to
-attdttg"1Thtch
interested parties will be afforded an
opportunity to fully and publicly ex-
press their views regarding future
study pans presented at the meeting."!
Written comments sent to the US.
Army Corps of Engineers, Nashville
District, P.O. Box 1070, Nashville, Tn.
37202, within 30 days following the
meeting will 'become a part of the
record.
LAKE DATA
Kentucky Lake, 7 a.m. 356.4,
up 0.3.
Below dam 325.4, up 0.6.
Barkley Lake, 7 a.m. 356.6,
up 0.4.
Below dam 331.3, up 3.7.






(all you tan cat)
You Have To See These
















•12 Months To Pay
DATE OF SALE APRIL 14, 15, 16








' -••••••••— - - :
Special Supplement To The Murray Ledger and Times April 8, 1977
Here is Teri Morris, Miss Spring for 1977 introducing the very styles that will be fashionable
for Spring. The sheives and racks of Murray Merchants are full. See for yourself.
See why Murray is fast becoming a regional fashion-wise center.
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Dynamic audio-visual learning system
brings children's Bible studies alive
4merka's Sunday schools
— or "elturch scho.ols,4
There now called — are -
foundering. While most re-
ligions have gone 20th cen-
tury, church schools remain
strongly oriented toward the
old lecture-memorize-recite
principle.
The effect is deadly on
youngsters, who would rath-
er be outside, and frustrating
to part-time volunteer teach--
ers, who fittd it difficult to
compete with the distrac-
tions of our age. Youngsters,
as a result, have been drift-
ing away from the influence
of the, churches,, often cre-
ating discipline problems.
And recruiting teachers has
become a difficult task for'
many pastors.
Even the better-illustrated
texts and better organized
teaching materials have not
somed to help much in the
effost to cultivate strong
faith. But now a couple of
self-styled "religious maver-
icks" from Portland, Maine
appear to be resolving ,the
- _
The pair are Anne Gilbert,
who' has managed a career
of writing religious- 'educa-
tional materials while raising
a family, and Stan Moody, a
"corporate jungle dropout."
' Together with a staff of writ-
ers, they've developed an
_ innovative audio-visual sys-
tem of learning that moves•
With 
• 
lesson units in tow,
pupils !.`contract" NithAbcfnt
kIvaogo complete each unit
in church school, At_ various'
points in the unit, students
can discuss lessons with
their favorite teachers and'
complete reviews.
That's the beauty of the
system — teachers can de-
vote their time to the devel-
opment of each youngster
instead of perpetuating what
has too often been a dreary





ins fleaibie enough,to, per-
mit each denomination to in-
sert its own doctrine into
lesson units when desired.
If numbers mean any-
thing, the Gilbert-Moody
formula is working.' More
than.209 churches in 12 de-
BRINGING THE BIBLE kLIVE in and story,. nn.• _ nominations-are using Dy-
innovathe church school program called "Dynamic Cur-
riculum" uses cassette tapes, filmstrips, and a series of
metiyities designed to imolve the student more fully in his
own learning process. The program is amenable in units
covering-kindergarten through the eighth. grade. , •
each child through a series
of "kat:Ding centers."
• Their approach called.
"Dynamic Curriculum" —
brings the Bible alive in song
and story on cassette tape, •
on colorful filmstrips seen
with personal viewers, and
through , such activities as
For Basic Sportswear to elegant Formal




crosswords, craft and re-
search projects.
The curriculum is avail-
able in units covering kin-
dergarten through the eighth
grade. They have been de-
signed-to enable the student
to participate more fully in
his own learnIng process.
namic Curriculum today:
and hundreds 'more have
Ordered an inexpensive
packet containing a teacher's
training manual and cassette
tape which explain how the
system works.
The introductory packet,
'which includes cassette tape,
" teacher training manual,
• samples and price list, may
be obtained for $5 95 by
writing to Dynamic CUITial-
lum, 669 Forest Ave., Port-
land, Maine 04103, .
MISS SPITING SKTION
MISS SPRING, TERI MORRIS,
and her pet dog, Bandit
44
Miss Spring just doesn't have time to
stand in bank lines...
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The ups and downs of footwear.
,Steppins "ilia- the spring=
fashion season, feet will get
an extra treat with lower
heels and rounded toes that
make the Comfortable news
in shoes for 1977.
Dressed-down classic
Foot-noting accessories
are classic spectators dressed
down in flaxen linen and--
trimmed at toe and heel with
mahogany calf, the ghithe -
with contrasting lizard toe,
and "walfer" trimmed with
a lulne that's tied up with a
leather ribbon. -
Underfoot, - the- -law
_wedged heel and genuine
leather sole provide the ex-
tra support needed for hours
of walking and parading syn-




sawing_. J.not fatildps, _the----by doing some "sole search-- the-Sole-Leather Marx. mu'
'Sae Leather Connell xugr ine before you -buy -shoev---assurellee-lhat--st4-genutytar
gests these simPle exercises,- -for the new season. Lsok for leather for. comfort and
to keep feet limber for the quality.
spring fashion trek.
• Stand barefoot on a
telephone book, curl toes
• around the top pages,'and try
to lift the pages with the toes.
- 11 Walk tiptoe in bare feet
and ,stretch np, hands high
over the head,-and-reitch-Tor- '
the 'ceiling with your whole
body. • •
• or variation, alternate
walking on the outer and
inner soles of the f...e8K_DS! -
this one daily by picking out
a regular route, Iron/leash
basin to bed at night.
• To timber up the arch,
try picking up a pencil with
your toes. Uncurr toes, drop •
- +or. everting,' toes Alt
have tripped the day fantas-
tic-in knV-down 'Styles Wit
perk up in the barest sandal's
perched high atop tall, slim
ic J.
• The foot show"' revealed
through nartlib straps Cross-
ing_aL toe and ankle is just
the right foundation for the
softer, fuller, more feminine
dresses.
- Limber up!
• To keep up with the see-
• After the bath, stand on
ths_ end _ of a ,towel and




• • Sit on the flobr with
feet pointing straight
Curl toes under and, with.
— _heels. on. loot., turn fett_..„.,




Maintain good foot health  
Give your table the look of Spring
Needle In the Haystack Country Things.'
Placemats r Napkins





GET IN SHAPE FOR THE SPRING. SEESAW of footwear
fashions antkles your feet do the walking with this simple
exercise. Stand barefoot on a telephone book, curl your
toes around th_e_top_papes and try to_lift the pages with the
. toes. Reeti reiwaft to,strepithen the arch and
put more "spring" in your .tep. Maintain font health nhile
-fruilifiretteirests the Sole tentbee Council, and
look-for_ theLliitfe,,-stiami symbol on the sok* of fine, foot-







eri Morris Knows Where To Co -To find A Com-
plete Tennis Department.
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escape of•warm air While
radiating additional heat.
With this simplified air
circulation system - plus an
adjustable front control
damper, a lower "burn-rate"
is achieved — which means
more room heat per log.
as one of its innovative en- is a prefabricated htult-in,- Easily installed, the fire-
er%saving features. - .wood-burning unit especial- . place can be -recessed or
place, the Energy Mizer is It can be placed directly on
constructed so that no warm,: Wood floors with no special
.. room air can escape up the support necessary, and is
chimney and no heat is available with either a 36-
wasted. inch or 28-inch. firebox.4, worts by drawing out- -Both sizes are. U.L. List-
as solar space and wale,- side. air-awe -the firebox for ed; -both also meet HUD
heating,. chilled water star- combustion while- room air requireinents for modular
age for summer air condi..is drawn into a heating .and mobile_ lame installa-
tioning.. super thick insula- Chamber completely sealed lion.
tion and triple glazed win. off from the firebox; there PrewaY,. Inc., manufac-
dows. . it is warmed and recircu- tures a complete line of
- -Other energy conserving titled back into the room. . built:in and frwtanding
features jocks& st-i „own Glen doors sordio-froro- fireplaces. If YOU should-be... —.....____.....w.._ ..
e "Answer Meuse" was IY•desigried to conserve-fuel. ° projected as it is in the
• designed as a research and - Unlike a- conventional fire-, Georgia "Answer House."
demonstration program to
test practical ways for lower-
ing energy requirements by
40 to 50 percent in new
Georgia homes:
It contains such features
Super-efficient fireplace
is selected for -energy
conserving 'Answer House'
Can a fireplace be part of with • foam core, magnetic,. cif,the fireplace Faye:It the
the sokition....to the energy weather-stripping, extensive
crisis? fluorescent lighting, improv-
The Georgia Power Corn- ed natural attic ventilation
pany thinks so. Georgia and highly efficient appli-
Power's "Answer -House" in amts.
Atlanta has chosen a new, - - The EnerEY Mizer fire'
highly_effici eat fireplace, -.411.E.PC.. made bY.PreWay„ Inc.
called the "Energy MIZE!'" of Wisconsin Rapids, Wisc.,
A DRESS TO DAZZLE, DANCE AND DREAM IN from the
spring collection-of Oscar de la Rental. Pure romance, the
square-necked black velvet bodice, cinched at. We waist
then clinging alluringly down to the hip, is r seTrit tuseent of
a flamenco dress with its puffed sleeves and four-tiered,.
rustling skirt in turquoise taffeta. Photo: David Gould,
Historic windjammer -
THE STAR OF INDIA, majestie, three-masted windjammer,
sailed around the world many times delivering passengers
and rargo from Europe to colonial settlements in the New
ll'orld. Now the restortid letl=yestr-old iron ship floats in
a permanent berth On San Diego's Embarcadero. The 275-
foot merchant ship houses a maritime museum rhich is
,,,,,v!.•_,*_________qtetA_t_othe public daily.
unable to flia infonnition
about them at your home
remodeling center, please
write to: Preway, Inc., 1430
Second Street North,- Wis-
consin Rapids, WI 54494.
_
ENERGY sAvirtc FIREPLACE is so unique that it was chosen for Georgia Power"
"Answer House." Made by Prewar, Inc., the Energy Mieer fireplace has been in.talled
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To cut or not to cut . . .
MISS SPRING SKTION
Looking. for a ner spring coif? Start fate first. for easy.and flattering 'do's'
Find* that special hair-
style to suit you takes more
than just looking in maga-
zines for the latest fashion
fads. It takes some knowl-
edge about yourself.
The shape of your face is
the place to start, say the
hair care experts at Helene
‘Curtis. The right hairstyle
carelfecentuate the positive"
and help to soften extremes.
IRRESISTIBLE DAZZLER — A fluff of
tousled curls explodes from a smooth,
rounded crown. Set in large pin curls or
small rollers (if hair is straight), from eye
level on down. Spray before and "after set-
ting with Miss Breck Lasting Hold, to keep






It's downright heady, the
anticipation thatbuilds for
a. "dress-up" affair — prom,
formal party or ball. Your
head is in a spin with the
stuff dreams are made of.
You shop for the perfect
dress and try to decide what
to do with your hair. It must
have the style and polish to
complement your new dress,
whether it's peasanty and
gay, lacy and demure, or
svelte and sophisticated.
To be Sure you get the
exact effect you want, have
a preliminary "run through,"
trying out your makeup and
hair style with your dress.
-As you e getting-your Big--
Night Beauty ritual down
pat; remember to give your
hair a• "beauty treatment"
too. Use Breck Clear Rinse
after sharApooing to turn on
the shining highlights in your
hair.
And, if you like the ro-
mantic, sweet old-fashioned
girl look, replete with ribbons
and lace, high Victorian
neckline and empire waist,'
A. supersoft page boy hair
style could be the right
choice.
Or, for the "gypsy" in you,
a gay mass-of-curli hairdo
has the chic to top off a
bright Cotton print with a
swinging skirt.
For a really gala feeling,
select a floating chiffon gown
and a sophisticated, swept-
behindsone-ear hair style.
Evening fashions are so
versatile this year, and so are
hair styles, you don't have to
s.tick. to one look.
ir
is round, the right hairstyle lar style. Gentle waves and a
_should decrease the width side part will. sof ten features.
and add height. A part close - If your face is long and
to center will also help to narrow, use hair to add full-slim facial lines. ness at the sides but not atIf-yon-have a square face, the top. Bangs are always
great for a long face,
whether you prefer long or
short hair.
For example, it your tace try to avoid a severe, angu- for softer curves. favor.
Hair's where it's at this
spring. Make sure yours is in
tip-top shape. • '
ALL-AMERICAN BEAUTY '77 — Soft on
one side, tucked smoothly behind the ear
on the other. After shampooing, use Breck
Clean Rinse for the manageability this
sleek style needs. Put a few pin curls or
rollers on both sides to get the right flip.
Rhinemoned barrette adds a touch of
glamour.
If your face is triangulk,
try to take emphasis away
from a 'wide fokehead with
side-parted bangs. Keep
length above the chin, per-
haps swept away at the cods.
to create width.
Once you've found the
• right style for you, looking
great all the time is easy. The
.important thing this spring is
to keep your hair looking
shiny,,teakhy-and tWural.
Frequent shampooing and
conditioning is the answer.
• Forget that old wives -tale
about too much shampooing
. being harmful tn your hair.
As long as you choose a
shampoo and conditioning
rinse that's geared to your
hair's special needs, even
,evetyday sudsing is fine: For
Most .womtn• this means
'gentle, nourishing" products
like Suave Balsam & Protein
Shampoo and Suave Balsam
& Protein Conditioner, that
not only care far your hair
hut are economically priced.
After cleansing, curly hair
can be dried naturally tor a
flattering halo of curls or set
A few minutes with a blow
dryer will give you gentle
movement, if that's what you
EASY-CARE HAIR i. what every-woman Is asking for this
spring. 11'hether cut to curl le this busy young mother's
or to curse gently ofithe free like her teen-agedaughter's,
hair that looks great this season can be kept in top condi-
tion by frequent shampooinc wish Helene Curtis Suave
Balsam & Protein Shampoo, followed by Suave Balsam











. Buy now and save!.
Model NOW ONLY
MF-245 Farm-Tractor
MF 265 Farm Tractor
MF 275 Farm Tractor
MF 285 Farm Tractor
MF 1135 Farm Tractor
64v
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Decorating Corner:
The eihnie-look-e;tterg-home fashion—
put down 'roots' in your living room!
Sophisticated do-it-your-
self decorators are discover-
ing -- and falling in love
-with—the ETHNIC LOOK.
And no wonder. It can be
- colorful or muted, 'boldly
graphic or serene. But it can't
help being different.. And in
this day and. age of look;
alike houses and apartments
that's a distinct blessing.
The ethnic -look is inspired
by countries around the
globe and despite the smash
it invariably creates, it
needn't cost an emir's- ran-
som.
One very good idea is to
start with a fabulous waN-
covering that'll set the-Stage
the particular look you
Lt. That' the Way to get
-•Afr Sumatra, or the Ha-
-waiian -islands by the.
yard, and withQut ever leav-
Mg New York, Gren Bay
or Sheboygan for a ute
•
Home on the range
-. . -
moccasins and headbands
once you've left the office..
Then you'll probably love
• what a graphic a la Navajo
do for , your . walls _a•-•
and your entire morn.
Hang those striking graph-
stn$ yourself. add some
steerhicle floor pillows -'--




kits for just about- every-
• thing, and you're in business
..-. for a-song! ' • .
If Japan. or China like it
used to be, intrigues you,
pick dogwood blossoms or
temple garden motifs for
your walls. Bamboo nesting
tables, available in any
American shop With a for-
eign mart image. floor pil-
lows: ginger jar lamps and
- a strategically 'placed shoji
streen will transport you to
MEM. 
THE ETHNIC LOOK is climbing the popularity ladder.
Here; a wallcovering by Walls Today suggests an African
'batik motif It goes-well with colltestiporar, -furnishings,
and accessories needn't be gathered on location. They might
well be garnered on a tpfari through local barg,ir.
.the mysterious East without
the benefit, of the airfare..
Would-be South Seas
beachcombers can; create 
m-the_ msurst
of New- York. Chicago or
Atlanta — With'thelook of
bamboci stalks, tropical foli-
age or teiqured grasscloth
on the. rolls. Put bargain
basement-straw mats under-
foot, add loads of greenery,
If you never quite macic
it to the Taj Mahal, make
your home on 21st street
_. anywhere in, the LI.S.A. _ a
reasonable facsimile. Hang
exotic Indian printi-aft- the
walls, comb local bazaars
for brags lanterns and can-
dlesticks,.‘ pick up intricate
boxes, sereens and pint-sized
tables . This will prove a
- budget - trip- that'll yield sti-
ller, exoticlooks.
Bon voyage!
• and-sic-err-in- a-hammock -
'Is Kenya your scene'?
Then you can have wildlife
_preserve motifs _galore, or
any amount of native--prilit-s7-
-Again by the yard„of _mine. •
via today's cosmopolitan
wallcovering collections.
Complement the wall fash-
ion with.exotic.arringements .
of dried grasses and feathers,
ktraw mats on the floor, sa-
fari chairs . .
We're
counting on
you. Red Cross. The Good Neighbor
Get activektedjotith,the.four-cJaasrw1-versa/iiity and
big-tractor toughness of our Case Compact Tractors




Is there some place I can
learn how to wallpaper?
- Mrs. At A.,
Sure!" Calk iliallcovering
stores in Your area to ford
- out if and when they're giv-
ing 1gow,40:tiang-wallcover-
- Mgr seminars. Most stores'
stage such events fairly fre-
quently.
If they don't have any
seminars slated for the near
anyway and pia up how-Tel--
booklets. And if that's too
much trouble, you might
Write the Wallcovering 'In-
formation Bureau, 1099
Wall Street West, Lynd-
hurst, N.I. 07071. In ex-
rjuinge  f25 cents they'll
send yOu a booklet that'll
give you thorough how-to
instritetiirifit7-




Miss Spring dresses up





Miss Spring knows that a new
season calls for a new war-
drobe. 'What better way to
have one and save money too,
than to cash in on This super
special
$10000 Worth of Free Fabric
With Purchase of the "Athena 2000"





• T,,.,,.,- Is of INS SINGER COMPANY EL:
1111111111111111111M111111111111111111111KIMNINIMNINIMINNIII/11111111111111111MMIMMINA
•••:-:•:•:.:•:•:•:•:::•:•:•:•....••• • •••• . • -
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Regional foods add dash:
--of-spiee to fravel agenda-
Today's sophiZtQted tray- also used in the restaurant to
eler frequergly looks for garnish ice cream.
more_ /ham ctariaard food  A_ Thomasville-, -'Georgia :-
fare %Wide away from home. inn that specializes in "coun-
This adventuresome spirit try cooking" also offers un-
has carried modern-day so- usual -dishes made from its
journers to all parts of the state's bountiful peanut crop.
Peanut butter soup -And pea-
able 
search of memor-
dibing experiences, nut pie are two of the most
Recognizing this trend, successful dishes offered.
hotel foodservice managers Local and regional food
specialties_ abound at hotelhive turned to special re-- gional foods to add pizazz to and motel restaurants
their restaurant menus,throughout the country.. .
and to keep their :A San Francisco hotel hasguests
from straying. Holiday Inn, found that 'food festivals
featuring regional favorites -
ing and foodservice chain,
the nation's foremost lodg-
are growing in popularity
tIis leading the way, there, too. In seAson,
Holiday Inn Hotel at Fish- '
erman's WhArf has offered a
strawberry festival and an
asparagus festival with both
foods served almost every
way imaginable.
Next on the restaurant's
agenda is an artichoke festi-
%W. "Artichokes are grown
around here and are very
popular," said the restaurant
manager, so we expect" this 4
festival to be well-received
For example, a Holiday
Inn hotel in Roanoke Rap-
idle N.C., offers guests a de-
liCious ioup that is
not Only popular with the
hotelguestS, but also attracts
• a steady crowd of local cus-
tomers. --
The soup is an original
recipe of Restaurant Man-
ager Howard Bloom, who
comes by his interest in pea-
nuts naturally. He IS one of also.,.
"farmers and .through the ties available from hotel and
years has created more than morel restaurants is endless,
100 recipes featuring pea- but whether it's.a key lime
nuts. _ pie from Florida or Crawfish
Other favorites at the inn Thermidor from the Louisi-
are peanut carrot salad and ana Bayou country, it adds
golden peanut brittle—pack- up to a special treat that
aged and sold at the inn and awaits today's traveler.
7ERI. MORRIS, 1977's Miss Spring, is treasurer for
the Students in Action for Education Club at CCHS.
Last year, she served as president
Miss Spring Looks Over
les—iirpring Styles:*
P. N. HIRSCH & CO.





SprinAk Teri_Magis.4druires_the_large selection of
Stating Shoes at Jim's Shoe Outlet. There's many colors & styles
just right for that look of spring.
Jim's Shoe Outlet
Southside Shopping Center Phone 753-8715
-
- TNI IBURRAT, Ey., LEDGER& TIMES, Friday, April 8, 1977
Exotic prints and luxurious fabric for dreamy dreaming
IN THE LIMELIGHT THIS SEASON. Movie Star leads the
way into the spring sleepwear -season with the soft and
luxurious- look of a Magnolia satin print gown. Cool and
.ilky to the body, it's part of a complete print group. Popu-




Gallery"' - Prints & Custom Framing
Gallery 2- Gifts for all occa0ons.





11(19 ( ho‘Inut  1/4
*;
The accent is on diversify'
of fabric and silhouette this
spring for the woman who
wants to expand her sleep-
' *bar 'andlouncgewear ward.*
Movie Star, Inc. fulfills
-every woman's dreams by
offering a variety of fabrics-
and styles to conform to the
Fantasy looks of the ready-
to-wear markct,
- "Fabric interest and • 
houettes accentuate the story
for spring," says Irwin Gold-
berger, president. "The soft,
bouffant looks: South Sea- -
prints and Fantasy, styling,
for example, Are very
exciting."
To capture: the- attention
of the • discerning shopper,
Movie Star combines qual-
ity and bewriess at a rea-
sonable price. _
Goldberger says "a total
marketing concept- is nec-
essary to retain this custom-
er. You Wve—tO tellTher a
story.
;Instead of bringing out
unrelated sleepgowns, we
tie every seasonal collection
tagettwr_..ith-cratentlabrics
or silhouettes. By offering
the woman variety, you sat-
isfy her shopping appetites."
Quite siii"iply, Movie Star
creates the glamorous and
luxurious looks which appeal
to today's fashion-conscious
woman,
Teri Shapesib for .
Summer Fun and Fas'hians
- ros
1-Ar-X77-_ _ •
eporialized-instructioniv always phsvicleCt .by Jane _or b* bite
of the other experienced girls.
Dixieland




Teri Morris is hoping
to win this Easter
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From basic dress to last detail . . .
Today's fashion accent wrapped up in fabrics
Fabrics this spring are de-
licious . . . whether they're
crunchy taffetas, home-fresh
cottons, or delicate silks.
• -The buffet is piled' high
with cottons of every flavor
:. the newest are old favor-
ites — crisp pique, airy
Teri enjoys rnacrameing
and can find






















Fabrics withbody for '01 —evening, eccentric shapes
the "big" shapes. Peasant and materials:__ wooden
fantasies need chintz, light
' challis, chino and denim.
For daytime, it's the per-The Fluids need the light- ennial envelope, the Inggage• weight cotton knits. Open- look, the lightweight pare-.weave knits and dishtowel chute bags; the briefcase
"kitchen" Met°18 wandeFaff look, the fabric/leather-Mix
over ready,to-wear. -
Linens are crisp and cies-
voiles, cloque, poplin ana Handbags are practicalsor,
lightweight gabardine. Fantasy. Watch for ethnic
fabrics, see through plasticFabric fantasies (!) ultra-fern pouches for.
boxes, baskets; brat elet bags.
Sears-es everywfiere
siCor light and airy as hand-, - • Rar-Veir-The newest place
kerchiefs. Linen-Tooking to wrap" it is the hip, Carmen
knits and silk and linen Miranda-style. Huge scarves
blends are other main dishes become the big ethnic cover-
this season. ups. Lots of shawls, serapes
Silk rustles with opulent and kerchiefs.
flavorings: silk_ chiffon. The cummerbund, the
georgette., crepes; d jer--laTasaitt sash and the obi are,
' seys. Puckered fabrics like -all war to- wrap theswaist
seersucker, and crinkle cot- with scarves.. -;The sarong_
ton flavor sportswear. • scarf will be- the big -beach'
Shinies like paper thin eciverup again. 4
. Lire, taffeta, Polished cotton, - Hats:- think "bead-cover-
satin stripes are exotic instead. We're talking
spicings. about turbans; skull caps.
Trim is more important and hoods. There are a fe%
than ever: lace, eyelet, braid, rainantic straws for -
'
irair:ratge•A•SnPUlg•Phat&,:-.*otirjrs __,••••... an, al_ .par•Ornaments are newly -arms for ihp dissiristsimportant: combs, gold bars,
Legs: The fantasy Arendbarrettes, flowers. Long
lean& toward the nicelydIngly earrings go with
naughty. Garter belts, shinypeasant dreams.
stockings (the silk look) andThere's also a trend to tiny' sheer-black hose. -precious or semi-precious .
stud earrings worn in twos
or threes. The single_
mond stud earring -rad 
- 
- —
Belts are a must with Fashion's-continues.
_many ways to -mark the - 
waist-land. The newest look
is the knotted rope belt over
loose separates. Or the look
of a patterned fabric belt
layered.over a scarf.
The wide•belt is important
with full skirts and it's done
in Obi, cerselet, ethnic or
cinch-belt ways.
Belts with pockets and
pouches are done in day and
evening ways. The narrow
metallic belt for evening, the
man-tailored belts for classi-
cists and the real-metal
"jewelry" buckle continue.
Stir, Up Something For Spring
-
ftlin. • a MN I et
Join Our Gou rmet Cooki ng Classes
Classic French I Monday kredings 7 ro tio
s, Italian (Tuesday Etynivs,7 to
,..-Chinese tif p•Ine•ital. Evonin.gs 7 1,, 'It






Who are ihe Wilires.1d—
, men of America today, these
men who exhibit true fash-
ion flair and the spirit of-
contemporary America, the
true fashion trendsetters?
The Men's Fashion Asso-
ciation, in a search for the
best representatives of the
contemporary fashion scene,
sponsors a yearly program,
the American Image
Awards, to honor those




Awards are a result of a
yearly poll of 2,000 repre-
sentatives of the male fash-
ion industries and fashion
editors and writers.
The men are selected ac-
rnrcting to . category, based
on various lifestyles-- and
career fields. The names of
the winners are released in
October and the winners are
invited to attend a- banquet
'sponsored by the Men's
Fashion Association, where
they are presented with the
coveted "Adele award.
The 1976 winners were,
according to category: Arts
-- Burt -Bacharach, Com-
munications — Frank Gif-
ford, Contemporary' —
Bruce Jenner, Business —
Stanley Martus, Motion
Pictures — Cliff Robertson,
Sports — Tom Seaver, and
Television — Telly Savalas.
The Men's Fashion. Asso-
ciation also presents a spe-
cial award — election to the
Fashion Hall of Tame — to
a particular man who over
a long period of time has
reflected a fashion image to
be emulated by the Ameri-
c&in male:
'The 1976 winher of this
-special 'honor was Douglas -
Fairbanks. Jr.
MISS SPRING SECTION
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Teri- Morris - Miss Sprin_g 1977 visits Murray's
newest and fanciest plant shop, Fancy Plants.





!, livery In CO Limits
Plants-4
Dixieland Center- 753-9668
June Hayden .1torcs Teri -
,Iforri.s- the rcirk selection
- .11 jewelry & .bags to select
from. Et'ers• cal in the
ininhEne rwn 1* found
at in Don's. get the .finril
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A depe;tdable guide for traveler* . . .
MISS SPRING SECTION
Planning ahead - the key to a safer and happier vacation
The key to traveling suc-
- eessfully is simple: Plan'
chi-act:Start,' of cotirse, by
agreeing on a destination
and how much you plan to
spend_ ,
Then, estimate the dis-
tance you want to travel
each day, bearing in mind
that a good rule-of-thumb is'
to plan.*350 to 500 miles a
day,- it counting...special
points of interest that will
interrupt your schedule.
Having selected your ul-
timate and daily destina-
tions -go through -the Mobit -
Travel Guide for suggestions
on motel's and resorts., The
'Guide lists _20,000 hotels,
_ motelis restaurants and re-
- • so-rii, and quail t y: tales- them-
on a "star', system with from climate, these emergency one to five stars. The Guide daily expenses in a pocket-
also lists rat„ which can garments can prove 
quite, size. notebook, you' will be
help you plan expenses. useful when they're-'always much more likely to stick to
BY • 46°C.-4 -17" IlOtel or , •
'motet in advance (and mak-
ing an advance reservation
your planned budget.
Checking out the car
Your car's eonditiOn
have direct bearing on your
family's safety throughout
the trip. So you'll want to
schedule complete safety
tune-up, including a thor-
ough check on steering and
suspension, tires and wheels,
exhaust systems, brakes,
ligb and windshield wipers.
Vm• Mobil Travel -Guide
offers a check list of safety,
equipment which should be
kept in your car, especially
during a trip.
orlon and nykis with ger- within rest*
mEnts of natural' fibers like - You .should pack your
cbtton. The synthetics peek driver's keel., car insur-
easily, resist staining and, ance and regiltration certifi-
wrinkling, and can be rinsed cates. And don't forget other
and dried overnight. _ . travel aids like road maps
. For children especially, and the Mobil Travel Guide,
colored cottons won't show sunglasses, paper towels and/
"souvenirs" from your day, or tissues, blankets, camera _
and have absorbency which and film, portable radio,
is most desirable on hot sum- simple games to keep the
mer day,s., _ ' . . kids occupied and. of course,
Adults should play it a complete lint-aid kit.
smart by taking along at least Include not only standard
, items -in your kit; -but eta
one "evening outfit, since special medicines, prescrip-
many re,staurants still insist ,Lions for eyeglasses, poison
on jackets for mate guests ivy remedies and motion -- Take, a few 'moments to
and dresses for women. run-through this "checklist."
Pack windbreakers or siekOnnesesitpeimlism. ost people for- To assilre peace of mind
sweaters and folding rain-- get — and "pay for" later daring your vacation, make
-coats in a special bag to-be- --is-an expense 'record: you sure you have. .
kept in the.car. Whatever the • Left a house key, traveltake a moment to jot down
itinerary and list of emer-
gency phone numbers with
• Stored. all Valuables,
locked all dOors and- win-,
dows, and notified the local
- as-you %begin each vacation. one of the most impnitant- -shape in neat fokl.up 
_police that you will be away.
cases- - sconnecieir all- dee-
_ clay) gno_yyiti eliminate travel aids that people most or -slide-shut covers. They trical appliances and turned
classic problem Of auto va- often forget _to pack is a alscrmarket pretty little bon-  Dff all  gas  inrInOing hot
catfonerVVittrtinderesnntare----IfiVei -8------'tfi5cts with Water heateie.
dass,carcity. of, rooms
ular resort regions. •
Parking pointers.
What you pack is, of
course, dependent upon
where you're going and what
you do there. With climate
the controlling factor, if -is
always wise to combine syn-
thetic fabrics like dacron, _
-winds- has.. _been_ keeping .. c_a_flikrig bags.
Americans on time for more Travel experts at West-
than 80-years, suggests that doe recommend that you
if you don't already own a look for luminous hands and
travel alarm, go shopping numerals, or luminous flour
'and take a look at the variety marks. It's a serious prob-
of styles available to the jet. lem if you can't see what
age traveler. time it is in a strange hotel
- Westelox itselt produces -- e•liarael room-
more than a dozen different' Be sure to wind your
styles Of square and round clock and. set the alarm
nightly. Don't depend' on
. wake-up calh from lodgings,
since reliability can't always
be expected but ycni r .plane _
or bus will- probably 'he de-
parting on time.
Modern travel clocks- are,
extremely light weight, so
check. the, many decorative
-and tailored types' available
if you are thinking ofa gift
for yourself or someone else.
If you own an old travel
. alarm, you may be
at how heavy it is in compar-




Miss Spring invite each and














ing_or forwarding of mail.-
Take a few moments be-
fore your next trip to prac-.
tice map-readin,g,
family. Then, on the read,
take turns "navigating." This
is a,great way to keep every-
...one involved on a -.1-45-ng. triP.
And it of real assistance
to-the driver Wan a passen- -
-ger- keeps a -constant--check -
on the map.
Mark your selected route
with a pastel colored felt tip
pen — the-easy-to-read light
color preserves the legibility
of the Map and place nameS.
Some of: the best local
maps may be found in the
1977 Mobil City Vacation &
Business - Guide,- -Mobil's
- newest travel publication
listing such attractions as
cultural centers, sports stadi-
ums, local transportation,
A few driving tips can
mean the difference between
a great vacation and a night:
mare,' says Discover Amer--.
ica Travel' Organizations-
(DATO).
• Have the-car checked,'
- • tires inspeCVect OW,: before
you leave home to avoid an
emergency while on • the
highway.
. • Plan . ahead. By phon-
ing in advance for reserva-
tions, you don't have to
-worry where you will stay.
And you'll know how much
it will cost before you leave
home. -
• Drive safely, aod obey
the 55 m.p.h. speed limit.
There's alot more to see irr.
America at slower speeds,
and you're saving energy 1--
and money, as well. - _
• Avoid rusk, bout driv-
ing. Plan in advance to avoid-
getting stuek in somebody
else's rush hour traffic.
• Use mass transit when
• possible. Often its easier to
see the-sights at the destine-
' tiOn by taking public transit,
.or sightseeing tours,. ..and
leaving the car in the garage.
• Don't drive all day.
It's a ‘acatioil. so plan
ahead .10, avoid long .stints
behind the whcel. •
Wspapers and television/ -
radio stations, along with de-
ils orspecial events for the
53 most travelled-to Ameri-
can cities.
Family trip planning with
the Mobil Tfavel Guides en-
abkietacis of the passengers
to discover what may be of
special interest to him en-
route. Also, it relieves the
feeling of isolation so corn-
mon to the long-distance 41'
driver.
Dwight Grace Shows
Miss Spring The Latest!
Congratulations Teri.'
Miss Spring
Looks Good On A
YAMAHA 500
Congratulations Teri Morns!
TOWN & COUNTRY YAMAHA

























































on 't forget the clock!











MISS SPRING TBU MORRIS. takes a swing at a pitch &ring State Tournament Softball action last
- Modern -brides owe a romantic deb
to diamond-wise Austrian duke of yore
- Five hundred years ago, sity for ridt abd ro
an Austrian archduke pro- -throughout Europe
pOsed to a French duchess— WeH-to-do settler
, and made life more romantic- -the retnaittic cu
—for millions of women every-- —Arnerica,-In-xolimi
whet*, reports the lewdly engaged girts--dften
industry Council. ____ "hoop rings" go
-When Maximilian ofwas. - edged with tiny
- tria -popped-41to-iguestiow-so- -The,. more pretent
- Mary of Burgundy back in -. eess ring, with its ro
1477, he dazzled her with mends across the to
history's first.diamond en- the • Victorian
gagement ring. Today, _fiancé could afford
-thinks to Max's bright idea.--- -But-the diamon
an estimated four out of-fii-e mcnt ring 'remain
American .brides-to-be re- reach for most women —
ccivc this sparkling symbol until the discovery..of South
of -eternal love. Africa's fabulous diamond
Man} of these girlshas c mines made the gems more
no idea how lucky they real- plentiful and affordable.
ly arc. If they had lived in r 
W4 vorlen -ponn
ancient times, they might •
hayg had to settle for en- Although the ring. dia-
mond or otherwise, is thegagement rings of iron - . . -avorite engagement token.fstone. bone, or even grass!
many others have been used
real easels through the ages. At one
When the caveman cap- --time, a Welsh girl was con-
tured his "intended," he sidered engaged if she ac-
bound her wrists and ankles l'PloPcIA wcodensPn frnm 
with ropes of braided rushes her boyfriend.
or grasses. Later.on, a woven In parts of Spain, a suitor
- grass ring for the lady seii marriage by  put—
ger was considered sufffci- tint 
s 
-money where hii
ently binding, mouth was; he gave his be-
Still later, Stone Age loved thirteen coins!
swains gave out rings of am-
ber, ivory or bong. Some
lucky gals had a real "rock"
to show off — a ring made
of flint!
• According to the Jewelry
Industry Council, the bride-
to-be in ancient Rome wore
an iron ring. Often at was a modern shower!
ontamented-willut ridttiature Other good old-fashioned
keY to show that she would eNtagement gifts included
soon be mistress of her„.ewn, sughtly used_pet,,, and pans
household. - from the giver's own kitchen.
In Maximilian's time, the Centuries ago, an engaged
mizst popular ring Was a gold girls neighbors would donate
hoop or !sand engraved with utensils from • their own
the couple's 'names. That households to help her set
wasn't good' enough for up housekeeping.
Max, whoWanted to impress Bi.euit barrel.
Mary's Wealthy .and power- The.most popular presents
ful family. His diamond ring in the early I900's according
succeeded brilliantly — and to the Jewelry Industry
a pew courtship custom was Council, were jam and jelly
hom. The diamond-engage- dishes, cake baskets, cruet
'ment ring became a neces- sets — and would you be-
Engagement gifts from
family and friends have also,
varied, w.Wely through thc
years. /During the Middle
Ages/ the future brides
friends customarily gave her
.a2,hite hen. A gift like that








yai tidies lieve biscuit barrels? • jeweler. Friends can c heck to
• Pity the poor girl 'who got see which items have already. •
s brought duplicates and triplicates of been purchaged — so they
steal to these ilents. 'After all,. you needn't fear giving the bride
if tithes; - can aiways roast. that . -her-nmPteeintrin"avrsPoom-
-azure- - whlte lten-------btlt-What • ire-- ive-hthIthred years-ago,'
Id circlets you do with sixteen 'biscuit only a princess could hope
diamonds. barrels? • . for silver -spoons, cryttal
inns prim-. goblets_ and a diamond ring
w of dia- Modern -girls can, avoid Today, Millions Of girls. get
p, thrilled such dilemmas with' the this royal . treatment from
rihose handy _Bridal Rpgivry_ The. family, friends -awl. fiancé.
it. hi-lac-to-1N • simply lists her And it all began with one
d engage- choice of china._ crystal and „ man's bright idea. Thank-s a -
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Wallcoverings are not only for walls- they make a room
You have an amusual col-
lection of Colombian masks
that you would 1;ke to dis=
$14 in your living roomilut._ complement these artifacts, -room--a- "new-look." lutict:N?Ilakio -s6ftt- Ort,it ea,,n. be
sornehow your pa:scot gaol_ nor the new decorating ideas What itoneeded is a Wall- broken into4eparate seating
scheme does not seem to you have planned to give the covering that would aviil arrangements 'using the otto-
both harmony and Integett-  man as an extra, chair, or
tion to even the most eclectic table top to place Perhaps a
- decorating arrangement— _ backgammon-set,
cover it in fabric, and create
•a look whereby' your mó1 --
beloved Objgcts can be
viewed individually as well -
as in juxtaposition to the
rest of the furnishings in the s
• Wallcovermgs play an in. The T-shaped_ cocktail room.
tegral role in the personality table illustrates another' If you are considering di-
. ..
of a room, for they scan en- ""'
hance or detract froth the 
space-saving concept. Like .,9,(ling a room through the
appearance of even 3'our fitting the itt
, u ' f a screen, why not coy-
right piece in a er it .a Belgian linen m
most valuable pa& posses- puzzle
' 
the elongated narrow eoveringou can Use fit
sion, e.g., Mona Lisa!
linen wallcoveriugs by Dura- Being of the 
shape of the table smoothly . same patte as on the walls
A new line of Belgian joins the chair and sofa. or select another, pattern as
pattern which softly dlamaz,.. 
height, there are no
size anda cAons traasn ta.
dded touch lee includes a unique neutral why
tizes a dimensional approach 
its -use:- -e.g.; showcase for not, cover your limpshades,
-wavy lines printed against 
your decorative items, extra too. .
the natural horizon weaves 
buffet:table and work al:ea-- ..lite-next time you plan.to ,.,.. .
--of the ground paper. Belgian P 
Be i ginative , .. build a redecorate your room, use
d l
atform alono the wall, wallcoverings . . .
linen.enotes not_ only disz ,!,- , w
tinctive design and quality,'
. but watIcoverings that are
durable and subject to very
little maintenance.
---', A neutral wallcoveringenw --
"ables you to not .only mix
- -and rilatctilbt" iiiikid-Of- the
.. room with diffeEent furnish-
ings and art objects, but also
. tb etiltafteg --the-f06111 -with—
variety of.color_using differ: _
ent fabric patterns. The blue
cnkn=pf-the- wall painting
NEUTRAL BIT SOPHISTIC:ATED wallcovering• create. a unifying backdrop for, art 
two upholstered stools, and
objects collected from around the world. The blue and brown color .cheme i, indicative'
yes, ;yeti-blue candy, is re-
of today%-color trend.. The multi-functional .ofit unit and T-.haped cocktail table are 
peated as an accent against
perfect spacc-aaver. for the apartment dweller. lautg,inative_louchen include fabric cow- h 
pledominant earth tones
ered platform which double., a. a di.play area, a 
yaiii-iiiiitAwilrnwarviaiiped -4ft-the room -pictured' 
definition of fashion all the woy down to
...men, and the Dundee walkovering on the lamptdtade. 
its_ The_pillows, which adti_a_
Splash of bright color, in-
Its Spring Again!
And what better way to enjoy spring time than to sport
around in this 1977 Corvette.









print on linen and cotton,
All eyes go directly to th-ITI Toot in thi




and pumpkin. . 5 9 N Block Smooth
Emy Ltescr, the interior 4 2 9 MS W   Navy Smooth
designer,-used-Belgian linen-
faced velvet in chocolate -
brown to upholster Keller
Williams' •"Avatar”, corner
seating unit composed of a
chaise longue and ottoman.
If you- arc cramped' for
space, as .most-apartment

























Spring '77 potpourri features delectable men's fashion fare
Just as culinary feats stim-
ulate the palate, spring '77's
styli?: for men will whet the
appetite of fashion con-
noisseurs.
Variety is the sP- of this
spring's fashion life for there
is something for every aes-
thete's taste in the collection
of formal wear, sportives,
TAKE A HORSE-DRAWN CARRIAGE or a leisarrIfy stroll
to savor the sights of New Orleans' faseinating french
-Quarter.- liVherever_ltou_go, you're bound to exude‘hat
relaxed gentlemres look ... and Lebow Bros., a divitilolt
of After Six, Inc, does it all for .you With
comfortable two-Inittori vested suivof 65% polyester/26%
..001/9% silk with a surprising grange fleck.
leathers ana suedes, rain-
wear and tailored clothing
currently being produced by
After Six, Inc.
Look for multi-color
blendings in sportswear. Sol-
ids, muted plaids or flecked
designs for suits Appear to
_be early favorites.
• Fabrics will rum. the gamut
from handwoven silk . .
100% polyester. . to blends
. . . to pure cotton. Light-
weights are the key to smart
selection permitting the
wearer to "live in" his clothes
while staying cool, comfort-
able and 
-- The flexibility of mixing,
matching, and putting to-
gather various items in his
wardrobe will permit each
man to create his 'own per-
sonal look and mood. . not
to menticm_ the additiwal
mileage hell get from his
wearables.—
—.Recognizing that designer
contributions are an impor-






Miss Spring Looks Good On A 1086
Congratulations Teri Morris
Congratulations Ted Morris
the talents. of Coty Hall of
Fame winner Dimitri and'
Cirano Bargi, the renowned
Italian designer.
Dimitri creations are'
styled for the American man
who favors the continental
'influence and his collection
for After Six includes formal
wear, weatherproofs and
sportives.
Realizing, too, that special
people prefer special spices,
Ciriuio Bargi's funclianaLde
signs for Before Six' are
geared to the slender acti-
vists who demand that lean,
European cut.
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-
The bedroom closet is full,
and you have —nothing to
wear. Open the broom closet
and the mop falls out.
Try the coat &act and it's
full of sporting equipment.
The closet known as the
"spare" just doesn't exist.
Crowded closets are a
common problem. However,
or ke
the proglem usually lies not
in their size btit in how effi-
ciently the space is used,
Chances are, you have
more space than you realize
and only need to arrange
your closets and cabinets in-
to a working convenience.
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and cabinets, these tips may
make your job a bit easier.
• The "coat" closet, gen-
erally located in the foyer, is
one most often seen by
'guests. Try to keep it as neat
and • attractive as possible.
It's wise to invest in some
wooden hangers for heavy
coats because wire ones do
not offer enough support.
A shelf, decoratively trim-
med, is useful above the(dC
for hats, gloves and scarves.
A full-length mirror hung
inside the door is a great
convenience. _ _
• Your bedroom closet.
is, probably- the one which
needs the most attention:To
begin, remove everything
from the closet.
While it's empty, take the
opportunity ta clean It. Spray
Delicious baked treats
For Easter dinner or a
spring brunch 1rprise fam-
ily and guests wit,h a. tradi-
tional yeast bread ... but use
a super easy recipe adapted
for faster yeast baking.
Quick treats
Time-saving--mixerineth-
ods_like those. in Red Star .
Yeast's "New and Easy
Yeast _Recipes". cookbook
are ideal. for home bakers
who want to delight the fam-
ily with quick yeast-baked
treat on a holiday—or, any
day.. -
Fun ToThaVe — in a vari-
ety of cans from soup . to
juice — is Holiday Batter
Bread, an adaptation of
Kulich, the Russian Easter
Bread.
One batch of dough is •
enough for four or more
mushroom-domed cylinders
which can be frosted and
decorated for a centerpiece
before serving.
1UOthef traditional favor-
ite, tasty as it .is attractive,-is
nutritious Easy Egg -Braid,
for springtime or any &rte.
Many taste delights .
Both recipes, and dozens
more for coffeecakes, press-
in-pan pizza and quiche
crusts — even Vintage Fruit
Sauce for desserts and meats
— are in "New and Easy
Yeast Recipes," available by
writing Carol Stevens, Red
Star Yeast, Department M,
Universal Foods Corpora-
tion, Milwaukee, WI 53201.
Include 25 cents to cove,/
mailing.










Batter bread in 2 hours.
3 cups all-purpose flour








- fruits or raisins - -
Y2 cup chopped ,Aidnui•
or pecans
I Large or
Oven 375' 4 Small Loaves
large .rnixer bowl, combine _
-nom - yeast, sugar
and salt; mix well. In sauce-
pan, heat milk, water and
shortening until warm (short-
ening does not need to melt);
add to ficrtir mixture. Blend
at low speed until moistened;
• btat 3 minutes at medium
speed. Add fruit and nuts. By
hand, gradually stir in remain-
ing flour to make a stiff batter.
Cover; let rise in VIIIFM place
until light and doubled, about
30 minutes. Stir down batter.
-Spoon into one greased 9 x 5-
inch loaf pan, 4 greased num-
ber cans; or 4 cans of varied
size. Fill 1:4 -to 1/2. lull, depend-
- Mg tiixin—how usuch- ,read
rise is de-sired a e top of
can. Cover; let ris in .warm
place until light and doubled,
about 30 minutes. (Place in
oven when dough has risen to
within one inch of the top of
the can)Bake at .3.75-? for 30 -
to 35 minutes until golden
brown. Remove from pans;
cool.. Frost with your favorite
powdered sugar frosting, al-
lowing to drip down sides.




brings lots of compliments!
E.4SY EGG BRAID
Sliape and bake in 3 hours.
4 to 4.1/2 cups all-purpose
flour







.3 eggs, iZlightly beaten
reiwrse I tablespoon
for glazr)
Oven 400 1 Large Loaf
In large mixer bowl, combine
2 cups flour, yeast, sugar and
salt: mix well. In saucepan,
heat water, milk and shorten-
ing until warm (shortening
does not need to melt); add to
flour mixture. Add eggs. Blend
gt lbw speed until mbistened;
beat 3 minutes at medium
speed. By hand, gradually stir
in remaining flour fp make a
firm slough. Knead on floured
surface until smooth and elas-
tic, about 5 minutes. Place in
greased bowl, turning to grease
top. Cover; let rise in warm
place until Iirrahd doubted,
about' 1 hour. Punch. _ dowb
douits: div,ide into 3 equal
parts:Roll each part on lightly
floored sui-face to make a 15-
inch strand. On greased cookie
sheet, braid loosely. Pinch
ends and tuck under to seal.
Colniget rise in warm. plAce.
untinight acid doubled in size.
about 30 minutes. Brush-with-
reserved I tablespoon egg.
Bake at 400° for 25 to 30 min-
utes until golden brown. Cool.
MSS IP11111.1101011
ve-on-spacLehd
Fantastik® spray cleaner on
all surfaces and wipe with a
clean cloth. Turn the Easy
Sprayer to stream position to
get at hooks and into corners
where dirt can accutnulate.
When the cleaning is done,
try economizing space by in-
stalling double-decker hang-
ing clothes rods. Build ad-
justable _shelves above and
below the clothink for
sweaters, lingerie, belts, etc.
Vinyl shoe pockets hung
On the door are convenient
Tor small items, such as,
panty hose, scarves and
gloves, as well as for storing
shoes. •
• Organization, conveni-
ence and efficiency are essen-
tial when it comes to the
kitchen cabinets.. Store the
appliances and items you
need most often at arm's
reach.
Don't hang onto broken
appliances or useless gadgets
unless you plan to have
them repaired.
Use space-savers such as
stacking shelves,„drawer di-
viders and storage turn-

























w., SW 95 $2 7 954
C011111:14t yet Ellgp.'ell ! Cliain-drise tran.mi--
sion for pouerful digging. cool operation.
Slicer title"dig io 2 1-in. uide. Itrigg- &-







I 10-Ii.P. tractor with
mower
- Was $
• sill 00 67 9„4 „nehro-balanced en-
‘ill 611111 
-
gin.' runs sn ((((( till)
. 3 forward speeds 1'1'1.-
re%erSe. 36- in. mower
,leirtrie start.
CUT SIMLA-Hi' Tractor with mower




—4,.....70:14......... , $ 99 0
......... 41,,,
I, ‘„,-ssettiejilit= 0 - Lightweight die • fait &N-
et i MilttIM housing! 5 height
4T1484111 WI S4 It . 
settings, 2-position handle..
• Shipping extra • Prices are Catalog prices sii Now on sale
..
Satisfaction Guaranteed or Your Mone', Bat I
CA-4 '.:.° • 72i '
.
 - Southsttle
L itlt -:- . Sears. - ShoPPulg • .Center
Sihrray.Ky
.:g I, 1.1.....- 753-2310 is., 11/ rt II .  %Sit. .0
r
•
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MISS SPRING SECTION
The neat and simple basics: season's look is 'together'!
The "do-your-own-thing"
wardrobe is done and gone!
No more helter-skelter mix
kW match pieces accurau-
Uting in-tlic closet. • - • .
American fashion is sim-
pler, cleaner, and less com-
plicated than ever as it
swings into the spring show-
ings. But clean and simple
by no means equal boring
and dull; color and cyt are
alive!• -
Acchedifig to the Ameri-
can Designer Showings for
Resort/Spring, 1977, Ameri-
can fashion ushers in 1977
with tiveMajor changes: a'
narrowing down of options,
writing "finis- to the do-
your-own- thing syndrome,
the widening of skirts, the
return of • the waistline- and
interest in hemlines.
Designers aim- to brizij 
THE CASHMERE DRESS THAT'S A SWEATER. Rihbed,
cowled, go-anywhere pull-on to go with anything, furs now,
silk raincoat later. The dress a wonilla wears on the plane,
slips into gratefully when the resort night turns cold. No-
melle/Cashmere blend for softness and stamina, the knit
comes in this season's Clean White,, Natural, Peach, Blue,
Yellow, with narrow suede belt: By Kimberly in 43E8 6
- ió16T7--
fashion and. life-style closer
, by divorcing fashion from
the calendar. They see to-
day's workable wardrobe as
.,- a year-round..tiuntablik ef---
fortlessly swinging from cli-
mate to climate.
Most designers noW con-
centrate on seasontess fab-
rics, adding layers instead of
changing Weights. Tweed, -
cottons unlined &wick. gab-
ardine, cotton twill, burlap,
linen, crepe de chine, taffeta,
velvet, all have lost their sea-
connotsn
Our designers -have en-
dorsed . the busy- American
woman's rejection of the
confusion-and waste repre--
sented by too many aimless
separates. • -
Piling on multiples in rag-
bag mixtures is out .in the
thinking is toward deliber-
ately related costumes which
can also interrelate.
Most collections reflect
-'one of-the two distinct- Am-
erican api-oaches to dressing;
slick, cleancut and modern
or nostalgic, folkloric 'clothes
which dramatize the -peasant
look like stage costumes, in
vivid colors with rich,..elal
orite trimmings, • ..
The stress is on native '
costumes of the Americas;
Caribbean, South American.
plantation, etc. themes. -
. Some collections. cover --
'batfi'points of view.
While there are far more
skwfs than pants, there are
pants aplenty, and in a great
variety of lengths, from heel
to above-ankle to Bermudas,
to shorts and short-shorts.
Al!. pants and most- suit
-skirts are narrowed down:
dresses and evening drestes.
arc either wrapped close and
flowing out or very full and
billowing. The - dirndl .,and
the tiered peasant skirt arc
a , natural expression of the
native-costume kick all de-
signers are on.
The.waistline is definitely
__asnewi focus:- wrapped with a
sash ,sliaped;in_in, ,suit - jack-
ets, marked by wide bias in-
serts, or cinched in with a
stiffened cummerbund.
.Some designers also play
.with the wavering waistline-
- low blousons and high
empire bodices are frequent.
One Americanisth in these
Collections is 'a total cleanup
of -all dripping or drags ex-
tras. Everything is either at-
tached Or . built-in, -without
ex - '-'lads. ' 'do
•
MEM, SPRING, TERI MORRIS, has been member
of the varsity cheerleading team at Calloway Coun-
.  ty High for threeltstrs. She served-,0011121-45-z1v.'7,-_ cheerleader. - • '
-Lovely deceivers for sun lovers
With spring in the air and' head start on a suniaer-
--- summer on its way, many - bronzed look without chem-
sun worshippers are already icals or dangerous sun lamps.
dreaming of the long, lazy Several cosmetic comrra-
- hours a basking ahead-of - ivies FRAM. ma rket tinted
them. And the 'mirror -is moisturizers and sheer,
probably reflecting a some- glowing foundations - *high
what pale, winter-worn face will gjve, you a good healthy
at all of us., along-with' the bcOc





MEMBER NATIONAL BRIDAL SERVICE ale,
announnuniummunnumunnunumnininuntommiumnitiiiiinninotniliiiiiimilinntimitUltlIM
•••
Sansui iS__Onilltalith Miss Spring!E-
Sfrictly wholesale prices
Largest selection if tape and albums in this area.
TV-SetrYice-Senter 
E-
E 13,5865 "We Service What-We—Self-
WInimilIBM111111111111111111111111111111IIIIIIIUM111111111111111111111111U111111111111111IIIIIIIIIIIIRICIlealrilailiSiihil°1171P1111111(111111trilmI&
1111121 SPRING sicnow
dyiet kit' is- a help "The-"nthruilW8114w hailds1Men -have a tendency to ly foppish handshake to theto the harried traveler' neglect hand care, thinking world.that an occasional nail-clip; Nails should be short andIf you're constantly on
go to business meetings
and conferences all over the
-country (or, for that matter,
the world!), the-Men's Fash-
-Irak ASsociatiOriffIggests you
pack a "jet kit" for the next
time around the travel cir-
cuit.
Pick a soft, easy to handle
case of leather or vinyl that
will fit easily into your carry-
on luggage. Maie sure that
it has a good closure and a
plastic lining in case of
spills.- ,0
Here's a -checklist of im-
portant items for the "jet
- kit:" hairbrush/comb, aspi-
rin/headache remedy, eye
drops, shaving gear (shaver
razcir. Cream or Printer.
---arid after-shave lotion), skin
conditioner, toothbrush and
.paste, lip bairn, cologne




Xou should keep in mind
you? individual needs when
filling up your kit — an in-
ternational traveler, for CX-
ample, might want to include
an electrical converter.
And you should carry it
with you on all your 'trips,
rather than check it through
or pick it up.
,
A STREETCAR NAMED "DESIRE" conjures up all sorts
of macho_ manifestations. . . especially for drama buffs.
So be ready for action in this hooded, terry-lined Regatta
suede jacket from Bert Paley, Led., a division of After Six,
Inc. Featuring three pockets, zipper front, with a drip
shoulder and raglan sleeve, it's just perfect for any spring
adventure. Stella will love it ...
Mr. Klein!
Leave it to Calvin Klein
tepresentoneef this spring's
freshest and most exciting
showings in sportswear, s-aft
and_ si rht le  yet_totally-hiiiiet -
est from__anything±else on
the market, •
Klein is the master of the
updated classic, creating a
totally' new look that is
destined to become a col-
lector's timeless favorite:
For spring '77, his Sur-
prise is first of all in his
selection and combination
of materials . . . handker-
chief linen in either-hatural
white or soft, muted earth
CPIOrs_is. delicately manipu-
late- from thdrining -day-
time blouses (the shirt is
out)to flowing, translucent
evenin^ &esses with 'match-
ing sh...v1 all the -work
rich in details of faggoting,
pleating,, and tucking.
_For-dayjiine, -Klein loves
linen skirts combined with
the blouses or rich cashmetc
tops in his new shades —
adobe, slate, and a natural
pale oatmeal.
Biggest news of all is his
latest version of the jacket—
straigh4loolesi(Irdrfroni•
the shoul t e hips, the
perfect fina ouch to these
free-spirited and classicly
feminine clothes.
ping is all that's needed. well -filed (never to a point,
Yet, next to thiface—tboughl). Cuticles. should be
hands are the most frequent- 'pushed back, never cut (this
ly exposed part of our body, can be easily done after a
constantly in view and sub- ohow_e_r or bath when thejecf to scrutiny: tissue is softened).
, This is not to suggest that And most of all, both
a man should present a nails and hands must always
polished, softened and utter- be immaculate!
Clifton Cochran show; Teri Morris, our 1977 Miss











Afters° many seasons of
tailored classics, Spring '77
is a welcome change of pace
_ gender, according to .
New :Directions — Tress
Week director, Mildred
Sullivan.
- The sioman- of this -sea- -
son is throwing off her "safe"
secure look and letting loose
with free, soft shapes, bright
clear colors and a new af-
firmation of -femininity.- -
She may go all-out for
tropical or peasant fantasies.
Or she may stick with the
cleanest cuts in pristine
white. •
Teri" Morris, Miss Spring browses'
around in Buckingham Ray LTD.
admiring the stylish clothes for
spring.
Either way, she'll do it
with a soft touch ... like a
crisp linen blazer over a full,
-flowered skin : a white -
-handkerctlleflinen sundrea
. . . a floral strapless evening
dress, obi sashed to define
the waist, . or a big roman-
-tic blouse 'With fulh sleeves,
. necruffireyucks or a drawstring
. The Spring-Woman has a
%passion for Jabries. She can't
get enough of the -'fresh"
look of crisp cottons, pique,
taffeta, linens.
She'll go to extremes with•
_jilt luxurious fluideilkt- arid'
--the utilitarian chic of "dish-
cloth" fabrics.
Mast of all, she loves the
:dress. For day, for evening.
Because she enjoys feeling
• like a woman again and
- noiIsinsas it .better the-ti-
the body-beautiful Cycnitig
41i143;- 41C ICOSC -sat,‘Ailt
dresses: the slim fcminipe
shoe's, scarf-wrapped hips„
real jewelry and maybe even
a flower in her hair,
• The omrnnn dentun 1salnr
_
thk season is the defined
waist,- drawing he crisper
fabrics &Ise 10 the body.
The obi sash, the „scarf-
Wrapped v. aist. and th6' knot-
ted belt are a-few-ways and
means. The look. is -almost
casual and_off-hand.
It's -anti-buttob and' zip-
per . . .-•-more like clisths
wrapped -around the leNdy;
41-W -tnften--
• wlisi • n rkli 
eeves.
Spring-Fantasies carry on
the fall look of luxury and
self-indulgence. Opulent:lab- •
rics, -multiple prints. an --
abundance of jewelry, appli-
ques, braid, ruffles, Irou frou,-
seems to be no lasting ro.
mance for the new short
"baggy" look or the '.19jn-
cloth"..skirt, 4w-it retnew -of
the mini t snmethink  Pans is
pushing). Maybe a better bet
• Handkerchief hems. tiered
dresses, full skirts . . . some-
times double skirts, and lay-.
cring persist:. -
In contrast to the "pile it -
on" look,,lhere's Ms. Clean
in neat tailored suits, hard-
playing sportswear, and easy,
uncluttered dresses. The
"little" dress is back in a big
way.
• Short lengths are just flirt-
ation,' at the moment. There .
The success of those
printed knit dresses started it
alt. And the image of a
women who it -glamorous,
very feminine AND a smash-
ing success didn't hurt.
Anyway, Diane Von Furst-
enburg gave, women movie-
star. glamour in a real-life
-Way .. „plus a chance to look
like women again, and every- -
one has picked up her cue in
their own special ways this
spring.
There's the full, soft dress,
cinched-in atibe waist. Lois
of these get excitement from
Fantasy or, romantic treat-
ments, mixtures of- prints,




weather, The daytime strap-
less dress often covers up
with a jacket or pullover to
match.
is the new feminine Bermuda
short look.
There's no time like spring
'77 torfantasizer,break
--out.oLvmold,Ary_isauew
you, get a fresh fashion out-
look! Whether you decide to
clean up or let yourself go.
change is romantic, -and"
Ares What this s.a3ciii'l•hit-
about Hut thah--istet-tbat
what life is all about?
. Teri Morris looks re60y for Spring in this outfit
from Littleton's.
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Ever-closer return to classic
elegance in fashion for men
"Naturaj"—that's the key- •
YvOrnor men's fashions in
spring, 1977. Natural not
-only in fabric and Ober mix,
but natural color blends and
natural styles to fit Inatur-
ally!) into the total lifestyle
of today's man.
But—and it's a big but—
this does not. mean that it's
-going to he natural shades,
natural shoulders or 100%
natural fibers. The spring '77
fashion diet is not going to
be "sartorial wheat germ" —
even if that's the way it will
often look!
Without dramatic changes,
this will be a very good sea-
son for men's wear, accord-
ing to the Men's Fashion
-Association. The opportuni-
ties will be numerous the
sport coat revival . . . a
trading-up in the leisure suit
area . growing acceptance
of coordinains and separates
... not a hint of let-up in
denim ... the trend toclas,sic
patterns. and Many, many_
r'InUte. • •
Color is, of course, the.
great neutral story with pale
tones in bottom weights
united with dark or deep
• rights in the tops.
The no-color look of black
and white is very big —
working together or singly,
accented with brights. Greens
range from forest green to




inates fabrics in fancy cloths,
prints, tweeds, plaids, flan-
nels, twills, gabardines and
herringbones. •
Fine wale corduroy -con-
tinues but seems to be broad-
ening -m medium and wider
wales. Interlocks in solids
and as a print base create a
nox city look. But refinement
is the keyword in all fabrics.
denim, printed, solid, striped
or plaided.
The linear look is seen in
engineered stripes, pin.
A CLASSIC REVISITED, this natural color linen-look dou-ble-breasted snit features a six-button jacket with peakedlapel., a deep center vent and pick stitching is combinedwith hared trousers complete with angled pockets and behloops (11130). Photo courtesy: Men's Fashion Assn.
broken line and herring.
bones. There is a variation
of checks and plaids in dress
shirts. Single and double-
knits will returri'''-iirlight--
weight silky tweedy, ribbed_
md quilted variritionl.
As for silhouette, the  „ sep-
arates story is bigger than
ever — all the parts are
linked with one 'constant
color.
The tailored suit will fea-
ture narrower lapels, a less
fitted-waist, softer shoulders




placement. One button is
closed for the American
market effecting a more
. open look, pants narrowing
but not to the extreme idea
of the cigarette jean.
Unconstructed blazers will
be coordinatedWith slacks,
_AvISAter.S. shins _ a com-
fortable but more dressy
sportswear look. - -
And last, but not least, the
new fun fashion is the late
20's yachtsman look — Le.
blouson shirts, boat necks,
raglan sleeves, cross stripes
and lots of white.
All in all, men's fashion
for spring '77 is looking very
.good, very -clean and neat,
with an ever-closer return to
classic elegance. A happy
farewell to the days of the
gaudy and sloppily-fitted
male . . . hooray! --




They have the latest in fashion!
KING'S DEN
"The" Store For Men







Amy Lovett helps Teri Morris with a pair of sandals from the Wide
selection at the Shoe Tree.
To complete that outfit for a dressy occasion or a trip to the beach
come out & choosle from our wide selection of styles 8, colors.. ,
We have many new spring shoes by Aigner, Famolare, Red Hots, Nina,








- P"-Adl 41 -Fmusi
• tree
Miss Spring is about to take a spin in this Hornet AMX from
Cain AMC Jeep. There is a special going on Now! When
you take a test drive- in any American Motors car -you
receive a pocket calculator free. If you purchase any
American Motors car you receive $400.00 worth of either,
Luggage - Air Travel or Room Accommodations whichever
you choose.
— See Us Today!
753-6448
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OsearA
argasy is one
•nicest thingi your Mind Can
be gifted with. You can do
so much with fantasy -- in-
vent, create, dream and wear
the clothes that fulfill the
dream.
"Fashion. . . should be
both realistic and fanciful.
sies
;shaidd_r_give you pleasure.
"make your life easier , . it
, can he practical and poetic
. . it should meet your
, moods and your daily, night-
ly role playing." So states
designer Oscar de la Renta.
Day clothes remain clean-





skirts for both illy aid eve-
ning, and the ag soft sleeve
is everywhere, aecArding to
the designer.
"Airy volume — light,
soft 'bigness' — or a- pencil-
straight-silhouette — that is
how I see spring."
Oscar de la Renta believes
that the beautifully-cut-skirt
is a natural preference today,
so he has fewer pants in his
collection and only three
eveIting pajamas, an in white.
. There are a few above-the-
knee skirts- (just skimming
the knee), looking ahead to
-summer. There should be
more leg, with lighthearted
clothes. -
The full skirts are tiered,
ruffled, or pip-pleated. The
waist is marked with snuff
cotton webbing belts, silk• ..
• from 't _ e spring co in ev_tning____
*Wr-S-5, Oscar de la ite-nta:--Trtis-sieiataatirtgly-reminisric,
rawialting and totally rotnantie vrtsentble-features a dowered- - --
18th century ribboned bolero jacket, a ribbon-banded taf-
feta-skirt and a sheer lame chiffon blouse.
- Hair that moves: soft,
romantic spring 'touch
Softness and romance
have returned to fashion for
the spring and summer
seasons.
This is the year of big
, skirts, layered peasantry,
subtle prints, floral fabrics
and sheer gauze or netting in
And your hair should, he-
. everything o
-ton-the-beach 




the finishing touch to any
strictly feminine clothes, the
To complement these soft,
from severe geometric, an.
gular lines like the "wedge,"
in favor of gentle waves,
loose tumbling curls and
longer lengths, according to
the prestigious Helene Curtis
Hairstylists Advisory Board.
Members of the Advisory
Board, all leading beauty
salon owners from across
the cvntry include: Rosalie
Cantrell Rosalie Cantrell's
Beauty Salon, Seattle, Wash-
ington; John Dellaria, Con-
tinental Coiffures, Boston,
Massachusetts; Jerry Gor-
don, J. Gordon Designs &
Hair Parlour, Ltd., Chicago,
Illinois; Don 'Hill, Domitill
Hairstylists, Los Angeles,
California; Fred Moore, Sa-
lon Americus, Dallas, Texas;
Thomas Spicer, Thomas
Bernard Codfures, Mt. Lau-
rel, New Jersey; Maureen
Springer, Maureen Springer
Salon, New York, New York;
Michael Taylor, Antoine du-
Chez Salon, Denver, Color-
ado; and Donald Trammel,
Donald in Phipps Plaza,
Atlanta, Georgia. '
At-the-shoulder is still the
favored ,"long" hair look
says the Board. k's long
enough for feminine waves,
to pull hair back into a chig-
non or wear with combs, but
short enough to swing when
you walk.
Though you might see-one
or two short-short looks, it
won't be an '111"Ang-tod
your hair super-short this
year. . . it's not romantic
enough for the way you'll
want to look.
- As with last year's wedge,
Lthe_fullneis_and volume  stay-
in- -the back, curled loosely
for day, then perhaps twisted
into a chic knot at night.
Everyone's dressing up
agai -. for evening and it's
important to be able to
dress-up your hair, too.
Flowers, combs, barrettes,
feathers, jewels, tiny braids
—all will be seen in the best
places.
Women. sy_pn't go back to
sitting under a hairdryer,
say the experts, or to sleep-
ing on rollers everynight. But
they may want to do more
than just blow their hair dry.
Perhaps a touch of the
curling iron or a quick set
with electric rollers, or, even
easier, a perm that dries nat-
urally into glorious, softly.
shining curls. ,
This is going'to be a fun
year !or hair fashion, com-
mented one Advisory Board
member, because women
will be wearing hair styles
that are versatile and can
quickly and easily be
changed to go with any fash-
ion mood.
?hone 753-451 I
cords, or sashed with very
pretty ribbons.
Ribbons .are part of some
of the dresses: a flowered
18th century ribbon bolero,
a ribbon-banded taffeta skirt
over a lame chiffon blouse or
wide roman-striped ribbon
borders on white cotton
dresses: , -
"I like the fresh feminine
look of a white skirt, a lush
open-necked blouse and a
bright or dark jacket. Some
- ot th
e Millie* 'are off-the-
shoulder — others have
very pretty openwork cotton
lice 'necklines. One, or two
of these have white Aim to
match with a lace border,"
states de la Renta.
The fabrics are an ex-
ample of my thoughts on
fashion" he continues. t'cot-
ten or -wool gabardine7
waffle-pique and pin-wale
pique, heavy or handkerchief
linen and also an in-between
wean..
weight linen that talon
perbly, cotton voile for rlgy,
and at night the world of
taffeta, lame chiffon, ham-
mered satin.
"Some of these are appli-
qued and-embroidered, and
all are in a great, gaiety of
colors.
"1 -olio- re-introduee -a
beautiful material, cloqui
silk, originally made famous
by BaLenciaga, that I use in
vivid colors and black."
.Printi. set .tfte, pattern for -fashion -pizazz!
• Prints make the fashion. dark background. They're The traditional classics:
changes happen fast. Giving especially important on "big" madras-plaids, in muted new
, this. coca.: feminine -Morals; -eveniog sitir4s-anekdresses.---- -versions; :right it'll in g
peasant prints, kitchen stripes _ Stripes come next, right stripes, pin-stripes agrpuck-
and checks. . __out of the kitchen. The dish- ered Stripes. There's also the
Florals range, from,trop- cloth stripe and the "hand- old-fashioned taffeta ribbon
Ica) jungles to dainty English towel" look do lots of work plaid and the charming ta-
rock gatdiarmiWcistiarc on a 'in sportswear ' - blecloth •chtek.
Miss Spring
is an enticing date in her formal from..:
4The Shon)casem,„
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Cool look for warm
•
GOURMET DINING IN SUMPTUOUS SURROUNDINGS
becomes an event in New Orleans. And After $ix'sjiophisti-
rated, .cool and comfortable ivory fo"rmisiS Tor spring are
right in keepinekith this elegant backdrop. Right, satin.
trimmed peak lapels give you that "bit of flare" on a 100%
polyester shantung formal of distinction. The coordinated
light blue formal shirt of 100% polyester is a melange of
exciting pleats and tucks. Left, the wider shawl collar for-
mal of silk-like 100% texturized woven polyester is an up-
dated classic for spring. Teamed with After Six's 100%
polyester pure white ruMed 'formal shirt, its just right for
warm weather festivities — indoors or out,
evenings "Fashion, welcomes back
old-time pocket watch
You just might be surprised!




watch has returned to'style.
The world's biggest maker
of pocket watches, Westclox,
says that vests for both men's
and wonsen's suits have




need not be expensive to
look authentic. The finest old-
time designs have been re-
pruduced on the backs of the
cases, and the faces are or-
nate with scrolls ar exquisite-
ly colored raised decorations.
.Among the styles that
Westclox has revived in or-
nate decorator models, cop-
ied—from original hand--
engraved dies, are The Ken-
tuckian, in antique pewter
and gold colors, with the
watch' case depicting_ an ele-..
gant hunting scene in bas-
relief.
Other antique-inspired
pocket watches are called
The Duke, Time Was and
Country Gentleman, all 'of
which bring back the aes-
thetics of yesteryear.
- One is even called The
Conductor, and is a superb
nostalgic railroad-
style watch with matching
chain, similar to those used
by conductors and engineers
during the glorious days of
Old 99. A locomqtive is
handsomely embossed tin.
the back of.the '-case—whiefi
comes in nickel or gold-color
finish. ' •
• Rest of all, these Westdox
reproductions of old pocket
watches are made in the
U.S.-Prices range from $10
to $15.
- A BOLD STATEMENT IN WHITE is this short sieese cob,
ton pullover shirt. It's styled with a waist-deep two-button
placket, and red, white and green appliqued stripe., on the
single chest pocket. Wider stripes are• repeated across the
back. The white theme is carried through in twill jeans with
double .mall besom pockets lined in green, piped in red
and blue. Photo courtesy: Men's Fashion Assn.
Colors: rich
and clean
- Gone are the muddy col-
ors this spring. Everything is
bright and fresh, super-
natural.
This spring's color palette
\ has all the' life of the soft,
'flowing designs it enhances.
-Prom the most delicate pales
and neutrals to the bold
and bright "hot shades," the
color message is clearly
feminine.,
The rich naturals: Ecru,
cream * beige, khaki, forest
green, salmon. • The rich '
pales: pale jade, raspberry.
grape, mango, shell pink.
The rich brights: hat tur-
quoise, violet, cerise, hot
pink . some are paired in
twos and threes for a Matisse
palette.
The rich darks: the earth
tones, burgundy, navy. black
. . all cleaned up with pyre










(As Well As TheMen)
Now Head for...
SALES
SERVICESpring on a 801 S. 4th St. • 753.4092
Honda 750 Super Sport
Teri Morris Tides into - 
-OVERBY-HONDA
OPEN 810 ; DAILY • FRIDAYS TO 8 PM
Robert and Reda Overbs Owners and Operators
!AKE 23 vinsvassy, Ky.; MCA & taus, Mary, Apre 8.1977
the pecin Uti
tasty African chicken dis
-You' lougEi you dIeard
everything about peanuts
this year, right?.
Well, if the following isn't
the vinittiest recipe you've
eirer seen-- or -tastecT. Irou
must have some culinary
pertoirel
A most unlikely cdinbina-
tion of ingredients, this dish
- is -atruly sensational one.
The Western taste is not
generally geared to such a
mixture of chicken, peanut
  butter, garlic, tomatn.puree
and eruslied red pepper —
but wait 'til you try it!
_Save your .judgment
sfter the taste test), which-
this recipe will pass with
flying colors.---------
The origin of this dish is =
- in tamertiatt---
- riot West-Afriec TfieTeilea-
nuts .and Chicken are abun-
dant, and combining them
in -recipes is both common
and po-pular. "Tit chit-ken  '
dish 'pictured here is a true
!usury in, Cameroon, .WWte-
_ there is no peanut butter so 
peanuts must be ground and
-r.-oneect by framt '
In this country preparing AN
the dark is a pleasure. With nut
the Wear-Ever Pokey Pot
slow cooker-410 time is lost for
lingering- around the stove--
waiting to stir or add ingre-
dients, -._
'The steps are easy, prep7
____anstimi-time-is-shert,- and the
slow"cooker does all the
work. Yurite free to go-
te the
'Pokey Pot is busy cooking
the dinner.
To complete this zeanut/
--- chicken medley serveit Ova
a bed of rice, and acco1iV,
pany it with a cucumber
yoghurt salad. pickles or
chutney.
POKEY PEANUT-CHICKEN
3% pound chicken, cut up
4 medium onions, thickly  
- sliced
2 cups tomato puree
1 12-oz. jar smooth peanut
butter
1 clove garlic, crushed
1% teaspoons-crushed red
pepper -
% cup Spanish- peanuts
.• Place chititen and Onions in
crock of 31/2 quart Pokey Pot.
Combine tomato puree, pea-
nut butter, garlic and crushed
red pepper; mix well. Pour
over chicken. - -
Place -crock in outer shell
---- • of -slow- emsker. -Cover; cook
on Low setting for 5 hours.
Reinove_sover. Stir ib- pea-
nuts. Replace cover. Cook 1/2
„hour longer..
Garnish with"' ton-tato





- NEW YORK 4-AP1 - Of the
18 million children in secondary
school, over one million have
learning disabilities, says the
New-York 4nstitute for Child
Development.
Although children do not out-
grow such basic difficulties as
hyperactivity and learning dis-
abilities, it is never too late to
help them, the Institute says.
-"There IS 811 entire subpopu-
intim of this generation that
was.born too soon to take ad-
vantage of what has come to be
known about the causes and
cures of learning disabilities,
explains Darrel G. Chapman,
the Institute's chief of therapy.
UNUSUAL BUT TASTY cow Mion of chicken, pea-
butter, garlic,- tomato purée and crushed red pepper




'Clothing must move with
the body7' -says Yves Saint
French designer. "It is- the
daily environment of our
bodies and our minds. Our
clothing sets the tone of our
own personalities." •
Metes Tashion:Ior'YVes
Saint LaVrent, is a matter
-of itiblety. He believes in,
-fresh appealing clothing
with a good classic base, in
_youthful elegance, in cloth,
ing that also'' allows the'
wearer to remain himself.
_ "This „§eason, my suits
will be softer, more natural
shouldered' closer to the
European tradition ief tai-
lored dothirig. Tke • lapel's •
are slightly narrower, the
overall look. is ,one of pre-
cision, but without exagger-
_ /lion. Refined .  totally 
-comfortable7--=
For- his SPting 'City Col-
lection the silhouette is-
youthful and soft, lapels
are narrower, shoulders, soft- _
-Cr, the-double-breasted jack-
ets reviee the custom tailorl 
chic-detail Of a center vent
or no vent at all.
7_.11iik lapels :aro another 
important . thoroughbred
touch. The Fabrics are rich:
crisp woolens, linens, alpaca,
_gabardine and silk — all in
subtle-textures, patterns- and
COI OR CREATES AN INTERESTING EFFECT, reports
go Men's- IF:gshion Asilos.:04.14,---in-tfrese-haldeus,. Left, -
50,4_ polyester/50% cotton white knit tee shirt ($15), by
"Banana Peels," features am ring neck trimmed in triple
appliqued col's- of yellow, red and green. Right, a SO%
poly ester/50% cotton short sleeve pullover (811) with
three-button plaaet 1. ports a collar and sleeves in black,
grey, !bream camel and rust stripes.
Murray Supply-Lawn
And Garden Center
• - The Woo If G‘iiiiiiiminess is not
vs you get service after the sale!"
200 E. Main







sideline with us. . . 'When you buy_frons
Bank Rate Financing Available
753-3361
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Cool and effortless elegance










A- slip of a shoe viffi-a
,LslUnnied down heel, shining,
::::reftection of Spring fashion








Combining cool, effortless And there is a triangular-
elegance with sheer. opulent ly-shaped, glkedged
I antasy*. Rizkallah'_s new_ yolled toga" in' thite matte
spring 1977_ collection for jersey that falls in-koft, zig-





contrasting piping, are sup-
ple, free-falling,ssoftly cling-
ing; while voluminous ball
dresses burst forth in an
.exotic . display_ of brilliant
Color and rich, fanciful
fabrics. '
zag folds over mAtching
pants.
Chiffons Ckift over the
figure in big "water color"
floral prints: and swirla of
pink, blue, green on mauve
chiffon create a one-rhOul-
,der dress with two-tOne
siok.
Layered swallow-printed
chiffon creates both long
and short versions Of a di-
aphanous evening dress.
- 'ENseo look'
The "Disco Look" con-
sists of a rajah coat, party
pants and bra in lime jsreen
'Chiffon printed with gold
and yellow flowers; as well
down the sides of a match- as sreen and While awning- .
' --mg I ja a-11 coal. , • :griped chiffon pajamas.- —
contrasting navy-- blue Getting into -fan,tasy, rich .
with white crepe is another peasant.dresses contrast gold
look, interpreted in paneled or beige burlap -skirts trim-
Qt foliated drekses; or • a med with ribbon and , gold
tunic over pants. . braid, worn with big White
- :._ eSelet,  AR& hute-hlormair- ,
... Menai* eltiragiryp, • Memorable. entrance; - .
Passetnenterie .ambfoi• A royal blue, burlap coat
dery, multi-colored velvet lined in , brilliant orange
ribbon and gold braid- add goes over A- gold matte jersey
decor to rajah coat (brit- dress and a big enveloping
fiarit minge over a white gold lurex coat goes over a
crepe dinner dress) and burlap skirt,
bolero Costemcs. .Peasant Making a memorable 
trance for big evenings, Riz-
en-
.
tallatis-ball dresses . are in
blouses have laced bodices, 
" .--'lrelutifully sculptured.
st_ jper-elegaaL for.---evrinr—r--
billowing ice blue satin or
of colors — sunrise pink. 
cliciemid-binecTwith a burgundy 
jersey in a rainbow 
r c ampagne
___ velvet bodice with hie pufftrd '
' =tot mauve., pess-N- ii,..1 sleeves. . .
Understated pristine.white
or bon bon pink cirepe ap-
pears very new for day;
while apricot piping outlines
a vivid yellow decollete top
and pleated skirt, extending
-gold — appears in a. group,
-of dresses- Which cascade -to
'the . ffocfr in &wing panels
or pleats from softly draped
bodices or haltcr necklines.
'Grecian' styles - •
Two Persian-green jerse
dresses have pleated, banded
bodices, one with a Grecian.
draped Empire look, its long
slie%es gathered at the
wrists; the other worn with
a white organza jacket. -
The *Us' Me dress, peas-
ant-embroidered cottifint,
crisp tailored linens give the
right fresh cool look . .. just
bare enough.
Uncluttered body-dresses
in clingy knits are variations
on the tee dress and the wrap
dress.
' Elegant silky fabrics, lady-
like prints, floral patterns,
and obi-sashed waists also
mark this poised and pol-
ished look.
Whether dressing her table oc dressing herself for




• • • • • • • do •
Let the Bank of Murray
'help plan your Nest
We Congratulate
Miss Spring 1977
"teri Morris"
Bank of Murray
FDIC
